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MR. REED’S WORK.

A NOVEL IDEA.
Here is

lie Is the Centre of Interest at the

clever idea of our designer—a Hall Stand made
like a great chair. It is an
original idea ana very effectively carried out.
The mirror makes the back of the chair and the robe
chest becomes the seat. The corner
posts are carried ud in
the same style so often seen on
NO FEAR OR DREAD OF HIS COMantique Hall Cnairs,
The “shaping out” of the front legs and the sides of the
ING RESPONSIBILITY.
chair is one of the most effective features of the design. The
mirror is richly framed and the metal
mountings are of a
pattern which harmonize well with the design.
Special prominence has been given to the decorative The Speaker Hard at Work on the Personof the Many
nel
Committees—The
possibilities, and the frame throughout is relieved by hand
carving in demi-relief.
Great Kules of the 51st Congress Wil]
We offer this pattern at the same cost as a plain Stand.
a

of Course lie

“We deliver goods directly into the houses of our Portlaud
customers, absolutely
free of all expense as to freight and

servative

jority is Pavored—Benches May Replace

cartage.”

the Old Time

PAINE

FURNITURE

43 CANAL

CUBANS
A

CARPET BEATING,

HOUSE,

MANCHESTER, N. H.,
Makes it the largest and best equipped hote
north of Boston.
A. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
J. WESLEY BENNER, Manager.

feb21TuThtfW&lp

AS THE MERCURY FALLS
REMEMBER
§
|I
I

quickly.

TUTOr
I Hr Nr?

53 cts.

\

Hay’s
Kose

Glycerine

Jelly,
15c a tube.

H. H.

HAY & SON,

MIDDLE

STREET.

PRISONERS ESCAPE.
Black, W liosa Home is in Belgrade

Mills and .Matthew Ford
Concord

Escaped

fron

Fighting.

have

1

Prison,

November 26.—Two more in
mates
of the
Massachusetts reforma
tory made their escape from that institu
ution early this morning.
Their names are Elmer Black and Mat
Both wero first-grade mei 1
thaw Ford.

Concord,

and were
employed^in making repairs ii
the boiler room in the prison yard. The;
workod nights, and between one and twi
o’clock this morning while the offioers ii
was
busv with other men, the]

charge

two
ladders and with then
secured
climbed to the top of the twenty-fou
foot wall, dropped on tho outside in tin
same manner the men did who escape!

THE CENTRE OF ATTRACTION.

Washington, November 26.— Eorecast for
for New England: Fair;
much colder Wednesday with cold wave

Sir. Heed Is

Besieged by Callers and Betters.

Wednesday

Sunday.
Black

is twenty-seven years old, fiv<
feet seven and one-half inches high am
weighs 130 pounds, has brown hair am I
blue eves and two upper teeth gone. Hi
home is in Belgrade Miils, Me. Ford i
twenty-nin« years old, five fe'et.flve in
oheshlgh, weighs 120 pounds, with browi
liair and bluo eyes and a scar over tb
Ho was sentenced from Fal
left eyo.
River and his term would have expire!
next month.

[

EIGHT MILLIONS INVOLVED.
TLe Coart of

Appeals Reverses

an

Import

ant Decision.

Albany, N. Y., November
Court of Appeals today reversed

26.—Tb
the judg
rnent of the general term and affirmec
that of the special term with costs in tb ,
case of
James J. Belden, plaintiff, re

spondent against Stevenson,

Burke

(By

United

Press.)

Novomber 26.—If Hon.
westerly winds.
Washington,
November 26.—Signals dis- Thomas B. Reed had any doubts about
Boston,
played on the Atlantio coast from East- his unanimous renomination as Speaker
port to Norfolk.
by the Republican caucus noxt Saturday
Local Weather Report.
night they would speedily bo dispelled
the amount and charaoter of mail that
Portland, November 26.—The
local by
weather bureau office records as to the weighs down the postman whose tour
weather are the following:
8 a. m.—Barometer, 39,946; thermometer, 33.4; dew point, 33; humidity, 100;

includes the Shorcliam hotel.
All of the two hundred and

forty-four

Republican merabers-elect appear to have
wind, calm; Velocity, —; weather, foggy. called on friends to present qualications
8 p. m.-Barometer. 29.677: thermometer, 5o.O; dew point, 55; humidity, 100, for committee assignments to the coming
is working his clerk and
who
b;
wind,
velocity,
20;
weather; speaker,
ram.
stenographer extra time trying to return
Mean daily thermometer,
maxi42.0;
mum thermometer, 57.0;
minimum therinumoter, ~7.0; maximum
velocity of
wind,
38, b;
total
precipitation,
0.67.
funds for

am

involves $8,000, OCX

JIM SMITH
In

Nine

Hounds

Ho

WINsT
Conquers

Diet

Burge.

London,

November 26.—The light be
tween Dick Burge and Jim Smith for 20!
pounds a side and a purso of 300 pounds
took place tonight at tho Blobingrock.
club.
In the ninth round Burge, whi
has
baen badly punished, fell several
tinms
from exhaustion. Referee Angle

declared Smith the winner.

number;

Dum»s is

Very Low,""

*

Pairs, November 26—The physfclans Inattendance
upon Alexander Dumas announced this afternoon that they entertain no hope of his recovery.

soap in the world, as well as purest and sweetest for toilet and nursery. The only preventive of pimples, because the only preventive of
inflammation of the pores.
8old throughout thq vrorld. British dppol: F. NettSons, 1, King-E<h?nru-st., Loudon. Potter
CusuicjlL Coup., Bole Props., Boston, U, 8. A,

BF.t’.Y A
I)ruo u

HAVOC IN THE WESTERN SECTION
OF THE COUNTRY.

In

Cincinattl

a

Man Was

Frightened

to

Meath By the Wind-Traffic Delayed on
Laud and Sea-Street Car Service at a

Standstill,

and Telegraph and
phone Wires Slashed in Two,

November 26.—A terrific

Cincinnati,

wind storm

night doing

Tele-

swept over this section last
considerable damage to prop-

Port Huron, Mich., November 26—.The
wind reached a velocity of 70 miles an
hour here this morning. Several houses
are unroofed, trees
and telephone
and
telegraph wires are carried down.
The
is
a
snow
nearly foot deep and the street
car and railroad
service
is greatly de-

and

orews

of

the

in

Shaft Full of

Cheap Stocks—One of
Companies Shows

Kaffir

Denver, Col., November
mining stock speculation

the
Its

26.—Denver
was

oonfi ned

to
the cheap stooks,
buyers were tli6 salaried clerks,
to get in before the promised rise

and the
eager

There
It was

packets

ing

a

Gale—His Name Was Alfred

damage
$10,000.

vauuueu

oAVt-U

JjaUbUrSUIlittgei,

tigeu

uu,

htn

<U

Tay-

MUlHtK,

was

frightened

quotations,
he. was prostrated.
rapidly
his wife with an ;axe.
His
daughterpurchase new stock instead. There was a corpse In a short time.
her mother’s life In peirl, seized a
over
were
twenty-five new companies
At
Middletown, the Miami Bicycle seoing
revolver that lay on the bar
and fired
incorporated during the week for.the company’s building was damaged.

advance.
“We are being flooded with these speculative stocks,” said President Boot, “but
what can you do?
You refuse to list the
stock because is has nothing but a prospect behind it, and the promoters will
cite a half dozen instances where similar
stocks went above par by reason of an
unexpected strike in the prospect olaims.
We cannot tell where the next rich mine
will conie from. The Cripple Creek camp
has fooled everybody by its richness and
the extent of territory where shipping
mines have been opened up. The brokers
cannot
buy the high priced stock, because that stock Is not for
sale and because
their customers want only the
”
cheap stocks.
A Cripple Creek stock was traded in
last week which is backed by nothing
but a group of claims out on a school section miles from a producing mine. Another is a shallow shaft filled with water
and with the company at loggerheads,
yet its stock was sought for, and the
slightest drop in its quotaitons lesulted
a purchase
in
whenever offered. The
brokers
made the money this week on
commissions and in scalping the market,
while the purchasers without the exchange bought for a rise.
All stocks remain firm. There are fifty
stocks not traded in on
the
Denver
board, most of which are the new stocks
of Cripple Creek. The news from Cripple
Creek is of the most encouraging nature,
yet the speculators are working all sorts
of schomesthere. New mining oompanies
are being organized every day.
Some of
them have their olaims in what is generally recognizod as the mineral belt.
Others have one of their “locations” in
this desirable section and the balance
outside.
Very often none of the companies’ claims is patented. The shares are
put on the market at from one-half to
cent per share, and sell readily, as
one
investors
with limited capital seem to
prolur n tnousanu share or one-cent stock
to a hundred of higher priced with valuable ground and shipping mines back
of it.
As an illustration of how the mining
is going, it may be said that lessees who
have been shipping $150 to $200 ore from
the Anchor mine for more than a month,
following down the vein to a depth of
still richer ore
200 feet, have struck a
body in what they thought was a hangA
shot
in
the
wall.
wall brought
ing
pop
down stuff that was covered with sylvanite
crystals and blotches of pure gold.
An
assay of this showed 491 ounces of
to
the tou.
gold
The discovery of rich bodies of ore along
Gold Hill, where the Anohor is situated,
Ten mines on that hill
has been rapid.
are
now producing ores of rich value,
months
six
ago not a sign of valthough
uable ores was known there. Probably
forty shafts are now being driven on
A
cash offer of $10,000 was
that hill
this week rofused for a short time lease
on a prospect claim on Gold H ill.
The Mines Exploitation Syndicate (limited) of Lndou, one of the heaviest corporations that has been engaged in floating
Kaffir companies on the English market,
lias undertaken to float the Cripple Creek
Exploitation Syndicate (limited) in Lonnud A. E. Walton, the consulting
don,
engineer, is now in camp gathering up
Leadvllle in its palmisome properties.
est days was not more lively than Cripple
is
Creek
today.

November 26.—Our
North Waterford,
town is not lacking in its burglar epiThe Daniel Warren homestead,
sodes.
lately owned by Charles Kilburu, and
heirs, was entered
Warren
sold to the
recently, and Mr. Kilbnrn’s goods were
at
not
It is
present possible
ran sacked.
Mr. Kilburn Is
loss, as
to relate the
This incident, with the
in New York.
breaking into Gilman T. Wale’s blacksmith shop last week has caused a better
securing of property with look and key,
vigilant eye for the night
and a more
prowlers.

_

llcai ii of Alfred S.

Norrigdewook,
Alfred S. Wrigbt,

Wrlgbt.

November 26.—
ex-prinolpal of the

Me.,

the new Cincinnati Hamil four shots at her father.
At Oxford,
Ono 1 bullet
ton and Dayton passenger depot was near'
penetrated his side close to the heart.
ly demolished. The roofs of tbo Metho- Annie was not arrested.
It
is sa’d
dist ohuroh and town hall were damaged.
Matthews and his wife
had frequcn
At Springfield a part of the roof of the
quarrels and that he threatened her lne
Superior Drill company’s building was many times.
blown a way,
and windows in the city
hall broken.
ANOTHER REPUBbiCAN VICTORY.
The passenger station at Terra Alta,
Lebanon and Northo n the Cincinnati,
lifted from its founda- The Democrats Submerged in the Dover
ern.railroad was
tion and carried s oine distance away and
Election Yesterday,
Considerable damage is rewrecked.
ported from other places.
AT BUFFALO.
The Most Serious Wind Storm of Keccnt
Years.

“May the good ship Maine ever bear
the national flag ns bravely and gloriously as the sons of Maine have ever .borne
it upon the battlefield.
0. A. BOUTELLE.”

and

no

pleasantly

excuse

THE MAYOR’S

Mayor

men.
There .were
the uniforms of tile Maine’s officers,
tin
Governor’s staff, the State miliita anc
the officers of Fort Preble.
All wer<
different and all were handsome.

handsome, imposing

applause.

storms ot recent years
the eastern portion of
Lake Erie. More than one hundred feet
of the west bound track of the Buffalo
Creek railroad, and over three hundred
feet
of the eastbound track, near the
jnnotion of South Michigan street, in
this city, was washed away by the waves
lake. Near the same point
from the
about
four hundred feet of the Erie
the worst

Of the aldermen elected two are
Of fifteen councilmen three
Democrats.

wind

over

traok is gone.
From

Chicago.

Chioago, November 26.—A bilzzard descended upon Cuicago yesterday afternoon.
It rained, it snowed, and between
times sleet pelted down pitilessly. With
night came a down pour of mixture of
snow, rain and sleet which was so gusty
in the afternoon that it rose to a gale.
Street pavements and
sidewalks were
flooded with slush, the storm making the
pavements almost impassable Street oar
traflBo was seriously
interfered with,
trolley wires were broken by the weight

are

Of the Governor’s staff there
were ;
General Choate,
Colonel
Farrington
Col. Prescott, Col. Stetson, Col.
Lom
bard, Col. Whitemarsh and Major Kol
tins.
Of the State militia officers there wen 1
Col. Kendall, of the 1st regiment, ant
the following of his staff:
Leut. C. E

Still They Come.
Franklin Falls, N. H., November 26.
At the city election today Edward H.
elected
Sturtevant,
Republican, was
mayor.

—

Edxlosion in

a

Davis, adjutant; Lieut. J. B. O’Neill
assistant surgeon ; and Lieut. George A
Anthoiue, inspector of rifle practice
Col. Philbrook of the 2nd regiment, wa
present, but with none of his staff.
Of the officers at Fcrt Preble ther )

Theatre.

York, November 26.—At about"ter
o’clook this morning the boiler in Hammerstein’s new Olympia theatre at Broad
way and Forty-fifth street exploded. Om
New

man

was

killed, another fatally injured

were, Capt.
Rogers, Lieut. Gifford
Lieut. Goyle and Surgeon Harris.
Of the Governor’s Council; there wer

and seveial others badly scalded.
Frederick Weins, an eleotricinn 25 yoari
old, was rendered unoonscious by the
and falling face downwards
ii
shook,

pool of water in the basement wa:
drowned. Andrew Hugging, thirty yean
old of Newark, N. J., was fatally scalded,
He was taken to the Bellevue hospital
assistant foreman of on
gine oompany 54, when returning to hii
and wa;
quartfrs fell from the engine

Hayes,

borne
broken ami crossed
until half the -wires in the city were made
useless by midnight and all
communication with the outside world was entireseverely injured.
ly out oS
The
direot cause of the aocident wa;
Today matters are almost as bad. Telethe elbow of the large feet 1
graph and telephone communications a defect in
is not resumed. Street oars are scarcely pipe running from the boiler into thi
able to run at even long intervals and
steam chest of the
engine. When thi
the streets are In a worse condition than
last night. Trains are late on
all the oxplosion shattered the elbow the entln
roads and mails are delayed.
pipe fell with a crash,allowin g the stean
No ship has ventured on Lako Michigan to rush out in
volumes, blinding thosi 1
The
sea
is
today.
running very high and who were in the room at the time.
the wind blows hard.
The big wooden
steamer, John. Morey and the schooner
A CALAIS SCANDAL.
barges Miohigan and Elizabeth
A.
Nioholson were driven
upon the beach
off Glencove by tho storm last night. All A Shortage of $2000 iu Postmaster's Ac
are loaded with ooal bound from .Buffalo
counts Found—The Fatter Skips.
to Chicago. Over 43 sailors wero on board
the three vessels when they struck.
The
life saving crew took off all
Calais, November 26.—William R.Kerr,
in safety
after a hard struggle with tho wave s.
postmaster of (Calais has been missinj
sinoo last night and all efforts to tract
Off New Haven’s Coast.
him or discover his whereabouts are un
New Haven, Conn., November 26.—A
The general opinion is tlial
availing.
barometer
has
In
the
caused
heavy drop
Some time
many vessels to put into the local harbor he has oommitted suicide
today, the wind is rising on tho Sound, ago his bondsmen wore made aware of a
and fears of a sweeping wind storm are
in the post oflioce funds anc
is little shipping shortage
There
entertained.
on the Sound today owing
to the indica- every effort has been made to strengthei
tions for a storm.
matters out, but Kerr did not seem tt
realize the gravity of the situation oi
Heavy Snow Fall,
had confidence in his own ability to ex
Dayton. Ohio. November 26.—Last tricate himself. Last week a
speoiai in
and
in
rain
night
torrents,
began falling
the wind reaohed a high velooity. Trees specter made a searching investigatioi
were uprooted, roofing torn from houses revealing a shortage of some two thous
and outbuildings,
of tind dollars.
and everything
movable nature which was exposed was
Ho is Found.
blown away.
All wires are prostrated. No lives are
Calais, November 26.— W. R. Ker, thi
reported
lost. A. heavy
snow ;s now missing postmastor, was found this after
noon by a searching party at the summe:
falling.
club house of which he was part owner
At Niagara.
on the borders of Moddybemps lake, some
Niagara Fails, N. Y., November 26.—
miles from this city.
All the wires have been the prey of the 12
No reason is assigned for his snddei ,
gale in this vicinity.
The long train
that a
mental
struii
shed of tho Erie railroad here was blown flitting except
unbalanced him.
down and tho employes barely escaped temporarily
were

A

Beecham’s

pills for constipation io* and 25^. Get the
book at your druggist’s and

by

it.

Annual sales

more

tban 6,000,000 boxes*

Waterbury

1

$10,000 Blaze.

Conn., November 26.—Kin

broke out this noon iu the upper floor o :
factory on Bank street, oecu
wooden
tho American Ring Compafiv.
pied by
Loss *10,1100
The roof was burned off.
The fire was discovered in a closet usei
for the storage of twine, and the origii
is unknown. Several workmen narrowl;
escaped suffocation from smoke. Thi ,
factory is fully insured.
a

of Presque Isle.
Among the others present were mem
bers of the city government, Ex-Go vei
Collector Deering,
nor Robie,
Judge

spoke

as

prolonged

follows:

ADDRESS.

Commander:—Speaking

for a loyal
who have always
manifested a
great interest in the Amerioan Navy, t
tender you and your command the greet
ings of the State. We highly appreciate
the groat courtesy extended by the Honorable Secretary of the Navy, in sending to
our State the grand ship you have the
honor to command, to receive the gift of
the oitizens of Maine.
You have oome to a commonwealth,
within whose territorial limits tlio first
naval fcattie of the Revolution was won;
on our eastern coast, in that
conflict, oceurrod the first surrender of a naval flag
Your
the
British
Crown.
grand ship
by
of the Union, floats today on the peaceful
where
waters of a magnificent harbor,
nearly a century and a quarter ago, lay a
hostile fleet in line of battle, with shotted
guns, and with a (Smimander whose only
orders were to fire, burn and destroy.
But the patriotic people of the territory
where now sits a beautiful and prosperous city—the abode of intelligence and of
refinement, of education and culture—
fearlessly and bravely exposed themselves
to the cruel and merciless fire of the
enemy, and sacrificed their homes and
their property to the torch, rather than
abandon the great principles for which
Mr.

people,

they

O. B. Ciason, Gardiner, H. L. Shephert l
ofRookport; E. S. Marshall, of York
E. Dudley Freeman of Portland ; J.
C
Holman, of Farmington; C. F. Dagget

a

James

down,

field.

Democrats.

He

GOV. CLEAVES’S

Governor Cleaves and Mayor Baxtei
were of course present.
Of the Maine’i
officers, the
following were present
Lieutenan >
Captain Crowninshield,
Dover, N. H., November 26.—The oity Holman, Lieutenant Jungen, Lieutenan >
Long. Ensign Jenkiu,
Ensign Ward
election today has been the quietest evei
Surgeon Neilson, Chaplain Chadwick
hold here. The Democrats had no candi- Past Asst. Engineer Bowers, Past Asst
date for mayor, and Wm. I. Nason, Re- Surgeon Means, Asst. Engineer Trench
Naval Cadets Gherardi, son of Admira 1
publican, received 5154 votes and was Gherardi, Kropper,
Wabhams and Mans

N. Y., November 26.—One of elected.

raged today

ADDRESS.

Baxter

tion of the service of plate.
Gov. Cleaves was greeted with

■

Buffalo,

Norridgewook High school, died this
morning, aged sixty-six of tumor on the go
brain.

“Washington, Nov. 25.
To the Hon.'Henry B.Cleaves.
I regret exceedingly ray inability to
acoept your kind invitation to be present
on tne occasion of the presentation to the
cruiser Maine of a silver service from the
people of the State of Maine.
H. A. HERBERT,
”
Secretary of the Navy.
The second telegram was as follows:

■

would

an

reading the following telegrams:

■

VXJV

sole purpose of selling stocks, and as all
aliko have nothing behind them but a
speculative value of these stooks already
traded in|they have no claim to warrant

be

row

than delivered his address of welcome as follows:
Commander Crowninshield and Officers
of the Battleship Maine:
“In behalf of the citizens of Portland
I extend to you a hearty welcome to onr
We are proud of our navy and of
city.
At
ten o’clock the city governmen
its past achievements, in which, perhaps,
an
official
visit
to
the
warship. They wo have a more lively Interest than peopaid
plo living renfote from the sea We can
went out in two open cutters, commaud
but realize more fully than they the imod by Cadets Knopper and Butler. Thi
portance to this oountry of an efficient
of
Baxter
mado
was
Mayor
up
party
navy. One of the earliest experiences of
Counoilmei
onr
Aldermen Little and Dam,
people was the destruction of their
homes
by foriegn ships, when they had
Nickerson, Nash, Holland and Snow no
ror their defenoe.
Later it was
navy
Treasurer
Libby, City Auditor Tobie from this port that the Enterprise sailed,
Com
of
Schools
under the command of the gallant BurLord,
Superintendent
rowes, to meet the British brig Boxer in
missioner Fornald, Assessor Lefavor ant
battle, wafted to success by the prayer
Dr. Charles D. Smith.
of our oitizeus.
And it was here that
At 10.30 the steam launch in ooramani 1 the
captured brig was brought, with the
dead commanders of both vessels, after
of Ensign Ward, conveyed Gov. Cleave
Why, the scenes
Whei , that memorable fight.
and
his
staff to the warsihp.
of
that day are as vivid to us as they
the party left for the shore they wer
were
to our ancestors
who witnessed
them.
given a salute of seventeen guns.
“And was not Preble, too, one of our
TUH liU VJliKJNUlVB JjUiN Ud.
own citizens?
Preble, whose splendid
At one o’olock p. m., there assemble! 1 achievements gave a lustre to our navy
never to be dimmed!
at the Falmouth a large number of thi
‘Nor should I foregt that on the coast of
prominent men of the olty and State t< 1 Maine was fought the first naval battle
of the Revolution,
which renders the
meet the officers of the Maine and attorn
nemo
r\t Malna
on annmririoto 1v» (tfl on.
an informal lunoh as guests of the State.
this
to
last
addition
to ourjnavy.
plication
doors wen 1
After the reception the
“There is reason, then, that we of Port*
thrown open, and a very tempting ’tabli land and Maine should take peculiar interest in naval affairs, and that it should
was disclosed, extending the entire lengtl
be a pleasant
duty to me to bare the
of the small dining room. It was a stanc
honor of welcoming to'our city you, the
and
for
an
hour
-up lunch,
nearly
every
worthy representatives of our navy.”
It was i
body was a pleasantly busy.
Mayor Baxter then introduced Gov.
brilliant spcetacle, there were so man} Cleaves as one who needed no introducmagnicflent uniforms and so many big, tion, and who would make the presenta-

to death by the storm. He
A Chid Prevents the Drnnken Father
VV1V1UIUU
was awakened
wpiugo
by the heavy wind and
From Hilling His Wife,
three exchanges all did a big business in feelinng the house shake left his bed and
stocks.
trading
Cripple Creek is also walked the floor constantly during the
Tarytown, N.Y., Novemebr 26—Wiliam
taking up many thousand shares.
storm, wringing his hands and praying
a hotel properitor at Arch
Toward the olose of the week, however, for
vile,
deliverance. After the storm Lau- Matthews,
was fatally shot by his 14-year old daughthe
business in cheap stocks began to tenschlager became somewhat
calmed, but
drag, owing to the fact that buyers shortly after daylight reaction set iu and ter, Annie, last night during a quarrel.
would not pay advanced
but
He sank
and Matthews who was drunk, tried to brain

vviuvdf

can

a

Promptly at three o’olook the band
struck up “Hail to the Chief,” and Gov.
Cleaves and Mayor Baxter appeared upon
the stage, followed by the officers of the
Maine, the Governor’s staff, the officers
of the State militia,and others.
Mayor Baxter began the exercises by

but that.
for the weather.
thoroughly and utterly bad. The
fog was so dense that it was much more
However it
depressive than darkness.
was ho
dark that one couldn’t see the
time on the li irst National clock from
the upper oorner of Exchange and Middle
streets.

successfully

to

a

Water.

Big Suc-

cess.

erty. Trees were uprooted,buildings un- Arrives at Boston Yesterday After a
roofed or wrecked, telegraph poles and
Hard Voyage.
wires blown
down and sevoral boats in
the river were torn from their moorings
and set adrift.
She Lost a Man Overboad on Nov. 12 Dur-

Waothmen

a

was

The silver
of ferns and potted plants.
service sat upon a table covered with
blue velvet and draped with the stars
and stripes, f in the front seats were a
large number of the sailors of the Maine.

Collumbus, Ohio, November 6.—The
wind reached the highest velocity hero
last night ever recorded by the
local
weather bureau. The walls and roofs of BRIGHT UXIFORMS FILLED CITY
a half a dozen houses in
of conprocess
HALL STAGE.
struction are badly damaged.
Trees are
blown down and awnings and shutters
are demolished.
The damage aggregates
several
thousand dollars.
Today the
temperature fell steadily and this after- Tlie Governor’s Lunch—The Exerc ises and
noon a snow storm set in.
the Great Crowd—The Grand Banquet,
Cincinnati, November 26.—At Delaware, fences, trees and and small buildYesterday was a big day for Portland,
ings wore blown down and people terrorized by swaying of their houses. A side and the State, and marked an event that
of the City hall tower has been blown in. •will not be forgotten in the history oi
either.
Everything was propitious but
the weather, and everything passed ofl
SHIP H. J. LIBBY

clusively

GOOD BUBBLE.

Colorado Mine in

A

Yesterday’s Programme

layed.

keen last
week and fully 500,000 shares were transferred
on the Denver Mining Exchange
during six days. Sales were almost ex-

A

Burglary at Waterford.

Pimples, blotches, blackheads,
red, rough, and oily skin, prevented
by Cuticura Soap, the most effective skin purifying and beautifying

Rain, Snow, Sleet and Wind Make
a Disastrous Combination.

Along the front of the stage

THE PRESENTATION

Iy-

boats were all aboard and conlor and His Home Liverpool
sternation reigns among them. None of
November 26.—Capt. Bray of
S
Boston,
the boats had steam up and they wore left
to the mercy of the gale after the lines the Portland bark H. J.Libby,arrived toHe
day from Cookburn Harbor, T. I.
had parted.
Just above the Big Sandy
an unusually rough passage. The
wharf
boats were moored the steamers roports
vessel is severely strained, (but
received
T. J.
O’Connell, Rob Roy and Lee no serious
injury.
Brooks.
The shore
lines of all three
During the terrible gale of November
snapped when the wind subsided. They
when the vessell was in (latitude 40
are all in a bunch at Brown’s.coal float, 12,
S., long. 47 W, Alfred Taylor, one of the
a distance of
fully half a mila.
crew was lost overboard.
All efforts to
A $4000 barge sunk at.Marino dry dook,
'save him were futile.He was thrown over
and nearly a hundred empty barges are
a sudden luroh of of the vessel. Taylor
set adrift from the Queen City landing by
was 28 years of
ago is supposed to beat the foot of Washington street.
to Liverpool, Eng.
The
in the river will amount long

Education.

tho convention of American Federation
of Labor, has forwarded a resolution to
be presented to the convention. It reads
“Resolved, That a sufficient sum of money be grunted from the federaiton funds
to send two men to the Southern States
to try and organize and educate the textio workers there to a sense of necessity
J
and justice of a shorter day.”
The secretary says that until sometiling is done to shorten the hours of labor
in the South it is unjust to ask Northern
manufacturers to
reduce the
present

with their lives. The wind played havoc,
and thA.water in the river is rising rapid-

terrible gales.

and tow

__

Fall River, Mass., November 26.—Secothers, defendants, who were officers o
vho will represent the
tho Columbus,
Hocking Valley am 1 ™tar-v
National,H°ward,
Mule
Spinners association at
Toledo Railway company, and who nov

win the case which
with interest.

chairmanship.

not

fought

Fair.

num°r*

their respects to
Mr. Reod last night
The ex-Speaker is
cordial, but has confided to no one his intentions regarding
the committees.
This*morning he walked
up the avenue to the Capitol, and went
to the stationary
room, where he ordered
a
wholesale assortment of letter paper
and
envelopes upon whioh his clerical
force has
sinoe been conveying thanks
for advice with which he has been Inundated
He stayed away from hiS hotel until
almost dinner time when ho walked,
nodding almost
continuously to well
wishers along the mile and a half route.
His
reception room was crowed until
bed time this evening.
Congressman D. B. Henderson of Pubuque, Iowa, did not call. Knowing
ones were certain he would be the next
chariman of the appropriations committee, and that Mr. Cannon Would have to
be solaced with something else as good.
^
Paine ana
Congressman Sereno hi.
Dalzell of! Pittsburg, are both warmlyt
endorsed by
protectionists throughous
the country
for the
ways and mean

members for

_

Lung Protectors,
They were 75c.
Prevent Colds.

He is not permitting himbe interviewed on any subject.
There is uo indication that he contemplates the coming session with anxiety,
or
dreads the
responsibility that will
fall upon him. Tho
importunities of

of

of
suggestions.
Several hundreds
these letters which
decisive
no
anticipate
action have
gone out over the country
The correspondence promises to
today.
retain its present dimensions until the
complete committee list is announced
some time before Christmas.
About one hundred Hepublioan members most of them
living west of New
York, arc already here. All of them paid

to

since the beginning of the their wishes known. Ovor some of the
important committee assignments, espresent trouble with Spain.
the ways and means, appropriThe battle ocourred at Taguasco, a town pecially
ations and rivers and harbors, there is a
in the interior of the island.
The Spanish foroes consisted of 10,000 men, while lively rivalry.
Mr. Reed is looking as well as any of
the Cubans had about 4000.
The Spanhis associates ever saw him, and sooms
iards
were led by Gens. Yades, Luque,
to be enjoying the most complacent good
and Aldave, and Gen. Maximo Gomez
humor. It is not understood that he has
was at
the head of the Cubans. The
in mind any radical change in his sysCubans bad a most favorable position at
tem ol
rules,
it is probable that the
the bottom of a hill.
rules of the Fifty-first Congress, with
For thirty six hours the opposing forces
fought, but the Spaniards were unable but little change, will be adopted. The
to
drive the Cubans back. The latter, general principles which were contended
however, could do no more than hold for in the adoption of those rules have
their own.
Finally, just at a critical
Gen. Antonio Maceo of the since been adopted, so that there is no
moment,
likelihood of
another such a fight as
Cuban
army came rushing in with a
force of 3500 men.
With the aid of this that with which the Fifty-first Congress
It
is believed that Mr.
reenforoement the Spaniards were quick- was opened.
ly routed. The Cubans advancod then Reed .will favor a conservative polioy for
the
this
Republicans
winter, and will
toward Trinidad and Oienfugeos.
Gen. Aldave is reported to have been not seek trouble for the sake of making
killed in the battle, and the total num- things lively.
His
frienas say, however, that if his
ber of
killed and wounded is placed at
600. Gomez secured 700 rifles and a large candidaoy for the presidency is expected
amount of ammunition. This is believed to render him over cautious and conserto be the largest battle of the revolution, vative this expectation will be disappointed. They say that this course will he dilarger even than that of Bayaom, several rected
by his judgment and not by his
months ogo, in which Gen. Campos was
ambition. He
is not indicating at this
wounded.
time what
his policy
will bo in any
matter.
JAPANESE EVACUATION.
A proposition will probably be made as
soon as Congress meets to reduce the size
Twenty Transports at Port Arthur to Take cf the hall of the House. It is hold that
the great size of the hall interferes with
the Soldiers Home,
tho expeditious
performance of public
It is dilHoult to be heard and
business.
London, November 25.—The Standard to command attention while the mempublished a despatch from Shanghai say- bers ate scattered so far apart and ennot regaged in all sorts of
ing that the Japanese, on Monday, be- lating to the businessoccupations
of Congress. The
to
evaouate
the
island
of
Liu
gan
Kung habit members have got into of writing
Tao, the garrison removing to Port Ar- letters at their desks in the hall of tho
House and doing much of their clerical
thur, where twenty transports are wait- work
there is u great interruption to the
ing to take to Japan these garrison troops orderly and intelilgont performace of puband part of the army occupying the Liao- lic business.
It will bo proposed, therefore, if the
Tung Pennisula.
Democratic managers can be got to agree
The forts on the island of Liu Kung Tao
to it so as not to excite a party fight over
were completely destroyed by the Japa- the
question, jto clear out all of the desks,
seats only, and to partition
nese before they evacuated,
and a great to provide
hall into three parts. The central
quantity of heavy and other guns were the
section would,
under this plan, he the
removed.
hall of the House, and the two sections
The Chinese on the Liao Tung Penin- partitioned off, one on eithor side, would
sula are applying by
wholesale to the he
used as consultation rooms.
It is
Japanese for naturalization, and their thought that the proposition will meet
to
be
made
citizens
is
with general approval as a means of farequest
Japanese
being acceded to.
The extreme inconciliating business.
It,
has been
decided that hencoforth venience of so largo a hall with desks has
Tainan Fu shall be the capital of the is- been long recognized, but the necessity
land of Formosa.
Gov. Kaabyama has of members doing much of their clerical
already fixed his headquarters.
work there made the desks necessary.
Now that each member has a clerk this
Leo XIII’s Illness,
reason for the retention of the desks is
While the room 'in the hall is
London, November 26.—A despatch removed.
from Koine to the Pall
Mall Gazette more than needod, if the de-ks are disthere is a eoaroity of comsays that the Pope was again ill this pensed with,
morning. During last night his Holiness mittee and conference rooms.
uuuucuuiun 1(1
J.11 OHIO
wm IJO ]
had a chill and coughed a great deal, but
l'uposeu
did not have any fover. It is feared that to reduce the number of members necesconstitute
a quorum,and rulos will
to
of
sry
condition
the
the
Pope’s health will
be made to
ample opportunity
necessitate another
postponement of the for members toprovide
know wbat is to come up
expected consistory.
to
so
that they may be
from
day
day,
__
present if their interest in public busiTHE WEATHER.
ness is enough to induce their presence.
been

With Windsor Hotel Annex,

Tolu Balsam
Cures coughs

Spanish Army of 10,000 Put to Flight

hold.

simple acknowledgement-;

ous

committee
assignments
yet begun to b other him, but
members are figuring on their prospects Speculation
and preparing the way to present their
Condon
will hardly wait for
details of the battle fought on Novem- claims, and they
Hand.
ber 19, one of the largest battles that has him to be elected Speaker before making

AndSteam CarpetCleansing
Works, 13 PREBLE ST.
Opp. Preble House.
Telephone connection.

Hay’s Compound

Shoreham today.
About every member in town called on
him, but there were no political conferself

BATTLE.

Seats,

November 20—Mr. Reod
Washington,
of Maine,
who arrived in Washington
yesterday, received many oallers at the

ences

New York,
November 26,—A Cuban
arrived at the
Cuban
messenger who
Junta
late yesterday afternoon, direct
from the seat of the revolution, brought

FOREST CITY BYE HOUSE,

—.

WIN A BIG

After 36 Hours

Carpets taken up, beaten by steam
machine, and relayed. Experienced
workmen employed.
Place your
order at FOSTER’S

NEW MANCHESTER

CO.,

STREET, BOSTON.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Elmer

Adopted Again—A ConPolicy for the Rex>ublican Ma-

the

were

contending.

The spirit of devotion to a noble oause,
the loyalty and patriotism of the brave
women aud men of those perilous days,
in the struggle to establish on this continent, a free, a permanent and independent government, will live forever and
be cherished as a portio n of the most Interesting and instructive history of our

people.

The earlv settlers of our shores were
determined and brave people, united
by the bonds of common sympathy,
Their descendants have always remained
true to the loyal spirit of their revolutionary ancestors: they have never permitted
the fires of patriotism to smolder, hut
have kept them brightly burning; and
in every hour of danger, they have shown
their devotion to our great American Rea

s

Webb, Putnam, Strout, Haskell, Pea
body and Bonney, Hon. Charles 1. Bib
by, Payson Tucker, Hon Bred. E. Rich
ards, U. S. Marshal Donavan, Clerk o E
the.U. S. Court Davis, City Treasure r
Libby, Gen. C. P. Mattocks, Hon. W
W.
Thomas, Jr.,
Department Com
mander W. H. Green, of the G. A. R.
Edward B. Winslow and M. N. Rich
president and secretary of the Board o
Trade, City Solicitor Chapman, W. W
Mason, Capt. Picking of the U. S. Navy
Commander Leary of the ram Katahdin
■

Lieut. Col. Damrell cf the U. S. Eugi
noer’s office, and Col, Fred N. Dow.
Erorn out of town were Col. Stanle
Plummer, of Dexter; Col. Charles E
Morton, of Augusta, who when he wa a
third auditor of the Treasury had rely
■

tlons with some of the officers of th 3
Maine, and came down to greet them ;
Bank Examiner Timberlake; Gen.
Gee
L. Beal, of Norway; Hon. Arthur Se

public.

Maine in the past has given thousands
of her best and bravest sons, to uphold
the cause of the Union and the honor of
the flag on the battlefield and the oueao.
Her soldiers and her sailors, during the
life of the Republic, have borne a conspicuous and honorable position in the
American Army,and the American’Navy.
We yield to no State, in our love for the
Union; we yield to no commonwealth or
community, in our loyalty to our oountry
and the flag.
While we are not a belligerent people,
while we believe in
and cultivate the
principles of peaoe and amity, we are
nevertheless impressed with the imporand
tanoe of maintaining the strength
power of the American Navy. Jt is the
great natural guardian of the Nation’*
safety, and should be maintained powerful enough and swift enough, to uphold
the honor and dignity of the American
Republic among all the nations ot the
world. So strong and swift, that it
will effectually guard all of our com-

wall, of Bath; Insurance Commissionc r
Qarr; Col. Stevens, the Governor’s pri
vate secretary, N, S.Purinton, messenge r-——-Continued on Second Page.
of the governor and council, and others.
Landlord Martin attended in person t
the oomfort of his distinguished guests
which of oourse means that everythin

0

passed off very smoothly and pleasantly.
PRESENTATION EXERCISES.
After the luifeli at

party

were

the Falmouth tl:
conveyed In carriages to tl:

City Building,

whero there was an info:
mal reception in the Mayor's room. 1:
the great hall above the American Cadf
band, under the baton' of Prof. R. I
Hail, rendered an admirable programmi
while the people were coming in a ooi
tinual procession. By three o’clock ever
seat in the bait was filled, and erowc
were

standing in the side aisles and dooj

ways.
Tlie stage was very attractive.
Th u
scenery was not taken down, but th b
dignitaries sat in an artificial forest, i 3
front of a background of flags and drapf
ry, arranged hy^Captam Qeo. E Browi

A cream
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for shortening pastry? What’s
best for frying things? What’s
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for digestion
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NO WONDER
Tits

Admires

Lady

This

SIDEBOARD.
We have a
Sideboards

complete stock of
ranging front $10.00

Look at the
in

dining

and get prices.
We have a very

in

come

»

large stock of

Tables

etxtension

of the terrible disaster of a war in modern times.
It is very easy for some newspapers to talk about war with England,
but unless something of very vital importance demands it, in my ; opinion

room set

window and

our

Dining Chairs.

and

A

112

Oak

piece

BEST RANGE
to

bake

your

Thanksgiving,

tnrkey

in for
ATLANTIC or
Nothing made

HOUSEHOLD.
to bet* them.
money refunded
represented.

if

not

"jou 11 own

vuoni

uiuniu

nuu

tilo

United States would be a orime against
jivilization.
“This visit to the oity of Portland in
iur ship will always be regarded by us
js an event
in the history of our lives
never to be forgogtten.
I will take adof
this
occasion
to extend an
vantage
invitation to all Portland people to visit
the Maine tomorrow.
I am sure that
r'ou will find everybody willing to show
vou
She is all American
everything.
n design and
in material. (Applause.)
In conclusion let me express the hope that
the good work of building up and adding
ta our navy may go on so that we shall
iave a navy that will maintain the hon>r
and dignity of our country always
tnd everywhere, in time of peace, if
possible, but also in time of war, if neces-

Dinner Set for $5.75.
Buy the

>

as

Captain Crowninshield’s remarks were
lollowed by enthusiastic applause.
Mayor Baxter said that probably there
pvere many who would like to view the
silver
service and therefore they might

L S. DAVIS & DO.,
Our

Exchange St.^ City.

store will

some

Thanksgiving.

SPENCER TRASK

&

the

evening

GO.,

BANKERS,
27

20 PINE

&

upon the stage and do so.
After the military men upon the stage
sad marched down to the Mayor’s room

be open

for
before
nov25d3t

business

nany of the audience crowded upon the
tuge to inspoot the service.

J

&

James

—

Municipal, Railroad,

and

Oilier Investment

Securities-

Offerings Submitted,

and

THE GRAND BANQUET.
At about seven o'clock the guests began
o arrive at the Falmouth hotel to attend
he grand banquet given by the City of

its
isual attractiv e music during the evednjP and to its strains the guests marched
o their plaoes at the
long table in the
mall dining room. At the head of the

Sts., Albany,

DEALERS IN

there were Hou.

After

it was

over, Alayor Baxter said
anybody wanted to speak they

that

if

wero

at

perfect liberty to do so, and all
would be' glad to listen, but if
nobody
wished to speak the company would enjoy themselves socially and informally as
long

they pleased.
everybody wished to hear a
speech, evon if nobody wanted to speak,
as

Of

course

and

the

of “Thomas” and
“speeoh” became so vociferous and inexorable that ex-AIinister to Sweden, W.
W. Thomas, Jr was forced to rise to his
feet to still tho uproar.
soon

cries

Mr.

NOTES.
The

1 able were Mayor Baxter, Gov. Cleaves
£ nd
Captain Crowninshield. There were
! bout sixty-five
at the table including
he governor’s
staff and the officers of

Maine

until

next
shield said
neot
him

will not leave the harbor

Friday.

that he expected his wife to
here
and desired to pass
Phanksgiving with her in this port.
Yesterday, despite tho horrible weath>r, quite a number of people visited tho
If there oould only be good
1 freat cruiser.
veather, no lack or people would take
ihe trip do«n the harbor.
Cob Stetson of Bangor, said that many
3angor people had intended to come here
■o see the Maine, but were
prevented by
he inclemency of the weather.
It was so foggy yesterday that when
he launches came ashore, the officer had
o get his bearings and steer
by compass
: n order to hit the city.
Real Estate

Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate
n this county have been recorded
in
he Registry ot Deeds:

Bridgton—Artulir S. Winn to Elden P.
Elizabeth N. Smith to Horace
dart in.
J. Spencer, I860.
J. Johnson to Mary
Gorham—Sarah
jotia Johnson, *2900.
Deering—Mary Jane Wilson to Minnie
d. Blanohard. Linwood N. Huston to
| jarah Dunn.
Naples—Sarah Prootor to Armanzer
Doughty, *135.
M. Pettingill et als
Porltand—Ellen
o
Almon A. Strout, *150. Marquis F.
Alfred
to
King.
King
Standish—Elias Blake to Leander Clem-

Be Sure to

Attend.

application.

nother column.
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Ships

in the

Bosphorus.

Vienna, November
Constantinople state

Mr. Reed Was

Announced

and

Benton

at a reception
and supper given
men In
by some of the leading colored
this district.
Elaborate pregranunes were distributed
among the colored population of this
city, announcing that ex-Speabor Keed
would be present at the reoiption, and
he was assigned to speak on the subject:

guest

German

Alisa

Em rn n

hop

fofhop

Chinese

with the army and navy of the United
States ? The pastors of several of, the
colored ohurches were announced as the
oommittee of arrangements, and the preThe
parations went znerrily forward.
chairman of the local committee, after
ciome correspondence with Mr. Keed, was
obliged to report that tho distinguished

tlie Celebration of

Mount

plot

Carmel,

murder

AVintlirop.

and Geordiea.

These coal carrying vessels, or “colliers,” have played a very important
part in English national development.
For generations they formed the nursery of British seamen, and the “Geordies” of the coal brigs sailing out of
the Tyne and Wear used to bo accounted
among the nimblest and boldest seamen
afloat. There was not, perhaps, much
“book learning” among them, and
more of rule of thumb than of scientific
navigation about the management of
their vessels. But it used to be an old
saying, Avhich, if not strictly true,
meant a great deal, that an old north
country collier skipper could find hia
way blindfolded from Tyne to Thames.
A splendid sight, which many living
still remember, used to be witnessed at
the mouth of the Tyne after a long
spell of easterly winds which had kept
the colliers imprisoned in port, when
200 or 800 vessels would spread their
sails as they passed Tynemouth point
on their way to the ports of the south.
These old collier hrigs Avere
by no
means so black as they were painted_
at least after they got away from the
“staithes,” or piers, at which the dusky
contents of the pit wagons were
emptied
into thoir yawning holds.
They were
trim and taut vessels for the most part
stanch and well found, as they needed
to be to weather the Avinds and seas of
the tempestuous German ocean at all
seasons of the year.—All the
Year
Bound.

Rev.

BRIEFLY TOLD.

New York police commissioners
yesterday, three to one, dismissed Captain Joseph B. Eakins from the department.
The
charges on wnich the Captain is dismissed were neglect of duty in
permitting the existence of disorderly
houses in his precinct by the Parkhurst
Col.
Fred D. Grant was the
society.
commissioner voting against the dismissal of Captain Eakins.
The municipal election in Providence
resulted in the oleotion of Edwin D.
MeGuinness, (Domocrat,) for
mayor, anti the Democratic
treasurer,
of
the poor and harbor ^master.
overseer
The Independents probably
gained 10
council.
The good
seats in the city
government people scored a big triumph.

yesterday

and Mrs. C.

F. Allen started this
343
Willowby

avenue, to spend a few weeks with their
Allen, who is a toaoher in
son, C. M.
Pratt Institute.

poor

Georgia Cayvan has an option on the
American rights of “Vanity Fair,” by G.
W.

Godfrey.

Gilbert and Sullivan

laborating

on a

produced this

said to be colcomic opera whioh will be
are

who made

fortune out of

a

Erminie,

which he composed, is said to
be practically pennilesB.
Miss Sadie Martinot has
been engaged

play

Paul s,

STAN WOOD & GO.
MAINE.

lbs.
\ lbs.
lbs.
i lbs.

BARGAINST

DO YOU APPRECIATE
I'BW

Good

1

rujies,

ct8’
cts!
cts!
cts!

Raisins,

^5
25
:5
25
16 Ctp.
20 cts.

3-Crown, Mew Raisins,
4-Crown, New Raisins,
New Clean Currenst,
Citron,
Jew
j lew
Cider, (for pies only)
1 Jie B*ef, Snet and apices.
»ew Figs, Nuts and Dates.
0 lbs. Rolled Oats,

I
25 cts. 1

Jan Salmon,
Pork Koasts,

Beef

10 cte. can
g cts. ib
6 to 12 cts. lb
2 to d cents, lb
gctslo25 cts
Onions,

Bo,asts’

Jornecl Beet
1» marinas,
In bs. silver Skinned
12 lbs. Mveet Potatoes,
Uood Potatoes,
dt. Andrews iurnips,

50
50

25 cts*
cts. bush
bush

cts.

season.

Jakohnwski,

to

L.

PORTLAND

1U3.

It is stated that bad business on the road
has already caused more than 76 companies
to disband.

again.

it

—_____nov23dlwieod4wks

Richard Mansfield will probably be well
to resume his tour within a couple

of weeks.

buy

WHOLESALE DEPOT,

E.

the leading role in “In
Sutton Vane’s new

Sight

of St.

_35

& 37

Middle, 54to 80 India Sts.

Latest and Best Cook Book Published.

melodrama.

Miss Bessie Bellwood has
notified Tony
Pastor that she will sail for
America
shortly. She will appear at Pastor’s this
GPn enti

the_
''

...STANDARD...

David Belasco’s now play, “The
Heart
of Maryland,” is by many critics
regarded
as the strongest drama ever written
by an
American.

the leading baritone role in Strauss’ new
opera soon to be produoed in Vienna.
Miss Henrietta Lander has been
engaged
to replace Miss Blanche Walsh as Mrs. Bulford in “The Great Diamond
Bobbery’*
when that piece starts on its road tour.
Jefferson de Angelis, comedian of th«
Della Fox Opera company, has completed
arrangements with Manager Nat Roth to
star him in a new comic opera in 1896.

FOR

American Homes.
What to Cook
—and—

Telling Fortunes With Apples.
There are three fortunes to be told with
an apple. Peel the fruit without breaking
the skin, and holding the long spiral skin
daintily by the end swing it three times
around the head and let it fall to the
ground. Whatever letter the skin then
forms is the initial of the sweetheart or
friend who loves you best.
Then, before
eating your apple, have some one “name
it, as they say, and after you have saved
all the seeds begin to count them thus:
One, I love; two, I love; three, I love I say;
Four, I love with all my heart,
And

five,

I cast away.
she loves; seven, he loves; eight, both
love.
Nine, he comes; ten, he tarries;
Eleven, he courts, and twelve, he marries.

How to Cook It.

320 PAGES.

A more amusing fortune Is that of placing a fresh apple seed on each eyelid and
naming each. The one which remains
there longest is the truest and best. A
famous custom consists of pouring a very
little molten lead Into a tub of oold water.
There follow a splashing and hissing as
the lead cools suddenly, and the shape of
the lead reveals the future. Just as in all
oracles ever sinoe the days of Delphi and
Diana of the Ephesians the scientific work
lies in reading the doubtful forecasts
aright.—“Reading the Book of Fate,” by
uuuifcsu wiins oneaa, in ot. jNicnoias.

C=

1,200 BECIPES,

186 Illustrations.
The Recipes are from Over 800 Practical and Experienced
Besides Many

Celebrated Chefs
Who are Recognized

Six,

and
as

Housekeepers,

Prominent

Ladies

Authority in the Culinary Art.

We can give only a few of these names as follows:
Paul Resal, Chef of White House, Washington, D. C.
Louis C. Zerega, Chef Hotel Ponce de Leon, St.
Augustine, Fla.
Gustav Beraud, Chef Calumet Club, Chicago.
A. J. Pillauet, Chef West Hotel,
Minneapolis.
A.

Gallier, Chef Hotel Brunswick, New York.
Mrs. S. T. Rorer, Principal Philadelphia
Cooking School.
Mrs. Harriott T. Ward, Special Teacher of Cookery, Boston.
Miss Cornelia Campbell Bedford, Supt. New York
Cooking School.
And 200 others whose names are well known, and who represent nearly every
in

J

t.hft TTninn

*

Embodies all the best features found in other
GOOD cook books, and in addition contains
much
valuable matter not found in others, and
A.
average househeeper; being especially designed
for those homes that love good
cooking at a moderate expense. It will at once
noticed that there is an entire absense of those technical terms which
pe
render
the vast majority of cook books of no
practical value.
HT<i-

*
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«

1 MG 55tandara
7
7*
ill eminently practical for the
..

Home

Studies.

In teaching j'our little girl geography
try to make it something more than a dry
list of names to be learned by rote. Take
her imaginary voyages and journeys from
one country to another.
Tell her something of the manners and customs of the
people and anything you can learn yourself
about the lives of the ohlldren. Describe
to her how the Swiss boys herd their oattle
under the shadow of the Alps and the
Eskimos are made daring by being thrown
into the icy water in their strange fur garments. Tell her of the stunted lives of the
pit boys in the coal mines and of the German girls
wl}o learn to use their five knitting needles almost as soon as they oan
hold them.
Books of travel will furnish
you with many interesting inoldents which
you can turn to account.
Geography will
not be a wearisome task to her. Her mother’s wisdom can make the first steps attractive.—Ladies’ Home Journal.
Weak Link In the Chain.

Briggs—Did you ever think of the
amounts of debts $1 might pay in a day?
For example, I owe you |1, you owe Wickwire 81, Wickwire owes Mudge $1, and
Mudge owes me *1. That is *4. Well, I
pay you, you pay Wiokwire, Wickwire
pays Mudge, and Mudgo pays me—
Braggs—Hold on, there. It is evident
you don’t know Mudge.—Indianapolis
Journal.

The worst effect of sin is within, and is
manifest not in poverty and pain and bodily defacement, but in the discrowned faculties, the unworthy love, the low ideal,
the brutalized and enslaved spirit.—E. H.

Chapin.

Money is only

thus far

a

standard of

value; that whioh it can measure is perishable ; that which It cannot is immortal.
—Bovee.

The Finest Cake
In the World is made with

Horsforffs
quire

as a

every where.

enough

morning for Brooklyn,

Use one-third less

is ««OD and you will like it and
For sale by first class dealers

Henry Irving opened his engagement in
New York with “Macbeth.”

The

Dr.

c

easy to have a good smoke
one, they cost you the same.

as

Julius Steger, who is singing in “Hig
Excellency, has received an offer to create

Pa., November 26.—A
the

CIGAR!

GOOD

IHE BRUNSWICK CIGAR

PLAYS AND PLAYERS.

Mass.

Father Jakimowicz by putting poison in the chalice,
from which he drank wine at mass, was
frustrated yesterday only by the accidental
discovery that the churoh had been
This discovery roused the susrobbed.
of three rooms on the third floor.
The
whioh led to the finding of the
main rooms iiad been beautifully decor- picions
Paris green that had been
ated in tho morniDg, pink
and white arsenio and
chrysanthemums interspersed with tall, placed in the sacred cup and several vials
overspreading palms being exclusively used by the priest.
used. The rooms were enveloped in a
Thee conspirators J had intended eviglow of seft light presenting a very
that the
effective picturre Mr. McCormick
was dently
priest should meet a
feeling quite weak, but he recovered tragicifate at mass, and that the worshipsufficiently to leave his bod with safety.
should witness the assassination.
Borne 75 intimate friends of the con- pers
The fact that the church had been
tracting parties were present at the marThere was no bridal robbed was revealed
riage ceremony.
by the disorder in
procession. Mr. McCormick and his best the vestry. The priest had polished careman, Stanley MoCormick, stood at the
the sacred cup on Saturday and
side of the ministers, near the head of fully
the room. Tho bride entered from an ad- placed it in the proper niche.
He
took it down after learning of the
joining apartmeDt leaning on the arm of
her father. She wore a rich white satin robbery and saw that a peculiar greenish
covered chj bottom.
liquid
By careful
gown.
examination he ascertained that the solution contained arsenio and Paris green.
A BIG WIND.
An hour later he discovered that several
vials used in the service had been partly
Cleveland Has a Battling Old Storm.
filled with the deadly poison.
He informed the police, but no arrests have
been
made.
Cleveland, Ohio, Novembor 26.—One
The Rev. Father Jakimowics has had
of the worst wind storms that Cleveland
trouble ever since he assumed oharge of
has ever known began early this morn-1 St.
Joseph’s, a few years ago. An ating and increased in severity until about tempt was made last year to blow up the
5 o’clock when the wind blew at the rate parsonage with dynamite, but tho plot
was revealed in time to avert the disaster.
of fully
seventy-four miles an hour. Recontly a mau and his wife
brought
Violent gusts
were frequent about the actiou
against the priest for an alleged
the
assault
under
woman.
The
and
current
had
a
steady
they
upon
priest
a
tendency to tear roofs, chimneys, etc, waived hearing and, entering the'necesat once began action against
bail,
sary
from their fastening. The rainfall yester- his
accusers. Tho case will be tried next
day was something over an inch. It did nocAi
not stop until past midnight and almost
w th
its cessation the wind began to
Dairy Conference.
blow, while at its height the wind varied
The state board of agriculture have
•from a southerly direction and thus the
lake
was
not at its roughest, althou gh issued the following:
it was a tumultuous body of water. The
So far as we are able to judge at this
wind seemed to have attained its most
time, everything points to a very
sucremarkable
velocity in the vicinity of cessful dairy meeting at
Norway, DeErie and Superior streets.
When day cember 4. Plans have
matured to the
dawned the entire neighborhood presentsatisfaction of all parties for the meeting
ed a scone of wreckage. Music hail on
as well as the institute which will follow.
Vincent street, presented a broad front
The Portland & Rumford .Falls railroad
for the gale.
A gable about 8 feet high
will soil round trip tickets
the same as
and 60 feet from the ground, extending
the other roads to the
junctions of the
across the entire Vincent street front of
Grand Trunk for the Norway oonferenoe,
the big building,
was
blown to the
and the Maine Central will sell one half
The frame steps loading to the
street
fare ticket s to the Cumberland
Centre
auditorium
entrances were completely
Institute, Saturday, DeOoiuber 7th for all
demolished by the
falling stone and stations in Cumberland
Excounty.
brick. Reports from various parts of the
Gov. W. D. Hoard ef Wisconsin speaks
city indicate that the damage to proper- at this
as well as
at
meeting
ty will reach many thousands of dollars. and the people of CumberlandNorway,
oounty
of life is reported.. Telephone
No loss
will do well to give him a good hearing.
and telegraph wires are down all over the
R. WALKER McKEEN, Secretary.
to

A

It’s just

Destroy French Mission.

London, November 26.—A dispatch
“Has Jthe Gomrnander-in-Gliief
of the from
Shanghai s"Vs Chinese natives have
army and navy the right to
protect an destroyed the c x onsive French mission
American citizen, at home and abroad, at Luih-Siang.

ov».l

mother, and all the bridesmaids, arrived
ut the Buckingham hotel They had been
preceeded but a few minutes by the
gentlemen who were to have acted as
ushers at the chucrh.. The Rev. Dr. \V.
H. P. Bounce and Ills assistant, Dr. John
Hail, arrived about half an hour later.
The wedding party went directly to the
McCormick suite, which was composed

HAVE

MISCELLANEOUS.

Emperor’s Denial.

November
26.—The
North
German Gazette
publishes
officially
authorized denial of reports in circulation that the Emperor is not in sympathy with the deomnstrations of the
fleet of the powers in Turkish waters.

_

nnnein

__MISCELLANEOUS.

Berlin,

interior of the edifice had
been
transformed into a topical garden. All other
preparations were on a magnificent scale
and a grand ceremony was
promised,
but Mr. McCormick found himself confrom Maine declined the honor on
fined to his room on his wedding day, ill man
tiio ground that it would be embarrassing
with an attack of pleurisy, which threat- to him in his
present position to address
ened pneumonia, aud all their georgeous hini9ulf to the subject selected for him.
The
declination
of Mr. iteed occasioneu
Over a
arrangements went for naught.
in tho programme and Reprea change
thousand invitations had been issued for
sentative iiotson McMillan of Tennessee
the ohurcli and from Chicago, Cleveland, is said to have uecn
substituted.
This
Baltimore
and
other oities, sudden jump form Maino to Tennessee is
Buffalo,
uio
entmmines
iuny
uy
j|Jot
expiameu
hundreds of frionds had oome to witinoss
who insist that it ia thoroughly non-parthe ceremony, only to be disappointed.'
tisan in its character. Mr. McMillan is
Financially speaking ; today’s wedding announced to address himself to the
had more significance than
either the subject: “Lynch Law and Its Remedy.”
other members of
are
Marlborough-Vauderbit or Poget-Whitney Several to be present andGongreas
the Marine
expected
ceremonies for besides a union of young Band has boon
to
the
engaged
supply
hearts, the ceremony was the means of entertainment is to take place next
linking together two great
fortunes. Monday at Shiloh Ohuroh, and the comMiss Rockefeller is said to be an heiress to mittee announces aB an extra inducement
basethat supper will be served in the
more millions than any
other young
ment ot the church.
woman in the world, while Mr.
McCormick also inherits an immense fortune.
PARIS GREEN IN THE CHALICEShortly after 11 o’cluck the bride, accompanied by her sister, Alta, and her An Attempt to Assassinate a Priest During

The Colliers

The
great ribbon sale at Larrabee’s
I oday, and you will bave a great deal to
I ie thankful for tomorrow. See tho low
] irices quoted in tho advertisement in

CORBETTi

Circular Mailed to any address upon

Church

Tuesday noon as E. S. French was
leading his high sp’rited horse through
the
street it became frightened at the
falling of ice from the trees It backed
against a bank and suddenly reared upon
its
hind
legs; in coming down a fore
3UtS.
a
hit Mr. French
terrible blow
leg
Otisfllcd—John F. Stone to E. B. Jill- upon the head, inflicting a sovere and
ion.
The ecalp was cut for
painful injury.
Falmouth—John Anderson to Willis B. three and a half inohes which
required
•
doulton, et als.
sovcral stitches to close it.

■

Regular

Captain Crownin-

FROM MAINE TO TENNESSEE.

26.— Advioes from
that the foreign
ambassador
to
Turkey sent the identical
McMillan Substituted.
despatches to the respective governments
His Room.
to maintain
them
in
urging
the
Washington, November 1*5. —One of the interest of dignity, the demands of the
for
awaited
that
Mr.
the
entrance
Thomas Brack- powers
permits allowing
honors
Guesls to the
Rockefeller McCormick
of the sceond despatch boat each into the
ett Keed upon his arrival iii Washington
Bosphorous.
Are
Wedding
Iiisappointed-Tlie was au invitation to bo the principal
”*

elaborately DecKent, Holland,
orated.
Snow, Kickerson, Pine, Flaherty, Donahue, Stover, Ilsley. Dow, City Treasurer
New York, November 20.—Miss Editli
Libby, City Auditor Tobio, City MessenRockefeller, youngest daughter of Mr.
ger Alacgowna, W. H. Hrownson of the John 11.
Kockfoller, the multi-millionAdveritsor, T. A.
Burke of the Argus, aire, was married at noon
today in the
Walter C.Emerson of the
Advertiser, W. Buckingham hotel to Mr. Harold McCorW. Williams
of the Express, George Lemick, son of Cyr us McCormick, tho well
favor of
tlie Telegram and Edward Elknown “Reaper King” of Chicago.
well of the PRESS.
In point of brilliancy the weculihg had
The tablo was very
beautifully decorat- given promise of being one of the most
ed with chrysanthemums of
mauy colors notable of the season. The marriage was
and shapes, and with other
potted plants. to have been solemnized in the Fifth
The banquet was delicious.
Avenue Baptist churoh and the beauiful

Portland in honor of the occasion.
Grimmers’
orchestra discoursed

STREET,

NEW YORK.
State

these

Collector Deering,
President E.B. Winslow of the Board of
Trade, Commander Peary, Aldermen
Thompson, Randall, Dam, Little, Councilman Henley,
Haskell,

sary.”

108

Besides

Thomas, Jr.,

spoke seriously

Captain

$55.00.

o

above.
W. W.

mercial ports, protect the American people iu their rights and property on the
high seas, and in whatever land they may
choose to travel or abide.
Marne, with its long line of coast and
grand harbors, with its rich and inviting
lields for trade and development, aud
with the great business interests of her
people so intimately connected with the
oommeroe of the sea, takes a natural iut'rest and pride in the American Navy.
She has occupied an advanced and important position in its construction; the
sentiment of her people, and the influence
of her national representatives have been
and will always be found, in favor of a
naval fleet): sufficient to insure the safety
of the commerce of our Nation, the peaoo
and perpetuity of the Republio, and the
enforcement of American rights in every
part of tho world.
We recognize the distinguished honor
conferred by the Government, in giving
this steel armored cruiser the name of our
commonwealth. The people of Maine,
by publio legislation, have already spoken
in recognition of this great compliment.
And I come today to extend to the Navy
Department, to the United states' Cruiser
Maine, to her officers and seamen, tho
renewed assurance of the appreciation of
our whole people.
And in the name of a
great and progressive stale, and by authority of its Legislature, I now present
this christening gift of silver.
And let me assure you Mr. Commander,
that the good will and good wishes of our
people, will ever be with the “Maine”;
and over whatever seas she may cruise,
or under whatever skies
she may float,
may she proudly bear the name of our
State; and may she triumphantly carry,
to every land and every clime, the
glorious old flag of our Union.

Thomas spoke of the pleasant association of having many of the country’s
noble defenders around him. He spoke
CAPF.
CROWNINSHIELD’S
ADof the inspiration of “Old Glory” everyDRESS.
where, from the mast of the ship to the
Capt. Crowninshield when he rose to flagstaff of the school house, but nobody
respond and accept the gift was given an knows the real inspiration of the Stars
ovation of applause. He said:
and Stripes until he has been a wander“On behalf of
the
Navy Depart- er over the earth and never seen the flag
ment and- myselfand
officers of
the
Cor long, long months. If then he comes
and
who
Maiue,
has
everybody
over the mountains and looks down
connection
with
hor.
I
any
acupon
cept this splendid gift. I suppose it is
European harbor and sees tbe dear old
to
receive'
a
always gratifying
present, dag, his heart beats high, and every beat
but this one is particularly so,
as
it
shows the appreciation of the people of of that heart would be like a drum beat.
this great State of the fact that when No, it would be like a whole brass band
the government decided to add the two ind
it would play the Star Spaugled
great armored ships to the Navy it was Banner.
(Applause.) Mr. Thomas spoke
decided to give them the uames of Maine
and Texas. ‘From Maine to Texas’ is it some length and with much eloquence
an expression that indicates a vast
terri- of the occasion of the arrival of the body
tory. Perhaps we may go on until all if Ericsson in Sweden whioh he witthe States between Maine
and
Texas
aessed. In closing he declared that he
have given their names to battleships.
(Applause.) If we should carry out this believed that thp time was uomiug when
plan it would certainly give us a very re- ;he famous old American clipper ships
fportable navy.
;hat once covered the seas would be re“The Srate of Maine has always hown
a great interest
in the navy. It is to placed by steel ships of Commerce as dislie regretted that we have not in our ser- tinctively American as the old
clipper
vice as many of your sturdy mariners as
(hips and as superior to tho other steel
vve would like but when the time of need
has come Maine men have always re- ships of the world as were those clipper
sponded and have gone to the front in ships to all others in their day.
their country’s service.
When one oompafes with the natives of
“We cannot forget, as you Mr. Mayor,
he realizes that we need ten
Europe
that
oue
naval
offi'oi r,
suggested,
great
whose home was in this city, made it ship* where now we have but one, for the
plain to the Algerian pirates that our nen-of-war must make the way dear for
commerce must not be disturbed.
It is
;he steel ships of commerce.
“I wish
needless to say that I refer to Commodore
:o God we had ten ships as good as the
Edward Preble.
But there are reasons why the people Maine and
that everyone of them was
if this State should always take great in- m the seas of
Turkey and Asia Minor,
terest in our navy.
The State has a coast
where
many an ^American missionary
ind prominent harbors so located that
in case of war they would be especially ind his family are in sore,need of aid.”
exposed to the foreign foe.
(Great applause.)
I do not wish to belittle the efficiency of
After Mr. Thomas’s speech the eornpaBut the guns on the
guus on shore.
ay slowly broke up and gradually guest
ocean
are
for
necessary
protection.
Guns on shore did not prevent Admiral
ifter guest went home and the celebraEar rag Lit from going up the Mississippi
sion of the great presentation day of the
and capturing New Orleans.
visit of the cruiser Maine was over.
Crowniushield

I What’s Best!
3
J

THE GROOM WAS SICK.
tl\e Maine, the members of tho Governor’s
Counoil, the officers of Fort Preble and
most of the state
officers, who attendod And the Ceremony Was
tho
Performed in
Governors’ lunch,
as mentioned

THE PRESENTATION

quantity

and the Cake will be

Baking

r)

Powder.

than other powders

re-

remarkably light\ offine

texture, and will retain its fresh condition
than when any other powder is used.

longer

Soipe

of the

Special Features ^re:

Tabulated Form lor the Recipes, Making Mistakes Nearly ImposslDie; Improved Arrangement ol the Tables ol Weights and
Measures; A List ol utensils Necessary In Cooking, with
Directions lor their Use and Care—a Feature Especially Valuable 1or Beginners; Dally Bills ol
Fare; Copious Illustrations, both ol Articles ol Food and Best Uten3lls to
Use In the Cooking ol Them.

4.LL

THESE

THINGS

COMBINE

TO

MAKE

the standard the best.
PRICE

15

CENTS.

The e°°k book-will be sent
postpaid to any address on receipt of 15 cents,
I rail orders will be filled from the office of
publication, causing a delay of several
c ays'
desired by return mail from this office send three cents for postage.
Address all orders to office of this paper.

V

SOUTH

PORTLAND.

The committee chosen to settle the financial
affairs of South Portland and
Cape Elizabeth at their meeting Friday

agrood to the following figures as representing the condition of affairs on March
15. 1895:
DR.

Outstanding bills and accounts
$ 8,405.48
as per voucher, Nov. 12, ’95,
Winter and spring bills (high1,659.81
ways,
Sundry special accounts aud de2,260.65
mands,
Collector’s commission, balance
in full, ’93 and ’94,
1,083.96
Abatements,’93 and ’94 to Nov.
888.36
13,’95,
Total
bills, accounts and de14,277.26
mands,Mar. 15,1895,
BONDS AND NOTES.

bonds,

Amount
outstanding
March 15,1895,
Amount
outstanding
March 15, 1895,

$29,115.45

notes,

PROPORTIONAL

manufactured by The F. B. Q. Clothing Co., corner of West
3d and Mercer Sts., New York, who, owing to depressed times
and a demand for cheap clothing—something they did not man'

ufacture—were
We had

74,359.93

from

raw

September for $750,000.
elegant goods, and shall sell them

to fail in

compelled

pick

our

less than

their

cost.

Of BOYS’

OUT-

CHILDREN’S

AND

gJPEDONUS^

3HTY BARGAINS!! Bear

SUITS, ULSTER*
Ullman, Oppenheim i

WINTER

AND OVERCOATS,

$56,461.49
17,898.44

failed. 1 Has
fc at Prices

Knightville.

A Few

The

Dime Novel

IT3a.QU-geti3Lcls

Boy.

of the school, which was in session, with
his father’s revolutionary musket.
He fired a salute near one of the winprob
dows, that nearly blew the chalkedalmost
blackboard and
lems off the
soholars.
the
a
caused
stampede among
Then he went around the corner and loadFrom tho report
ed the musket [again.
that was heard afterward he must hav e
had the teacher in mind as he put the
charge in the gun. Teachers looking
saw
windows
the
from
cautiously
only a cloud of smoke and thought that
hunter.
a
was
caused
it
passing
by
in the primal y
children
The
little
half to death when
rooms were soared
Norman let go his second broadside right
faces
blanched
under their noses and
peered through tho windows at the desHis ammuniperado with the big gun.
tion giving out Norman shouldered h s
home.
marched
Saturday lie
gun and
was brought before the court and fined $3
and costs.

and here to

good things

filainc State

The

Thanksgiving

College,

recess

extends from

Wednesday until Monday. Many students
tcaoh school during
are now leaving to
the winter.
Forest ComC. E. Oak of Caribou,
missioner of the State, gave a lect ure on
Forest Preservation before the student
body, at the close of the chapel exercises on Friday morning. He also gave
the senior class in political economy, an
interesting talk on what the fish and
game commission is doing in Maine.
The sophomore prize declamations will
take place in Town hall, on Friday evenDecember 6th.
At a meeting of the senior class held
last week, the following were ‘chosen to
take parts in the Class Day oxercises next
commencementHistory, F. E
WeyD. Sarmouth, Medford; prophecy, P.
gent, Maehias; oration, P. B. Palmer,
Bridgton; poem, W. R. Page, Hampden
odist, F. P. Pride, Westbrook; address
to undergraduates, E. E.
Gibbs, Bridgtou; valedictory, C. P Woston, Madison;
marshal, J. W. Raudlette, Richmond.
A new departure in tbo lino of prize
oontests was the Prize Debate by members of the senior class on last Friday
evening. The contest was held in the
chapel and a very lively discussion was
entered into. The subject of the debate
was: Resolved,
That the United States
would be benefited by the annexation of
the Hawaiian Islands. The contestants
were:
and
Palmer for the
Sargent,
affirmative, and Raudlette and Gibbs for
the negative. The prizo was offered by
Hon. Henry Lord of Bangor, President of
the Board of Trustees.
The winner has
Sict yet been announced.
or

Dollar

List

duplicated

for HALF AS MUCH

!

,

Importers

Captured

the Cream

ONE.

5.00
AA

CPsW

TWO.

|

Overcoats.

THREE.

Cassimere Suits.
64 Double Breasted Dark Brown All-Wool.
38 Single Breasted Pin Check Cassimere
Sack Suits, very stylish.

Ifyoupaid $18.00, they would
be a bargain, your choice.

;Q

FOUR.

Long, thick and warm,
or wintry storms.

Q

3
2
2

Who

handsome, durable suit.

38 Single Breasted Medium Shade Mixed
Cassimere Suits.
64 Men’s Double Breasted Light Check
Cassimere Suits, wide shoulder facings and
p

cP

Compare any

of these suits with what you
may see elsewhere and vou’ll notice a saving
of from $5 to $10 per suit.

a

barrier against Jack
Worth

$15.00
Worth 18.00
styles
Worth 22.00
styles
Numerous others.at intermediate prices.

styles

at
* 8.50.
at.... 10.00.
at.... 14.95.
—

styles Men’s All-Wool Trousers, the $3 kind, for.
400 pairs Sawyer, Harris and
Riverside goods.
Regular
prices $4.50, $5 and $5.50,
for.
your pick

1
J.

fc‘Y
Men’s Black All-Wool Kersey
Overcoats, satin shoulders,
fanoy cassimere llned.wlde silk
velvet collar, fashionable length K
«E(Tk
while they last, at. K.Jl.U'VF
"■

Toggery for Juveniles

Big

and Their

Brothers.

Special attention is

directed to
Olir Children’s 5 to 15 Year
Seat and
Double
Old Suits,
Knees, strictly all-wool, and
usually sold at $5.00 and $6.00.
Our price.
250pair FureWool,Tough, but
Sightly, Knee Trousers, the
regular 75c and $1.00 kind—

Add $10 to this price and you’ll get at their
value.

Pear Mr. Steiitway:—Scarcely landed on
these shores, permit me to address to you a
few words of hearty gratitude tor all those acts
by /.ditch you mane my long and arduous
tournee so agreeable to me, but, above all,
for the glourlous and wonderful instruments
that were placed at my disposal.
Nothing
new can be said of the Steinway pianos, it
is
true; for they have been justly praised by all

modern masters, and I thoroughly concur
In every word that has been said. But I
must
tell you that, although I was delighted and inspired by your pianos at my
first concert, my enthusiasm and Inspiration
increased at my second concert, and became
still greater at the third, and thus it went
on
creseudo until my final appearance, at
which my joy in the grandeur, the power,
and the ideal beau^ of the tone, and the
perfection of touch and mechanism, was unbounded.
All who play your pianos, can but thank
you. I also do so, and at same time con-

gratulate

lieartly.
Yours very devoted,
I. J. l’ADEKEYVSKI.
London, April 7, 1892.

M.

517 CONGRESS ST„

PORLAND, ME.

FISK iT GOFF.

Fancy

FOK

E1THEK SEX-

This remedy being applied

1

directly

to

the seat of the

disease requires no change
of diet. Cure gunrai»teed
in 1 to 3 days. Small plain
package by mail 81.00.
Sold only by J. H. Hammond,
Oor.Free and Center Sts., and

c. Fowler, Cor. Congress
THT TPfc
y. ^ •“••"“and Lafayette Sts Portland
Maine

PINEOLA GOUGH BALSAM.
is

excellent

for all

throat inflammations and
for asihma. Consumptives will in-

variably derive
benefit from its use,
as it
quickly abates
the cough, renders
expectoration easy,
assisting nature in
restoring wasted
tissues. There is a

chest there is

Balm and bour.d on over the seat of
pain.
It affords prompt .nd permanent
relief,
and if used in time will often prevent a
cold from

by catarrh,

large percentage oi
those who suppose
their cases to be
consumption who
are only suffering
from a chronic cold
often aggravated

bor
catarrh
use
only Ely’s
Cream Balm. Both remedies are pleasant to
u^e.
Cream Balm, 50c. per bottle; Pineola
Balaam, 25c. at Druggists. In quantities of
$2.50 will deliver on receipt of amount.

ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New York

I

TRUTH.

they tell you they will sell you an Overcoat that cost
^ eady-made $50, for $15, THEY FLIRT WITH THE TRUTH.
No ready-made Overcoat on earth ever cost anywhere near
( hat price.

Don’t Be

J:

Humbugged
«

By Itinerant Venders.

SC

fM

®

V

4hlk

i.eFCj

Place your money ON DEPOSIT with reliable merchants,
a reputation at stake, aud who will return it to you

Lads’ Suits.

ivho have

Coat. Pant and Vest. Sizes 16 to 19 years.
The large sizes will fit young or small men.
450 Suits to pick from, every Suit new and

The

1

)r

rectify

*10.00 kind is

mar

all errors.

WE

are

and there

such,

are

others.

ed.6.45

18.00 kind is marked.8.00
15.00 kind is marked.10.00
Overcoats marked in like manner.
The way we bought them is the reason we
can sell them at these prices.

The

FiSK

The
-fi

y ,wv

FISK & GOFF.

FISK & GOFF.

&

GOFF,

JUNCTION MIDDLE, CROSS & FREE STS J

|

PORTLAND, ME.

f. p.

IP.

Marvelous Cures
in Blood Poison,

Thanksgiving.

Rheumatism
and Scrofula

Everything up to date in the fine
of Imported and Domestic Groceries
popular
of
every description at
prices.

Home Made Bread, Parker House, Harvard, Reception and
Dainty Tea Rolls
or Bread Sticks, Cheese,
Straws, Eclairs, Cream Rolls, Cream Cakes
Cream
Puffs, Jeily Rolls, Charlotte Russe, Othellos,Napoleons, Vienna Buns
Whipped
Berlin Pan Cakes, Butter Jumbles, Almond Cookies, Coffee
Cakes, Mince Apple
and
Custard
Pies, Tarts, Pate and Tart Shells for home
Squash

Grissini

x

filling Lady
Fingers, Macaroons, Surprises, Kisses, Cocoanut Drops and Fancy Cakes for Ice

Wr

W. L. WILSON TI

HOME MADE CAKE
WOMAN’S
Angel,

Sunshine,

: iprtoni

i

EXCHANGE, WINTER

Chocolate Icing,
“
Vanilla

Currant,

Pistachio,
Coffee,
Strawberry, •*“

IMP

ST.
Walnut

Almond Nut,
Walnut

*‘

Exchange &

Imperial.
Fruit & Wedding.

Franco-American Soups, twenty varieties, superior to the home made article.
Dinner, a very delicate English Soup Cracker. Domestic and Imported Cheese,
over forty varieties.
Salad Russe, something new for Vegetable Salads. English
Plum Pudding with Punch Sauce.
Glace Fruits for Frozen Puddings. Home
Made Jellies and Marmalades.
Brandied Fruits.
Matron Glace. Cherries in
Maraschino. New Nuts. Finest Vega Clusters Raisins.
New Fard and Persian
Dates.
Washed Figs.
Wiesbaden Stuffed Prunes. Grafted
Figs Comfites.
French Table Prunes. Stuffed and Pitted Olives. Little East India and Brownie
Pickles. Boiled Cider.
Home Made Mince Meat.
Sweet Cider.
Ginger Ale.
Lemonades for Fruit Punches. Shaker Apple Sauce and Cider Jelly.

lal

bargain

R

Michigan

I

fruits

a

lot of

assorted

E

put
Class Jars,

|

Syrup,

1

soods,

|

3 for SI-00.

up

in

heavy

attractive

I packages, superior

Pound/

Alinond

|*||

Tlx© Grocers,

Chocolate Caramel,
«

Orange

Harrison,
Marble,

—

Federal St.

a

|i
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Don’t

S

1

35c

FRUIT,

have come fo be as indispensable to the proper observance of Thanksgiving
aud around the family circle in the evening goes the dish of
as the Turkey,
Nuts and sweets, to the pleasure of the older folks, and the delight of the
The corn popper too, comes down from the peg on the wall, to
children.
take its part in the family reunion.
We have everything
requisite to the enjoyment of the good old New

England Holiday.

Morion’s delicious Chocolates aud Bon Boils will be
made fresh Wednesday afternoon at our store, while
you wait.

fgA
\

¥

8PRINQFIELD, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
can speak in the highest terms of
your modioine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism lor
85 years, was treated by the very best
physicians ana spent hundreds of dol*
lars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one nottle of yourP. P. P., and can
cheerfully aay it has done mo more
than anything I have ever taken.
good
1 can recommend your medicine to aU
sufferers of the abovo diseases.
MR9. M. M. YEARY.
Springfield, Green County, Mo.
—1

a
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3*0 all whom it may concorn: I here*
by testify to the wonderful propertle,
of P. P. P. for eruptions of t he skin. 1
tnffered for several years wit’ll aa unsightly end disagreeable eruption oh
I tried every known remf
my f aoe.
dy but In vein,until P. P. P. was used*
and am now entirely ourod,
J. D. 3 jHbSTON,
(Signedby»
*
Satannah, CWs
•
Skin Cancer Cared.

w

Tottlmonyfrom the Mayor of Sequin, TmU

\
F

7a

^B
W'
\
AH
Jfe

e
T

SuQuni, Tux., January 14,1893.

tirPMAHBbob.,

Musses.
Sayannafe,
Go.: «entfrawn-I hat* hated yeur P.
P. P. for a disease of the eiin, usually
yean*
as
skin
thirty
known
canoar.of
standing, and found grsat relief: 1,
purifies the blood and removes all Ir*
ritatlon from the seat of vhe disease
rnd prevents any spreading of tbe
lbi.ro taken nv* or six bottle,
eo.es,
and 'eel oonfldeut that asotisar conrs,
will effect a cure. It nas also relieved
end Ptomaol*
me from indigestion
trouble,. Honrs truly,
OAPT. W. M. BUST,
Attorney at Law.

Boon

on Blood Diseases hailed

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL

^
h

mU

TT
A
^B

^
^B
\

Jk
wi

5

frit,

F

IT.

LIPPMAN BROS.

F

^

PROPRIETORS,

^
m)

Uppmsn'i Block,s>ruatli,fi,

lT?_1

».rr

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female PILL

.

PENNYROYAL PILLS, i?“S

day.

ANNUAL

5

Cept. A. D. lekntloi,

^nUunMTiag

Butter made fresh
every

t

to

order the W. L. W.

Ask for DR. MOTT’S PSHRYROTAL FILLS and take no other.
IST Send for circular. Price $1.00 per box, « boxes for $5.00.
DR. MOTT’S <^HTTCMir’ATJ CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio,
For sale by LANDERS & BABDIGE, 17 Monument Sq.. Portland, Me.

MEETING.

PIGEONSirust’s COTTON ROOT
.*= BENHYROYiSL QlLS S
MILK

“D

meeting of the stockholders
Portland, Mt. Deseit and Maohias Steamboat company, will be held at the
general offices of the Maine Centrul Railroad Company, on Tuesday, December 3rd,
at 3 o’clock p. in, to act upon tbo following
articles:
1.—To bear the report of the treasurer,
5,*-To elect directors for the ensuing year,
3.—To act upon any other business that
may come before the meeting,
This meeting will be adjourned to Wednesday. December 20th, at the same place
unii lumr.
G;j0RGE w YORK'. Clerk,
annual

GANDIES,

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood la in an Impure Gondtlon, due to menstrual Irregularities,
arc peculiarly benefited by the won*
derful tonio and blood cleansing prop*
ertles of P. P. P. —Prickly Ajfi, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

each,

THEof the

AND

^
ii

i»miwMiifli|j»jiHB6!wi'yi!aagwiB^WBMiBiiaw ■sm^bmhhbS

Most desirable for the occasion, Russian Afternoon Tea,
the finest in the world.
Venetian, the Afterdinner Coffee par excellence.

NUTS

primary secondary and tertiary
for blood poisoning, mercunal poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
an
blood and skin diseases, like
to
blotches, pimples, old ohronie ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
eczema—we may say. without, fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P.is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
In all cases.
For

■4H

*

Are eatlrely remerea fey F.fA
—Prlokly Ash. Ivlca Boo* end PotMalum, the greatest blond purifier oo
earth.
July 21,1891.
Abeei^ojc. O..
Bum. Savannah,
Hasans r
<3a.: JJbak •as—1 (ought e bottle of

f'ourP.pT

syphilis,

HF

2

p. at Hot
t has done me more good than tore*
ninths’ treatment at the Hot Springs*
Send threo botUea C. O. D.
Lo^pectfally youra.
JA8. M. HEWTOH.
Aberdeen, Brown Courty, <>>

P. P. P..purifies the blood, builds up
the
weait
and
debilitated, gives
strengtn to weakened nerves, eapels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happinessandwhere sickness, gloomy
feelings
lassitude first prevailed.

Cream and Shefbert.

....

i

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES
m OLO SORES
PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH- MALARIA,
AND POTASSIUM
KIDNEY TROUBLES
Makes
and DYSPEPSIA

PRODUCTS OF OUR KITCHEN.

nov26d2t

oc-

Grocers.

dlw

LI BRSN’S

THE

city

stylish.
SI 7.60 for Men’s Triple Warp
Genuine Imported Melton or
Buglisli Beaver Overcoats,
no store in America sells them
less than $30, while they last
and no more in sight, at.

We mention below a list of toothsome specialties which are an
indispensable
adjunct to a Thanksgiving Dinner. Many of the items to whiohwe call your attention are not to be obtained elsewhere and others when obtained are not of the
same degree of excellence.
The best of everything is none too
good ever
especially at Thanksgiving time, so says the good housewife.

Sew England’s Bepresentatives for Plaiu,
the sale of theSteimvay & Sons Pianos. Citron.

Jiov22

WITH

who visit your

SHAW&CO.,
and

you

Steinert & Sons Company

location, but
advertise impossi ilities.

and

^

-LETTER X'O

Steinway & Sons.

week and your

a

If

A
<*
u,wv

Suits cost
you.
$3.50 Children’s Overcoats
cost you.

14.50

Oft
JFtF

O
CPs4***

$5.00 Children’s

128 Men's Blue and Black
Fine All-Wool Kersey and
Goods
Melton Overcoats.
made by the Worombo, Middlesex and Norwalk Mills, noted

•

THANKSGIVING
SPECIALTIES.

PADEREWSKI’S

approval

i
1

|

of testimonials.

by all dealejs.
Write us for d/A Book.
&
SONS. Philadelphia.
AYRES
WM.

it back within

of your

rely upon the credulity of the public to dispose of their
iadened goods.
J toorly made, disease
;|
If they tell you they will sell you a Suit or Overcoat worth 1
>15 for $3, THEY FLIRT WITH THE TRUTH.
If they tell you they will sell you Elegant Dress Suits,
vorth $25, for $8, THEY FLIRT WITH THE TRUTH.

Portland, Me.

Sold

or

1

Lnd

baker BLA
5/a Have
Wnn 16 Years.
mUt
Thousands

lit

does not meet with the

fixed business

no

FLIRT

[HEY

T rousers.

Strictly All-Wool Black
Kersey Fly-Front Overcoats
double warp, lasting lined,
piped facings, lusterine sleeve
linings, wide silk velvet collar,
a durable genteel top coat. The
^
fait)
*
$16 kind for.
Tnis is similar to a $35 custom made overcoat.

for durability, finish and style.
Silk shoulders, serge and fancy
easslmere lined. A gentleman’s
dress top coat in every partic-

If you can
25 per cent of our
the quality is not fully up to

money will be refunded.

sasionally

flfN

Frost

# CP

84 Double Breasted Dark Mixed Scotch
Men’s Suits, fancy cassimere lined, piped
facings, very nobby.
48 Double Breasted Dark Fine Check
Worsted Suits, full shoulder faciugs.
57 Double Breasted Dark Brown Mixed
Scotch Cheviot Men’s Fine All-Wool Suits,

or

dupli-1

City.

here within

people, bring

home

or

Yho have

Ulsters.

Men’s

8.75

make, style,

if the

expectations,

riend

made

AVOID ITINERANT VENDERS.

using these goods.

5

76 Men’s Single Breasted Sack Suits, old
fashioned, Pepper and Salt, Double and
Twist, All-Wool Cassimere, wide shoulder
facings and doublo warp linings,
64 Single Breasted All-Wool Pin Check

a

are now

Fast Black Chinchilla, cord
edge, serge lined, goods made
by the Dobson Mills, the $15

kind, for.

This price hardly pays for the material.
pays for the making?

purchase

any

fl prices,

I

from the diseased ladened slums of the

or

Tenement House District of New York

fl cate

Faced Overcoats

Custom Tailors

It’s the Nick of TimetoSave

About 50 Men’s Heavy Winter
Overcoats in Blue and Oxford
Melton and Blue Elysian, while
they last, your choice

Prison,

York State

Are the Coming Style.

FIX THIS LOT IN YOUR MIND.

60 Men’s Single-Breasted Sack
Suits.
40 Men’s
Double
Breasted
Sack Suits,
Dark All-Wool
Diagonal. Cassimere, cost to
make $11.75, take your pick

BARCAIN

Rough

Points Your Way.

in Mind
|

PMMfc |

'“llSf

...—

That every garment included in this Great Sale is First Class
in every particular, and not the production of convicts in New w

§ your

Money,

Men’s Blue Serge All-Wool
Sack Suits, the $10.00 kind

GOFF.
GEO. C.

Savers.

fancy cassimere lined.
These suits are regular $20, $22
and $25 quality, your choice for

Saving Story.

&

Square Blanketa for the road
Surcingle Blankets for Stable.
All shapes, sizes and qualities.
The Best 5/A is the

nothing so good as a piece of Uannel
dampened with Chamberlain’s Pain

resulting in pneumonia. This
same
refitment is a sure cure for lame
hack. For sale by haulers & Babbidge,
Portland, and C. B. Woodir^rn, Westbrook.

a

».I,SS,SI.W.SS«:
Made in 250 styles.

ing,

For a pain in the side

It is here

before your eyes

spread

Partial

HORSE BURETS

of each symptoms
way to get well and
strong. He make3 the patients understand exactly what ails them : nd tells
them all about their complaint, and all

or

we

which cannot be

FISK

cause

accept

today

and

is

It

a sure

well, reader, you can either
reject it. Which will you do?

BARCAIN

BARCAIN

doing.

Read the whole story.

Nervura blood’and nerve remedy. 'He
makes a specialty of treating patients
through lttter correspondence, and all
astonished at
who accept his offer are
the marvelous success of this method.

this is entirely free of charge. They save
have
the expense of a trip to the city,
no fee to pay, and have the benefit of the
consultation
and
best medical advice
for you to get
Here is an opportunity

Bargains
our so

AGAIN in all New England.

Everybody Talking About. It.
is talking about the great
free offer of Dr. Greenes’, the most successful specialist in curing nervous and
discovered
chronio diseases, and who
that wonderful medicine, Dr. Greene’s

telling

stay,

A
Of

Everybody

His office is at 34 Temple Place, Boston,
Mass., where he receives and carefully
examines every letter sent to ihm by pertheir cases and telling
sons describing
After thoroughly
him their symptoms.
studying each case he auswers the letter,

of

Until the cool weather should warrant

■

Money

Every lot advertised Is complete in sizes,from
84 to 44, with a few 46 breast measure.

Reliable firms have gone down lik<

Feast

Grand

Lots of

These suits would cost elsewhere $16.00.

»

get

We Have

Bargain Compass

Purses*

Suits.

BARCAIN

offer Icsi >

WE have been on the aler
ripe apples in a September gale.
watching for bargains. WE HAVE SECURED THEM, bettei
bargains, of more intrinsic worth than were ever gathered
We have delayet [
together nnder one roof on this continent.
announcing this

13 year old Bar HarNorman Beaton,
bor boy, who has been reading novels cut
school
up such pranks in tl'.e grammar
the other day that the teacher severely
reprimnded him. Norman threatened to
even and Monday appeared in front

and

we

THE PAST YEAR HAS BEEN HARD SLEDDING FOI [

THE CLOTHING TRADE.

Special

The

regular price $10.00, now.
Only a limited quantity of this lot.

than auction prices.

a

explaining the

few weeks ago, all of which

a

Bonanza For

Men’s Dark Hair Line AllWool Cassimere Sack Suits,

WINTER TROUSERS.
Perfec
fitting garments, from Messrs. White Bros., 13ChanncySt.
who failed

Big

Depleted

Of MEN’S FASHIONABLE

Boston,

Averaging

Business.

Less Than Raw Cost. Herald This Event to Your

& 60FF,

PROPORTIONAL

Mr. J.T. Young of Knightville, whose
wife was saved the other day from most
iminent
peril by Michael Donavan of
Prince’s Express, her horse having takon
fright and ra away on Federal street,
takes this method of publicly expressing
his chank3 to Mr. Donavan for his brave
Mr. H. S. Berry who owned the
deed.
team* gave Donavan a barrel
runaway
of flour in recognition of his bravery.

Retired From

Relatives.

■

PROPORTIONAL DIVISION ASSETS,
MAR. 15, ’95.
$28,561.05
South Portland,
9,333.37
Cape Elizabeth,

j
Firms.

Clothing Manufacturing

is

purchased from
N.
771
Y., who assigned to the Mechanics’ i
Broadway,
Co.,
Traders’ Bank of New York early in October, and whose goodi i
we now offer at prices that will carry joy to every pruden
parent.

MAR. 15, ’95

NET
DIVISION
DEBT MAR. 15, ’95.
$27,688.09
South Portland,
8,777.42
Cope Elizabeth,

A Word of Caution.
—«...

A

Thousands

$37,894.42
36,465.51

DIVISION

STANDING DEBT,
South Portland,
Cape Elizabeth,

ITIiousands

and ULSTER!

Of MEN’S ELEGANT WINTER OVERCOATS

March

assots,

15, 1895,
Net debt balance,

§

AMALGAMATION

RICH PICKINGS FROM FOUR

Thousands

30967.22

Total outstanding debt, March
15, 1895,
CR.
Total nominal

elegant made, strictly All wool MEN’S WINTER SUITS
made from Stylish Worsted, Serges, Cassimeres and Tweeds,
purchased from Thompson, Willis & Newgent, No. 22 Summer
St., Boston—retired from business. We own tiiese suits far below manufacturing cost.
of

THE PUBLIC DEMANDS
A

large store, a large stock ancl a large a:
sortment of styles, we have fully complied wit 1
above named requirements; for the recent at
dition made to our store, justifies us in th
statement: That we have one of the larges t
boot and shoe stores in New England, and w e
also wish to emphasize this fact, viz: That w g
have the greatest assortment of medim a
priced linos of boots, shoes and rubbers in tli p
State.
Customers visiting our store will t p
sure to receive immediate attention; and s S
our aim and object is to suit in style, tit an
quality, we respectfully solicit a large shat g
<‘f the public patronage.
Guaranteeing sati:
taction to all who may purchase tlieir fpotwes
at

our

480

Congress St.

uovloeoaU

Opposrita Preble House.

9

B n

■%

1°of
of $1 by

A positive preventive. Can be
carried Invent pocket, all com-

aC^^^a* Mai,ed ic,an^ddress

K

1 ftiT^ncver in“uVeUof®1 $1.00

LADIES (
Itoot

and

toanTad"
by

Mailed

__

fc.

will leave

I’onlan I

'•

■

Libby

PAsTl.L

Mil,

FiFTfi-Li-

nov26
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WARK£rH3

inform Ills many friedds ana the
Purch.^ing p-'idic that lie lias leased the store
No. 7S3 Congress street, formerly occupied by
A. I,- mson & Co., and on
wishes t

Steamers Jean ette & % w
A fine line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Diamond Rings
in the latest styles ol settings.
My prices are
reasonable ami every stone of the best quality,
910.00 to ,?30 o.
McKENIsEY, the Jeweler, Mommeat byuar®
jimlluif

reliable andB^eafe.
EgsSiralways
alwaysnskforDr-RnsrsM Cotton

*5 dress ,on receipt
The Japanese Pile Cure Company, St. Paul Mina,
l'or sale in Portland by JOHN" D. KEEFE. 205 Middle St., and SIMMONS & HAMMOND
575 and SOU Congress Street
novlOtf
on
0n recein
receipt

nov2ldlw___

store.

!F\ O. "WTEIITIES

EYE

>

30,

at 1 p. m.
Nov.
wi.l open a lull lino of Hosiery.
Umlerv/ear,
ll idi-u rchi-fs. Gents’
Furnishings, Corsets
!|in! Fancy Goods. An invitation is extended
lie ;;ml ait to attend this opening sale.

»Satunlay,

uov2ddl\v*

PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS

it permanently, and they are not
quite prepared to allow her to do that
The massacres are not stopped 5 because of
annex

—AND—
MAINE 8TATK PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
(In advance) $6 per year: $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra ehsjge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate ol $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
5i; cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six w eeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for
long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Dally

Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,

first

Three insercents per week after.
Every other
less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these

week, 75
tions

or

jealousy

among the nations that have the
power to stop them.

Monday evening Congressman Dingley
showed very plainly that the fundamental

S
I

l

trouble with the treasury, and the bottom
oause of the difficulty in keeping up the
gold reserve was the failure of the reve-

ij

t

j

{k,

RE-

SERVE.

In his speeoh to the Portland

Club

on

to meet the expenses of the government. While the law sayB that the greenbacks received by the treasury shall be

nue

reissued it does not say tha t this shall be
done immediately, and as matter of faot
it never was done immediately until the
revenues

barged at regular

rates.

State Press—$1.00 per square
for first Insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scrtpttons and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland. Me.
In Maine
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PRESa'

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27.

State of Maine.

The annual harvest has been gathered.
The year that is rapidly drawing to a close,
beloved
has brought to the people of our
State, a large measuro of posperity. Peace,
happiness
good order, contentment and
God has
prevail within our vast domain.
and
crowned the year with His blessings
favors, and with the over-flowing riches of
His giace and mercy. Therefore,
Thursday the 28th Day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and ninety-live, is hereby desigwith the advice of the Executive
nated,
Council, as a day of public

THANKSGIVING AMD PRAiSE.
Refraining from ordinary vocations, may
Commonall the people of our Christian
wealth. in their homes anu in places dedicated to public worship, render tributes ot
priise and gratitde for the many manifestations of God’s goodness.
And amio our songs of praise, let our
thankfulness be evinced by some substantial
expression of sympathy lor the poor, the
unfortunate and affile*ed.
Given at the Executive
Chamber at
Augusta, this eleventh day of November,
in the year of our Lord, one thousand
and o
ei&lit hundred and ninety-tive
the Independence of the United States
of
America the
one
hundred and

It is now denied that Secretary Olney
has expressed the opinion that there was
no irregularity in the
trial of ex-Consul
in

the record of the trial.
mo

uooj^uiivjuco

mo

aw

uu

uuiinvvu

iuu

Cuban insurgents have just won a decided
over Spanish troops
in what appears to iiave been something closely ap-

victory

to pay out the greenbacks as fast as it
got them for current expenses.
There is a good deal to be said against
the govenment’s standingjbehind the currency and being responsible for it, and
in Secretary Carlisle’s
so there is merit
plan of turning the business of currency
to the banks.

over

den contraction of the currency to the
amount
of the
greenback circulation
would precipitate a worse panic than any
the country has seen in recent years. If
the change suggested by Secretary Carlisle is made a t all, it must be made very

convin-

charge

Mr. Johnson
of Jefferson
made against our minister to Turkey. To say that he ought to
he hanged is praotically to say he
was
guilty of murder or aiding and abetting
that crime. But we imagine if Mr. Johnas

ihi Rev.

City, Missouri,

called tUpon for .his proof
it
would be of a very flimsy nature if he
had any at all. Missionaries in Turkey
have home testimony
to Mr. Terrell’s
son

were

services andjhis valuable work in their
behalf. If he had been responsible even
in the slightest degree for the persecution of the Christians, proof of it would

havo been forthcoming long ago.

The

Rev. Mr. Johnson is either temporarily
out of his head or else he
is a reckless
slanderer.
Senator Hoar has telegraphed the President that he will support any measure he
may propose to put an end to the massaorcs in Armenia.
It is difficult to see,
howover, how the United States can do
much in this direction
Apparently the

only way they can be stopped is by sending a strong force of troops into the territory where they are taking place. The
Sultan has evidently lost all control in
his Asiatic dominions and could not stop
the massacre if ho was disposed to.
We
could hardly m:>ke any stronger representations to him than have the European
powers, and these iiave proved of little or
no avail.
Russia is the on iy .nation in a
situation to deal effectually
with
the

something

a

Sen fitter

CHANCES.

Chandler Thinks They

are

Cer-

tainly Improving.
anotner column tne

occupied

the

territory

«

about the correctness of his statement
that New England is becoming consolidated and united in favor of Mr. Reed.
There is little reason to doubt that the
delegates from the various New Eugland
States will be solid for Mr. Reed ou the
first ballot In the convention, and until
he is nominated, or so long as there is no
leisonable prospect of his nomination.
Some political leaders in New England
are disposed to hold back their committals to Mr. Reed, but the Republican
masses are in ,his favor and
will send
Reed delegates.
No doubt, also, Mr. Reed Is very strong
at the South. Iu the absence of certain
special and extraordinary exertions such
as are
being made by the friends of Mr.
McKinley in that section, and'whioh are
not being counteracted by Mr. Reed’s
friends by similar methods, nine-tenths
of the delegates from the southern states
would be in favor of -Mr. Reed on the
first ballot, on account of his stalwart
Republicanism. The prospects for Mr.
Reed’s nomination are therefore greater
than over were those of Mr. Blaine, who
was seriously
handicapped by the want of
what is to be now secured—New England unity.
Ihe West, is bocoming 'more and more
favorable to Mr. Reed. They like his
fearless methods, and are sat«8 j* with
isfied
his opinions upon public
questions. A platform satisfactory to the
western Republicans, will be
adopted.
Un the money
question!! the convention

?

§R. T.

U

£
£
£
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ever

she will

Purgative

BOYS’ LONG TROUSER SUITS.

BOYS’ KNEE PANT SUITS.

recently occupied the boards in Boston’
Highwayman” is certainly a

them to all suffering from eos-

tiveness.

They
certainly
briDgyour habits

will

regular.

Pills

are

rapidly

We use
no other cathartic.”
Hood’s
increasing in favor, 26c.

OUR-

GRAND

67

all

fine

BOYS’ ULSTERS.

fine Cassimeres and Sootch effects, sizes
5 to 14 made to retail at $8, $10 and $12,
offered and will be sold at

$5.00 per suit.

GOAN1ES,
Thatcher Post Hail,

TUESDAY

Large Boys’ Fine Overcoats,

me anoie are

samples

We think that

to 84, for boys 14 to 18 years
comprising Blue Kerseys, fine Chinchill
Beaver, Frieze "and such reliable fabrios
made to retail at |$12, $16, $18 and $2C
TO BE CLOSD OUT at only

or the

108 fine

Warranted
Blue

Indigo, fast
ages 5 to 16

pure

Chinchilla,

i

MEN’S AND YOUNG MEN'S I

,

BOYS’ SCHOOL SUITS.
Only

few $2.00 and $2.50 grades

a

only

Blaok Cheviots and ele
Black Clay Diagonal Worsteds
sizes 34 to 44, made
to sell at $15.00
SELLING at only

uiegant Bargains

Good Clothing that we
is your chance to buy.

m

Exactly As

Standard
255
.....

■"

■»

---■

60 HORSES

Casco National Bank

their kind are seldom seen in this market.

Current

AND

IORPHI9

Accounts received

_

the clean wholesome character of these studies The author has won
his laurels and very fresh and fair they
Auld
are.
Laug Syne contains “A
Triumph in Diplomacy” “For Con-

Interest allowed

Sake;” “A Manifest .Judgment;” “Drumshengh’s Love Story,”

science’s

~PariiTlias
the death

lost one of its curiosities by
of tho Duohessn de Pomar,

also Dowager Countess ofCaithShe was the daughter of a Cuban
planter named Mariategue, immensely
rioh and fond of entertaining. She bea
came
Spiritualist, took up Mme.
Blavatsky, and believed herself to no a
reincarnation of Mary Stuart. The palace
she built in Paris she called Holyrood,
and a statue of Mary Stuart offered by
her to the city was refused, us it turned
out to he a portrait of herself.
Her title
of Duchess was given to her by Pope Leo.
was

ness.

HOOD'S

PILLS

Liver

Lis,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache,
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists,cure

»ov25dtf

on

UOV26_

on

Time

siring
ness

Pins

Tree

Ticket

Office,

Special

Raymond & Whitcomb's
lailta.

Washington.
Excursions to At-

Special excursions to Atlanta.
Raymond and Whitcomb Excursions
tn
LO
California.
m°S‘
to California.
exour?.ion5
special
Florida
Low ra:es to or from ali parts of Europe
1“teS t0 poilus NorU>. South,
East aud

■\VestaP

trict of

Congress
°

Street.

ulw

a

popular

vote

for Alcohniic

Pric0'25and6"c»u£

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

CHICAGO
oct!9

42 Exclangc Street.

dtf

Extravaganza,

A MARBLE VENUS.

Tha best wearing, moat
stylish, and
the greatest value of
any $3.00 Men’s
Shoes on the continent,
tops, solid
ww calfskin;, dongola
s? cf ,witk ad the popular toes,
and Lewis’ Cork
FUkd
pair co“tains a paid-up Acci31100 Policy for
®100> fiood for

an«

SolesaStenmSS’

issued by the Sanitary Dis

?

OOdays

of

Wear Lewis’Accident Insurance Shoes
once and
you will never change. The
to?“rance goes for “full measure.”
Talk with your dealer who sells
Lewis'
Sold by CENTER & McOOWELL.

BANKERS.

Qg»4dtf

BRIMMER’S ORCHESTRA.

OPERACLASSES.
I have lust imported the largest and best line o
Opera Glasses ever shown in this city. Thev 1,
elude a number of new patterns that are entfrel
unique and wi Isurely please you. £3.00 to £25.oi
Opera Glasses to let. McXENNEY, the Jewele
Monument Square.
uctldf

on

sale

at

Chandler’s
60

Music Store
ets.

Evening,

nov22dlw

THEATRE.
J. C. McCone, Treas.

and

CALIFORNIA

Star

TRIO,

Specialty Artist's.

Popular Prices { ! iatinees, 10c to ali parts
of theatre.

DR. PARKHURST
—

WILL LECTURE

IN

—

CITY HALL
Monday Evening, Dec. 9th.
—

ON

—

“Fighting Tammany

and What It

Has Taught Us.”

This lecture is under the management of the

LADIES’ CIRCLES OF
HIGH ST.
CONGREGATIONALIST CHURCH,
and will be Dr. Parkhurst’i only appearance
here this winter.
Tickets for sale at Cressey, Jones & Allen’s

ASSOCIATION

City,”

Holy

fG--A.TTX*,>
Kotzschmar Hall, Monday,
Dec, 2,
’5)5. Commencing at 8 o’clock p. ni.

SWAN & BARRETT,

[

Grand Finale—Monte Carlo

“The

DuOCS.

DUNCAN,

—O—EMBRACING ALL—O—

Great Comedians, Cultivated Vocalisti
and Superb Specialties.
Superb Orchestra, Marvelous Music, Delightful Dancing, Laughable Comedy,

The

HAYDN

FOR SALE BY

DUE 1912.

MINSTRELS.

Under the management of William Stanton.

cent tickets secure resevvod seats.
Half fare on Maine leutral R. R from Lewiston, Bath, Brunswick and way stations between. P. & R. from all statious in Maine west
of Westbrook.
Grand Trunk from all stations between So.
Paris and Portland.
nov25dlw

1

the electors within Iti
limits, which include practically the entiri
CHy.of Chicago, and the greater part of tin
adjoining populous towns or Cicero and Lyons

CONSOL. 4 s,

matism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid
pepsia,

by all duggsist*

are
a

HBFINTBD

Music Store, begiuuing Wednesday. Nov. 27th,
at 9 o’clock a. m.
Prices 36c, 60c and 76c.
The 60 and 75

Chicago, municipal corporation reg
ularly organized under a, general act of tin
legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuant
of

BSftiasisss CEO. E.
old

500

nov22

Cent. Bonds

Interest Payable January
July 1.

R. R.

A Htqow’s BromthGeiergr
161 S. Western Avenue,

A. F. HILL & CO.

Due July 1, 1901.

These bonds

WARD’S

Saturday Matinee, Children 5c.

DRAINAGE,
dtf

11OT-3_lmoeud

CiaewtSS.c“BSW-

kind that’s ready to

i'yiT__dtr_

All arrangements made in
advance

Antidote

a

We have that kind.

BANKERS^

shtcesti

sKppIo!

Anosmia.

Ready-made

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.
nov23

AND

FOX

Assisted by a Big Company of

Overcoats! Lots of ’em. Anything you want. And if you pick a
Kersey you’ll pick right.
Nothing like a Kersey for
warmth, style, fit and wear.
Kerseys for $12.00, $14.85, $16.00,
$18.00. Low for Kerseys too!
Ulsters, $10.00 to $30.00.

Exchange Sts

H. M. PAYSON & CO,

Per

HALL,

Thanksgiving Day
Afternoon and Evening.

GREAT

-FOK SALE BY

5

CITY

GREAT HOLIDAY ATTRACTION.

CHICAGO

UNDER CJ. S. HOTEL.

Excursion to

wear.

Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

-BY THE-

Tickets admitting Gentleman and Lady: 75
cents. Ladies’ tickets 25 cents,
nov 21Dtd

Matinees Wednesday, Thursday (Thanksgiving) and Saturday, the

There is

MOULTON
dtf

6’s

(JJyy

Concert from 8 to 9, Grand March at 9
Music by Cadet Band. All Firemen
requested to appear in uniform. Refreshments will be served in Reception hall by a
committee of ladies. Clothing checked free.

Commencing Monday Eve., Nov. 25,

who tells you all
is alike.

Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's,
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,

AND FAR1SNGT0N

Portland Veteran Firemen’s Asso.
AT CITY HALL,
Wednesday Evening, Nov. 27th, 1895

C. F. Stubbs, Mgr.

BELIEVE

City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Borough of Braddock, Peim, 41-2's and 5’s.

WANTED.

Ball,

OF the

PARK

DON’T

Town of Dexter, Maine, 6’s.
Town of Pittsfield, Msm 4's.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2's.

open accounts, as well as from
wishing to transact Banking busiof anj description through this Bank.
to

those

and

Concurt

35, 50, 75.

investments:

Deposits.

Fourth

Saturday, Nov, 28. at 9a. m.
Prices:
Matinee, 25, 35,

nARTKEIlS.

favorable

nov27dtf

Don’t forget the da, and date.
Grand street parade. Military Brass Band,

MAN

£

and 80 cents.

at 11.45.
Seats

DATED NOVEMBER 1, 1895

Cor. Middle and

81 Franklin Street.

which by the way appeared in “The
Bookman;” “Past Redemption;” “Good
News from a Far Country;” “Jamie;”
“A Sprvant Lass;’’ “Milton’s Conversion;” and “Oor Lang Hama” (New
iork: Dodd, Mead & Company; Price

C. W. ALLE*
arl-tdtf

*

Correspondence solicited tfrona Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others de-

MURRAY, LEEDS

UOV26

CO.,

F. O. BIALKT.

THE

WOODBURY

Days

sympathy,

BAILEY &

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

f

10-30 4 Per Cant Bonds.

f

JOHN 0.

con-

clothing

terms.

*

of Auld Lang Syne. By Ian
this volumo
Maolaren. In
we
have
further tales of Drumtoohty, filling in
“The Bonnie Brier Bush.’’ It Is not
necessary to call attention, anew to the
quiet humor, the delicate pathos aud
The

o’clock

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant!

$100,000
CITY OF BELFAST, MAINE

DOLLARS.

$1.50.)

at 2

entire stock,

p,

.MEW LOAN.

ONE MILLION

Don’t fail to see them as

SAEE

November 21st.,
rpHUBSDAY,
A
m. we shall sell the

We recommend these bonds for Trust Funds

(Philadel- in this lot.

Lippincott Company; PortLoring, Short & Harmon. Price

ASSIGNEE’S

Stock and Fixtures of Robert II.
Hayes, 39 Free St.

We Advertise.

Evening.From Sire to Sou
play at every performance.

new

o’clock.

FINANCIAL.

city.
shipped
tophelean picture by van Schaiok prefaces
They weigh from 1000 to 1620 pounds. STEPHEN R.
the story. Occasionally tho ferocity of
SMALL. Presldsu
attack made by this writer upon greed Several nicely matched teams, woighing
MARSHALL R. G0DI.U Cash'*
and sin reaches a point where good taste from
2200 to 3190 pounds, will he found
:

A

are

TRii

CAPITAL

ever

endtf

delivery

FINANCIAL.

Incorporated 1824.

POUNDS.

JI Committee,
J

STREET.

195 Middle St R a Bex 1108.

1620

Executive

-OF

LETTING GO.

—------

PORTLAND, MAINE,

1000 to

I

in part of teas, coffee, canned goods,
spices, soaps, flour, extracts, chimneys, etc.,
together with goods usually kept in grocery
stores, also large ice chest, iron safe, 1 horse,
wagon, 2 pungs, harness, stoves, coffee mill, saws, knives, cleavers, marble meal
slabs, meat cutters, tin and wooden measures
platform and counter scales, office furniture
etc., etc. JOHN B. KEHOE, Assignee, dtd

Clothing Co.,

MIDDLE

the annihilation by the author of the
enemies she may
have made amongst
1
critics end
publishers We should not
to
mention
one
other character
neglect
in this Romance, namely, the Prince of
I have received from Guelph, Out.,
Wales. For the harmonizing of the elements we have named above, we refer the 60 head of the largest and best horses
reader to the volume in hand. A mepbisto this

land

are

T

OC21

F, O.

personage than our industrious
arch-enemy the Devil himself. Money
occupies the next most prominent place
in the drama. Two women, one of the

part company.

■

$10.00 Per Suit

sixes 6 to 14.

CHAS. 8. FOBES, Prest.,
W. F. MILLIKEN, V. Prest.,
JAMES E. MCDOWELL,
JAMES E. HEWEY,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
CHAS. L. MARSTON. Sec’y,

BY F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

woftl

gant

t

$1.00 each

a

and the text
phia: .T. B.

Thursday Matinee.The Plunger
Evening.Prince of Liars
Friday Matinee.Noble Outcast

P. V. F. A.

and

ACUIIOI* ALES

DRESS SUITS,
in fine all

Exchange Street,

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

$15 each

colors,

GO.,

SECURITIES.

Kersey Overcoats,

OUTCAST.

Prices, 10, 20 and 80 cents.
Popular Dime Matinees.
Thanksgiving Matinee 10, 20

BANKING

BONDS

sizes 34 to 50, made,to retail and are equa
to the best $20 Oveooat sold,

Also at $2.90, $3.50 and $4.

Strange
Tempest,

uyiuuiIIJj

long

Blaok

BOYS’ REEFERS.

We Advertise What We Have, and Do

Short*

yoij

53

A SPECIAL BARGAIN.

;

*10 and *13 each

THIS '\WE3E3IS.

A
Romance.
By Marie
Corelli, author of “Barrabbas,
“Vendetta,” etc. Miss Marie Corelli’s penchant for two worlds in one book, leads
her this time to give the place of hero to

in

NORTHERN

8,

Premium Band and Orchestra.

FINANCIAL.

sizes 30

Millionaire.

tillo

at 9.

FLAG.

WAITE’S
COMEDY
COMPANY

3 Beautiful Prizes.
Social Dance
and Cake.
Single Tickets 50 cents.
nov27d3t.

$20.00 each,

-OF-

nil

DEC 3rd

EVENING,

Walking for the Cake, begins

sisting

Lippineott

less

WALK

:

NOBLE

ANI>

DELANEV

MEN'S FINE OVERCOATS.

$5.00 each

wool double breasted knee

fashioned right and wrong, but the author
of this story doe3 not propose any way
out of it; she simply turns on the lights

no

CAKE

:

2,

EVENING AT

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

Ages 6 to 14, only a few broken sizes
About 25 elegant Blaok
Elegant goods, made to retail at $10, 61 )
Kerseys Over
all new, latest up to date
and 615, to be sold at
styles,
p ; coats,
made to retail at $25.00, $28.00 and
$30,
$5.00 and 6.50 each
offered NOW at only

pant Suits iu Blue undressed Worsteds,

of it isn’t to be bad by tampering with
the one solid foundation,
truth; (old

used,” writes one lady, in regard to
who
Hood’a Pills. “They are so mild and
do
their work without any griping.
I recommend

Will be given in the church. Wed. Dec. 4th.
by the following well known talent, Misses
Knight, Ricker and Rlce.Messrs. Merrill, Stockbridge and Harmon, vocalists. Misses Phil
brook and Blanchard, Mrs. Allen, Thompson,
Johnson and Smith, pianists, and Mr. Waltei
Smith, organist.
Tna programme will_be an
unusually brilliant
one involving some new
and exceedingly In
teresting features.
Admission tickets, 35cts., reserved seats
50cts., to be obtained of Stockbridge, Cresset
Jones & Allen, Frank, B. Clark, T. FT Homsted
apd Stevens, Jones Co.
nov28-30-dec2-3-4

Ice Cream

“A Sooial

The Sorrows of Satan or The
Experience of one Geoffrey

BLACK

CHESTNUT STREET CHURCH.

£

only

Company; Portland: Loring,
Harmon. Price 75 cts.)

MATINEE AT

Instrumental Concert,

and

FOR THE BENEFIT OF

C

very dextrously handled bit of fiction.
In the reading, the fact that it is
totally
impossible and inconsistent, seems not
to affect the interest in
the story one
whit and without doubt a compliment
lurks in such a criticism as that. We arc

G. E. Lothrop, Prop.

SCHOTT ISCHE and
TRILBY
STEP Monday evening.
nov96d4t

Vocal

will

so

Portland Theatre.

GRAND

$10,008 NOVEMBER MARK-DOWN SALE.

;s

$1.25.)

Best Little

1>V0

First-Class Reliable Winter Clothing for the People at Low Prices, 25 to 60 Per Genl
DAVIS MILL GO., St. Jcsspfi, HSaJ
Less than it was made to sell for.

luuumiiuu

effectually coal with the situation. If
the powers will give the word she will
stop the massacres in short order. But
the other powers are afraid that when she
once

2

0

1

Crowning Bargain Days

--OP

sage and jourMr.
Charles carnal, the other of the intellectual and
advocacy of Mr. moral type are intrpduoed; and an auHeed’s nomination in a letter which we
thor, suddenly driven from poverty to
commend to our Republican readers. We
wealth and then back again, is the indido not entirely agree with Mr. Marseilles
vidual for whose soul the game is played.
in bis conclusion that Mr. Morton’scanin

situation. She has troops upon the border and could throw a large force into the
disturbed territory in a few days and

Jias

I

GILBERT’S

GUARANTEE.

that Illumine a very varied scene. You
gradually, so gradually that ;its effect are to take these people or leave them, as
upon our present difficulties would be suits your literary taste. If you take
scarcely perceptible. Our existing trouble them, you will secure a piece of very
is lack of revenue and it cannot be oured clever work and you will
hardly osoape
except by making up the deficiency, and sympathy with some advanced philosowhen that
is
the
defioienoy
supplied
phers in crime. The little book is spicy,
“endless chain” which Carlisle harps on it has its fascinations, some of which are
will not do any mischief, and very likely rooted in very genuine
as
qualities,
the demand for the retirement of the honor, sensitiveness and a
gentle, cynic
There
greenbacks will disappear.
is wit.
(Philadelphia: J. B

didaoy in New York will be nominal,
that Messrs. Platt and
Quay are alproaching a pitched battle. But we must
be prepared to hear in a few day’s either ready in favor of the nomination of Mr.
that there was no such battle, or that, if Reed. Mr. Marseilles’s enthusiasm somethere was, it was a Spanish and not an times makes him too antioipatory, although he has usually been a wise and
insurgent victory.
true prophet.
There can be, however, no dispute
A
man
to
he
well
informought
J
pretty
a

HERE'S OUR

Buy a package of Genuine Aunt Jemima’s SelfRising Pancake Fiour, and if you do not find it
makes the best cakes you ever ate, return the
empty box to your grocer, leave your name, and
the grocer will refund the money and ciiarere
It to us.
,-v
Scientifically Prepared and
Manufactured only by

But, as Congressman Dingley points out, the adop- thrown back into new contemplation of
tion of that plan would not cure our the truth, that, in this world, the
bad
present difficulties. Before the green- people are so good, and the good Deople
backs can be called in a plan must bo de- so bad that endless complications arise
vised to supply their',plaoe, and then they because of the faot, to puzzle and confuse
can be called In but very slowly.
A sud- the student of human nature. A way out
issuing

or

ed of the facts and havo pretty
cing proofs before he makes such

(colored

The Creates!

only

Madagascar. Furthermore it is said that nalist of Exeter, N.
H.,
the Secretary has not |yet even received
Marseilles, continues his
-i ■

youft

Ball

AT

Tuesday, Wednesday

and silver as standard money as soon as
such coinage can possibly go forward in
50 nice double breasted brown mixed
connection with the maintenance of the Suits, sizes 31 to 34,
parity of the two metals throughout the
$3.75.
paid out in exchange for gold. But the commercial world.
On this platform
lack of reserve made it necessary to pay Mr. Reed is most likely to be nominated.
Made to sell for $8.50.
He is sure to be elected by almost as
large
out the greenbacks as fast as they were
a majority as General
Grant had over
Over 100 good all wool sack Suits, sinreceived for current expenses, and thus Horace Greeley; and an administration
and double breasted, sizes 31 to 34,
gle
faithful
to home interests and maintaintho volume of greenbacks in circulation
including fine all wool Black Cheviots,
the honor of the country in its
was always kept at the maximum, and ing
foreign
relations will supersede the present un- suits made to retail at $10, $12 and $15,
the treasury had nothing to attract gold. American
administration at Washington. offered at
That lack of revenue was the real cause
$5.00 per suit.
NEW
of the Secretary’s trouble is shown clearly
PUBLICATIONS.
enough by the fact that it never happened
Lot of $10,$12 and $15 nice wool Suits,
A Social Highwayman.
before, While the revenues were in excess
By Elizabeth sizes 31 to 84, all dark colors, Black and
of expenses the government never had any Phipps Train, author of “The AutobiogBlue,
difficulty in maintaining the gold reserve raphy of a Professional Beauty.” IllusOffered ot
$8.00.
but as soon as they fell below, its means trated. This is, we take it, tlio story
of getting gold was gone because It had from which the play originated that has

MR. REED’S

martial

RICE.j;

A grocer who offers you
any other £
package than Red when
ask for the Genuine Aunt
Jemima is ft
trying to deceive you, and if he deceives ft
you in this matter he may in yourac-Pi*
*X)unts. Remember the Red package.
Beware of counterfeits.

conditions
these
would have been retained for a time in
the treasury until there was a demand
for them and then, they would have been

white and the rest colored.

court

combination of the great staffs }
of life WHEAT, CORN and
A

AMUSEMENTS.

Thanksgiving

AND THANKSGIVING MORNING.

i Flour.

declare against the single gold
standard, will advocate bimetallism and
greenbacks will demand the coinage of both gold

great deal more important
HENRY B. CLEAVES.
to be done now than to change our ourBy the Governor.
enoy system
aooording to Carlisle’s
NICHOLAS FESSENDEN,
First
and
foremost the
suggestion.
Secretary of State.
revenue system needs amendment so that
There were 154 lynchings in this coun- it will produce a surplus Instead of a detry during the seven months preceding ficiency.
September 30, and of these 38 victims were
twentieth.

Frenob

II_|

to fall
But since

ordinary

1

only

A Proclamation by Governor Henry
B. Cleaves.

Waller by the

I

AMUSEMENTS.

Thursday Evening.

,

oftthe government began

below the necessary amount.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week Carlisle
has been Secretary greenbacks
first week; half price each succeeding week.
no sooner came into the treasury than
of
a col••A (Square” is a space of the width
they'went out again to pay current exumn and one incl) loag.
one-third
ad- penses. The truth is that while the bond
Special Notices, on first page,
issues have been ostensibly for the benedition:! I.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per fit of the gold reserve a large part of the
square each week. Three insertions or less, prooeeds have, as matter of fact, been de$1.50 per square,
voted to the payment of the expenses of
type and the
Heading Notices in nonpanel
government. When bonds were sold
15
cents
per
classed with other paid notices,
tho gold proceeds were deposited to the
line each insertion.
oredit of the reserve fund. But when the
Pure Heading Notices iu reading matter type,
gold began to be drawn out the green£5 cents per line each insertion.
backs with which it was drawn were paid
H'an's, To Let, For Sale and similar adverourrent
tisements, 25 cents per week iu advance, for out to meet
expenses. Under
or less, no display.
Displayed advertisements under those headlines, and all advernot paids lin advance, twill he
isements

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

I

8

I

ates.

40 words

Sj

“I’SE IN TOWN, HONEY!”

8

THE REVENUE AND THE GOLD

J

,,-Q

*■**** ««>

8

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Having many

TRINITY LODGE,

k7o7p7~

Will celebrate its
Sixth

Anniversary, Friday Evening,

Nov-

vember 29tli.

The pro2ramme will consist of a reception
from i.gO to 8.30 followed by a vocal
and
instrumental entertainment after which ice
cream and CAke will be served. Tickeis may
be obtained of G. W. Pennell at
Bolster,
Snow & Co.’s, G.
S. Rolf
at >outbworth
Bros., Middle streei. G. if. Jordan, 401 Congress
street,
A. W. Lauyblin,
Evening
Express Office.
Ticket Admitting Geut and Lady 25c.
Tickets will be held for members till Thursday noon, Nov. 28.
nov25oed3t

open dates for the next months
te engaged for any occasion for which
75c.
New Resilient WaKharn Mainsprings, superior to
good music is required. Apply to CHARLES
all others, only 75c.
Warranted
Mainspring
GRIMMER, 180 Middle street, or members of cleaning, #1.50. Cleaning, $1.00. Me KENNEY,and
the
tmviadlm
Glimmer’s Orchestra.
I Watchmaker, Monument Square.
.anlSUtf

can

!

Tickets, 50c with reserved seat, to be obtained ot the members and at Stockbrldge’s.
nov26dtd

MAINSPRINGS

LONG DRAWN SWEETNESS.

the

complainant had failed to show that
he was the first one “to adopt the trade
dress used by him. He claimed that the

Do “Velvet,’’ “Purity” aud “Satin” defendant simply

The United State* Court Koom
ary Confectionery
Local Case Heard

Tempor-

Shop—An Exciting
Yesterday.

resemThe United States court room
bled a oonfeotionery shop yesterday morning. On the desk before Judge Webb was
and
a groat pile of choioe confeotionery.
loaded
the tables of the lawyers wore
down, while boxes of various sizes rested
on the floor.
Judge Symonds had specimens of tho make of Goudy & Kent to

offer to the court—in evidence—and Berry
and Alexander P. Browne of
Boston, had almost as tempting piles of
the make of Berbet L. Hildreth of Bos-

,& Upton

never had
ton. Judge Webb probably
such a case of “lingering sweetness long
him before,
and
drawn out” before
very likely never will again.
Mr. Browne opened for his client, and
stated bis case. In brief the oluim is

that Mr. Hideth for several years manufactured and sold molasses candy, putting it on the market “in a package of
distinctive and
peculiar appearance,”
and alleged that the defendant corpormarket molasses
ation put upon the
camly of its own manufacture, but in

system

com-

of molasses
manufacturer’s
Judge Smyonds also olaimed that

candy.
a

a

to all

mon

Mean the Samel

followed

there was no evidence that
the
“trade
dress” of the complainant did as a
matter of fact distinguish his
goods from
those of other manufacturers. His name
in full doos not appear on the wrappers!
a
nor is he designated as
manufacturer.
He claimed that the testimony of L.
A. Goudy and Arthur H. Bailey showed
that when the O. M. Rice paper company
wrote to John Wallaoo
regarding the
proper use in putting up the
‘Purity
Kisses” there

thought

I
|
|

I

|

on

S>
$

|

does this without
over-taxing the system, and it is the only
oatmeal that does!

|

publio at the product of
another.
at
went
Judge Symonds
length into the hstory of the oonfeotioneory business, the manner of putting up
goods

9

H-°\

*

|
$

}

cannot be taken
into the blood if not
first converted into a
soluble substance.

i

tating the “Velvet” trade dress in the
least. The “Purity” goods aie openly advertised as the product of Goudy & Kent,
and there is no attempt to impose their

itself

Starch

9

imi-

no

was

of

pslliiifilllisi
in

9

£

|

the

music and drama.

“Kisses” etc.

He claimed that the wrapentirely unlike, and the prjm-

pers are
inent words do not look or sound alike.
It is true thut the two words “Velvet”
and “Purity” have the same number of
letters. So do the words Brown and

Smith,

Waite

Comedy Co.

The first of the popular dime matinees
was given, notwithstanding the fog and
generally nasty weather' yesterday by the
Waite Comedy Company at
Portland
to
a
theatre
audience.
big

woald hardly
Mr. Brown
seek to compel Mr. Smith to change his The “Diamond Mystery” was the
play
name or to enjoin his children from bearselected for tho occasion and it was well
ing the family patronymic for that rea- aoted. The specialties were warmly rea package so closely resembling the com- son.
Ordinary attention will enable the ceived. In the evening there was another
between the crowded audienoe to seo
plainant’s that the public are deceived purchaser to distinguish
Byron’s “Inside
thereby, and ere led to puerhase the de- two classes of goods.
Track,” and Mr. Beers, Miss Lytol)e,Miss
of
for
the
the
fendant’s goods
goods
Judge Symonds then olaimed that the Biskeandthe other members of the
plaintiff.” It was admitted that the de- complainant has unlawfully imitated the supporting company were heartily apfendant claims that long before the so- trade-mark and trade dress of another
plauded, while the specialties gave great
called “Velvet” candy of the complain- and being himself, therefore, guilty
of
pleasure. At the matinee today the
Alonzo
W.
of
was
ant
made,
Langmaid
fraud, oannot in equity claim relief “Blaok B’lag” will be gven,
and “The
Gardiner, put up molasses candy in much against any alleged fraud of respondent. Noble Out.ast”
Tho orohestra
tonight.
it “Satin He gave at length his view of the Langthe same form, aud called
is fine.
Kisses.
The Foundling.
Goudy &_Iient, it is hardly maid olaim to have made and sold
neoessarv to sav. term their goods “‘Pur- “Satin” candy, and insisted that the deThere was a good sized audience at
fendant had conclusively shown that he City hall last evening, attraoted thither
ity Kisses.”
It was asserted that the |complainant did put up candy in the way he olaimed;
the much heralded
is now
of sandy a day. He
37, and has been making candy for 5

mattes tons

years. He claims to have invented in 1881
the idea of wrapping pieces of candy of a
uniform shape in waxed rnanila paper,
with the ends twisted so as to secure the

paokage. He did not print anything on
the wrapper for some 10 yearrs after that
however. Aftor giving a detailed history
of Mr. Hildredth’s business career, Mr.
Browne pioeeedetd to relate the alleged
connection of L. A. Goudy, and the firm
(not then corporation) of Goudy &Kent,
with his goods.
Some
attempts were
made so he claimed, by Mr. Goudy, to
obtain the general agency for the
complainant's goods in this state, but the
matter ended when Mr. Goudy wrote the

but

Cissy B'itzgerald,
chat it was a wrapper as he claimed, and who ;has 'made such a hit in the larger
it cities. Tho
that at" different times" he termed
performance began with a
“Satin” candy. Langmaid was a man delightful little one aot curtain raiser
IDPko Mo.. IToo.o!_I) „LJoU
of new ideas, and at one time was employed as a getter up of odd things. lies for its motive, upon the unfortunate
JudgeJSymonels said that the complainant mistake of a man who took the fourth
copied the Langmaid wrapper and print- flat in an apartment house for his own
ing, and that the complainant’s warpper flat, the one a hove. The fourth flat is
was adopted several years later than ^the occupied
by a young married couple,
Langmaid wapperr, and that it is, in all who have had a little family jar in their
essential features a oopy thereof.
first attempt at housekeeping, and conMr Browne replied to the argument o sequently are all the more ready to misJudge Symonds.
understand, while the wife of the man upstairs is naturally of a jealous disposition.
THAT Y. M.C. A. DEBT.
Of ^course the misunderstandings are exin the end and the curtain falls
plained
of Tlio6e Men Who Snbscibed $3000.
by

—T

List

As reported in yesterday’s
complainant a letter declining the proposed agency, on the grounds that “it Y. M. C. A. debt is a thing
■would be all turkey for you and all orow Below is a list of the men
for us. ” Goudy & Kent then went largely raise the $3000.
I
K. R. Payson,
Into the manufacture of their
“Purity” W. W. Brown,

goods.

Mr. Brown cited the cases of four persons, Mrs. May E. Stephenson, aged 24,
George F. Bruce, 44, Fred J. Grant, 38
and Conrad J. Whittemore,
63, who
all were deceived to such a degree that
they mistook the goods of the defendant
for that of the complainant.
The Boston attorney then proceeded to
review the claim of A. W. Langmaid,
that he put up molasses candy in exaotly
the way Mr. Hildeth and Goudy & Kent
do now, for some time, and that in 1883,
he adopted what is practicaly the style of
label Mr Hildreth later used. Mr. Browne
argued that Mr. Langmaid as a matter
of fact .never did np molasses candy
in
pacers, calling it “Satin” until after the
defendant pur his “Velvet” candy on the
market It was not claimed
that he
might not have made and sold molasses
candy or even placed the pieces in wrap
pers,but it was claimed that there was no
writing on the wrappers, and no mention
of the word “Satin.
He claimed that
Mr. Langmaid flsrt used the word “Sat-

j

j
|

in” rs descriptive of a brand of molasses
1893-4.
He further claimed
candy in
that even If Langmaid did use the word
“Satin” and did put up Gandy he olaimed to have, there was an abdonment of
the trade mark before
Mr.
Hildreth

adopted it.

The claim of Jthe complainant was stated to he “the whole world
of molassses candy, waxed
paper and
printer’s Ink” being free of the

public;

The oomplainant asks be enjoined against
the manufacture of goods so like
those
of the complainant in form as to be mis
taken for his.
At the

[
I

afternoon

session

Judge

Sy-

PRESS the
of the past.
that helped

$300

D. W. Clark,
J. R. Libby,
V. R. Foss,
M. C. Hutchinson,
E. T. Burrowes,
E. P. Chase,
B. M. Edwards,
H. B. Penne'l,
E. S. Everett,
G. V. West,
S. P. Warren, M. D.,
J. E. McDowell,
A. S. Hinds,
Ten Directors of the M. C. A.,
W. J. Orr, (additional),
J. H. True, (additional),
R. S. Davis, (additional,)
H. W. Noyes, (additional,)
M. M. Bailey, (additional,)
A Friend,
S. B. Stewart,
Charles Day, H. M. Bailey,
F. M. Strout,

Cash,
Prentiss Loring,
A. S. Fuller,
J. S. Saflord,
T. H. Johnson,
A. E. Niokesron,
L. M. Webb,

Cash,

Warren Robinson,
Hon. Percival Bonney,
H. M, Moore,
E. Jl. Payson,
E. T. Garrland for friends,
C harles Cook,
—,-.—

The Police Belief

Association,

Deputy Marshal Sterling recently doPortland
nated to the
Police Relief
Association a sum of money to be added
to the fnnd. JThere have been quite a
number onithe sick list lately, and it is
hoped to hold a very successful
ball about the 10th of December.
thing^looks promising at present
Get

annual

Eevry-

Thanksgiving
cigars
Eighteen brands and sizes

Kisses.” No similarity of words or of
ideas. He denied that
anyone could
have really mistaken the one
for the
other. Judge Symonds also claimed that

at
of

Fraternity.

An invitation is extended to the public
to visit the new Fraternity House, 75

That there is no reeemblance
between “Velvet Candy” and “Puirty Spring St,

cally.”

Also

on

on

any

evening

Friday forenoon

Butler was very good
exceedingly natural as the man upstairs. A capital bit of character acting
was that of Miss Maggie Fielding as the
cook Mary Nolan. The audience was so
and

Mr. C. W.

and

every act.
There is very little of Miss Fitzgerald
the play as compared with the parts
in
generally assumed by stars. But all her
dances have to be repeated, and It is certain that in the part of the “Maybud,”
IXJD

your

Portland

happiness.

300
200
100
100
100 pleased that at the end of the piece the
100 curtain was called.
100
course
the event of the evening
Of
100
60 was the appearanoe of Cissy Fitzgerald
50 and
the Foundling—the now farce by
50 William
Lescooq, the author of “Jane,”
50
E. M. Robson. She was not seen
50 and
60 until the second act, and then she made
60 her advent. A round plump face, rather
40
eyes, a big picture
40 prominent laughing
40 that balanced' in a most unaccountable
on
the side ot her head and sur40 way
40 mounted
by a wealth of white ostrich
60
lissome and gracea
25 plumes, natty figure,
that was Cissy Fitzgerald.
She
25 ful;
25 took with her audience from the first
25 entrance.
Her dancing was very grace5
10 ful, but it was rather more suggestive
usual high kickers
10 than that of the
10 seen
in such
companies as Frohman
10
situations and repartee
The
10 manages.
several instances a
10 in the dialogue in
10 little broader than perhaps some of the
10 audience had
anticipated. But the piece
5
it was dressed so hand5 was so well acted,
that the audience enjoyed it to
150 somely,
$50 the utmost and laughed heartily, applauded vigorously and called the ourtain after

monds began his argument for the de- Shaw’s.
fendant, going deeply into the law of imported cigars at cost tomorrow.
trade marks.
He claimed that Goudy &
Kent have not adopted the oomplainant's
trade mark “phoenetically or typographi-

Mr. E. S. Powell
and Miss Jane Stetson played the parts
Mrs. Ruggles,
the downof Mr. and
stairs
pair, in a very finished manner,
united

on

of this week.
at eleven, or

.IIXIUJHUUI

guuutoo

JJxuaiu

1UU1,

she gives an admirable.interprotation of
A
character.
the
very artistic bit of
was done
work
by Miss Clara Baker
Bust as Mrs. Colton, and another was
that of Miss Maggie Halloway Fisher as
Miss Usher, the aunt of the cad Timothy. Miss Fisher looked and dressed the
Mr. Thomas
character to
perfection.
Burns was a very good Major Colton,
easy and slightly pompous, even under
his wife’s stern eye. Mr. Keene was a
very good Dick Pennell, and Mr. But-

All persons interSaturday at four.
lor
gave another good characterization
ested oordiall.v weloomed
in Timothy. Miss Jane Stetson pleased
M. B. JORDAN,
in her song and dance. The other charChairman Ex. Com
on

acters were well taken.
music by Givens’ orchestra was
The
Mr. Mitchell is to
most
satisfactory.
bo thanked for giving our people a ohance

c_:::
You know her!

m

!
f

1 Camille
D’Arville
Well

—

you know how

popular

she is

—

a

“tip topper.” The Cigar that is named
after her is way up too ; as good as the
name it bears.
Your dealer is anxious
to show it to
you. Ask him for it.

She’s

a

M. Foster & Co.,
Manufacturers, New York.

h

beauty!

S-i

to see

The

Mj

\

fej
\0j

a

of the metropoframing.

Stockbridge Course.

The tickets for the remaining eleven
entertainments of the Stockbridge course
are soiling rapidly, and early application
will secure good seats.
speaking of Miss Jessie
wil

give

the

next

exchange
Couthoui, who

liouso was

one,

well

there was no time for programmes to
be printed. With the exception of this,
everything moved off very
so

rhe

new advertisements.

ORGAN’S SPELL,

Strange Effect ot Church Music
Young JVoman of Evanston,

on

Mr.
big favorites all the week.
Kenneth’s excellent tenor voice is heard
to advantage in
pleasing ballads, while

■

is

fair.

lurch tnusio has a
strange effect upon
he sensibilities
of Miss Bessie Ayres of
Cvanstown. During the serlvoe at the
nsrt
in
that
churoh
uburb
Miss

elicited encore after
in their ruusioal aot.Tho Bielleys,
Ayres was completely
Miss Mamie Soanlan and the Gildays, 1 lypnotlzed by the strains of the organ,
1 md she
submit clever sketches, while Miss Bose
Anally went into a hypnotio
ranoe, from whioh she was resuscitated
Baoon is obliged to repeat her
ballads.
vith the greatest
Don’t forget the matinee today.
The usual
difficulty.
lotices had teen
and then Dr.
given
out,
Mr. Pistol.
joba made the usual matter-of-fact anThe opera, Mr. Pistol, whioh was writlounoement: “The morning collection
ten by Mr. Leroy
Hight of this city and ivill now be taken.’’ Scott Wheeler, who.
which was produced so successfully bevas
presiding at the oragn, at once
fore the Shakespeare olub last winter, , itarted
into a particularly powerful
has been rewritten, new
songs having | selection from one of Dudley
Buck’s
been added, and, as has been stated
prev- lompositions.
iously,will be given at Kotzsohmar hall
As soon as the strains of the
organ were
on the
Friday and Saturday evenings of ; leard, those
sitting near Miss Ayres
Christmas week for the benefit of the loticed
that she half rose in her Lseat as
children’s ward in the Maine General f to
'Ihon she
her position.
ohange
hospital. It is hoped *there will be a leemed to think better
of it and sat down
large patronage for this most worthy tgain. In a moment those in the seme
jew noticed that her
Anger were twitohobject.
ng nervously, nad that her face had bePox and Ward.
;ome red as to be
nearly purpla It
vas evident that
something was wrong.
Only one more day and Thanksgiving
A kindly disposed
lady sitting in the
is here. If you Intend to
enjoy the day jew behind asked Miss Ayres if she
thoroughly we would adviso you to : pur- should give her any assistance. She turnchase tiokets at Chandler’s musio store id to reply to the well-meant
inquiry,
jut no words came from her lips.
She
and see Fox & Ward’s minstrels, as a
leemed to be making a desperate strughearty laugh is a very fitting desert to a ;le with some emotioni and her whole
was now twitching, as if she were
Thanskgiving dinner. The variety of jody
die viotim of St. Vitus’s dance.
Sudfoatures that follow the^adjournment of
lenly the blood left Miss Ayres’s face as
the semi-oirole, some of which are of a
t had come, and left it as
as
death
pale
new departure in
minstrelsy, are of a tself. She made an attempt to rise,
high order and exceedingly entertaining. vavered, tried to catch herself on the pew
n front, and fell
headlong into the aisle
Mr. Ward is a minstrel
artist of
pro- vith a jar which startled everyone on
nounced merit, and is a master of the ihat side of the churoh.
She was carried out of the audienoe
art of entertaining lovers of minstrelsy.
•oom to the
air,
where, it was
The programme closes with the
speeta- j honght, she open
would
once recover,
at
cular burlesque “Marble A Venus.”
jut she was still was insensible as when
J Irst pioked
The Haydns.
up. After a few moments
>f vigorous work she slowly began to reWe would recall to our readers the fact
rive, muoh to the relief of her nurses,
that the Haydns will give their concert -ho usual question of “Where
am
I?’’
asked by Miss Ayres as soon as
at Kotzsohmar hall next
she
Monday evening, vas
ecovered
consciousness sufficiently to
when the cantata “The
Holy City,” by lecome aware of what was
going on
Gaul, will be rendered.
Those
who
incut her.
“I liavo not the first memory,’ she went
contemplate going should secure tiokets
I
n, “of anything that happened after
at Stockbridge’s at once.
eard the first strains of.tho voluntary.”
Notes.
Dr. Loba, the pastor of
the church,
Hie n
the occurence,
about
The New York Herald, 'of
Sunday No- aid: questioned
‘‘Miss Ayres has for a long time
vqmber 17th, says:
een
with
brain
suffering
trouble, but
“James J. Corbett is going to attempt
hat does not affect her unless she hears
» decided step forward in his
ooining pro- .ho strains of a oburch organ. For a
luction of “A Naval Cadet” on Nov.
long
15th. Corbett aspires to shine as a light 1 ime she stayed away from church on this
1 ooount, for her
was
but
a
spell today
comedian, and the title role in his new
play is a character similar to Elliot Cray r ^petition of forme* experiences There
n
Rosedala Manager Brady has sur- a ppears to be'something uncongenial, or
■ounded him with a splendid company, 6 iso too congenial, between her peculiar
temperament and the sound of
ncludlng Annie Blanche and McKee ervous
he organ
and she can never hoar that
Etankin plays the leading role, a French
’encing master at Annapolis, stages the 0c lass of musio without feeling the effects
f it.
day, and acts as the
tutor in

I

Naval Cadet”

THIS HAPPENED IN KENTUCKY,

Notes,

g

Among

the audienoe at Portland thea:re at the matinee
yesterday were the
members of
the Fitzgerald company,
JVatson sisters Burlesque, and Park tl eaire company.

about

Talk

“Chivalry."

It

ion except the small amount of rubbish
£ ailed
her furniture. They were taken
1 a charge by the Humane Society yester£ ay morning and sent to the almshouse,
1 ibout a year ago the
woman’s husband

many parties throughout New
tnd many here in Portland,

Enlgand
expeot large-

ly to profit by. This law is that all prop- £ ied. She was left penniless and had to
srty to which persons for the time being 1 esort to taking in washing for a living.
3annot show deeds for, shall pass into 1 5y this moans she at first manged to pay
possession of those who are able to (prove 1 ont for a small cottage at Fourth Avenue
their claims.
The members

£

of

the Anneke

Bogadus Literary Association

are

F Street.

nd

Jane 1 elonged

The house she
colored woman.

3itv will be decided once for all.
Said Mr. E. Russell Barbour, who is the
largest stockholder of the association in
Maine, yesterday: “We hold the deeds to
this porperty, and have a clear right to it.
There are about 35 aores in the heart of
the city in our olaim, aud also a greater
part of the Harlem flats. To be sure,the
Trinity people now have possession, bu
they can’t transfer their property or

'his almost totally incapacitated her for
rork, and she began to get behind with
1 ier rent. The day for the payment of the
ent approached, but she scarcely had
nough money to buy bread for the next
neal. She promised to get the money,
nd she made an effort to get more work,
ihe was unsuccessful. A few days ago
ne colored woman who owns the house

I^^RVTiME

1x5 h

BkttleAxPujq

r

in the lead

“Strictly

on

£usi-

DEATHS.
Gray. Nov. 26. Mrs. Mary, wife of Isaiali
Hawkes.'of Westbrook, aged 23 years.
[Funeral services on Thursday at the residince of her father, M. C. Morrill.
in Springvale. Nov. 19, William Bryant, aged
In

68 years.
In New York. Nov, 23, at Ins residence, 64
West 9th street, M. F. If de Haas. N. A.
In Phipshurg, 20th inst,;Mrs. Martha A. Rogers, ared 83 years.
In Waldoboro, I4th mst, Mrs. Mary A. Welt,
aged 82 years.
In Fort Fairfield, 18th inst, James Ashby,
aged 76 years.
in Norway. 17th Inst, Mrs. Helen M. Etter,
a ted 37 years.
in Buckfield, 17th inst, Alonzo Record, aged

a

Ho expects to devote several days
careful examination of the system
1 >f
Yards,
cattle inspection at tho Stock
vith a view of ascertaining whether the
vork is done in a way to protect the cattle

take

place this afternoon at 2 o’clock, from N

>

early

preparwe

se-

the

rnmKprl

IOC
ADD ADrrf
LflnnflDtL 0

wHms store,
5I6

not

sheeps grey and absolutely free from any
coloring matter, fashioned to fit the form, buttoned

I

nnro

ural

a Great Big Piece
OF HIGH GRADE TOBACCO FOR

congress St

side and

on

northern

winter,

$4.50
size, higher and

low-r for the
ones.

1)-.

Jaeger’s

“Ypsihnti”

RIBBONS.
I

a

the

Dollar!

obliged to withhold the name of the concern from
purchase.
the prices below explain the most important part to Our

For certain reasons we are

Customers.

COMPANY,

nomination
for
with the Democratic
much
President. But I do not think
be
laid
on
the
stress should
candidacy
of these men.’’
IN TAUNTON.

perfected
40,000 spindle cotton mill at East Taunton, capital stock of the company to be
The mill will be in charge of
$400,000.
the leading manufacturers in New England and the plant will he run by steam

nteres18 of the United States abroad.
power.
fle affirms positive his recent visit
to
It is the intention of the projectors to
make this

one

of the

largest

manufaot

uring plants in this section and near
all of them are gentlemen who have n
cently looked over the South and flnalh
decided to locate in Taunton, as a more
safe investment. Nearly all the captial
side.
It is
out
is
expected
the
mill will be in operation in about ton
months.
Fire broke out in the
garret of the
Plamville Knitting
oompany’s mill,
Plainville, Conn., yesterday morning.
Automatic
the
sprinklers quenched
flames. The loss to the machinery, $50t0;

2

Toledo, O.
P,ruKKists,
n 8 Catarrh Cure Is taken internally
oonng directly upon the bicod and mucous
i068 °* the system. Price 75c per bottle
801(A by an
druggists Testimonials free.
(insured.

[i

vj

U With

«

vj delight

I
(? recommend

?|

>J your

(9

\)

S PISO’S 1
|CURE
1
1
CONSUMPTION

|

') to others,
it for it alone

it

saved my

fj

m

U
v|

«

best

sey
en

I

name

American

sanitary color, opstraight up and down
front

and

fasteted

large white
pearl buttons, reinforced
in all the rearing parts,
soft, flexible and easily
adjusted to any form;
ten

for all sizes.

$5.00
suits

are

silk

at

These

also to be had in

$12.50 made

to

in any color.
“Sterling” is another

measure

4

IVIUU)

made, similar
lanti

but

white

not

to

Ypsi-

so

fine,

sheeps

or

wool, $3.75 and

grey
cotton

Balbriggau at $2.75.
‘‘Munsing” another

is

called, and this is of cotor
ton and wool, grey
'he
at
for
white
$2.86
d
winter weight, $2.23
$1.75 for lighter grade.
‘‘Oneita” is the latest
for favor in a
Suit
Union
way, and is
in
a
had
to be
heavy firm
fleeced
cotton
fabric,
a
or
wool
at
lined
$1.00,
at
mixture
$1.50 and

aspirant

$1.75.
We have

Union Suits

cheap
50c.
In this department are
wool Knee Warmers, to
as

as

keep away rheumatism,

abdominal bands,

corset

of wool and many
other helps to cold weather comfort.
Booklets, circulars and
issued
other literature
of
makers
underthe
by
wear are to be had here
covers

?)
OWEN,

*

the

mere,

free for the

ADOLPH ZIMMER,
Bellwood,Neb.,Apr.l3,1895.

is

Union Suit.
Jerribbed, soft fine cash-

with

whom we made this
But

does not

made

the
-TO BE SOLI) AT-

On

and

sh rink.
of

60c

larger

a'er

sn

1,114 PIECES

double

breasted, a la militaire, an
edge of wool lace around
the smoothly moulded collar; soft, full ample and
heavy enough to withtand the rigors
of a
for your

Chicago, Novembor 26.—J. Sterling Projectors"\Vith a ^Capital S tock of £400,Morton, Secretary of Agriculture, is in
000 to Build a 40,000 Spindle Mill.
he city, staying at the home of his son,
STo. 15 Groveland park. His mission is
Taunton, Mass.. November 26.—Plans
strictly on business concerned with his have been
for the erection of a
>o a

we

and

flat (not ribbed) of finest

ms JUMPED INTO PUBLIC FAVOR ON
ACCOUNT OF ITS SIZE AND QUALITY.IIS

Third Term.

iflico.

Suits,

is still the leader and the
highest in price. Unlike
all the others it is knitted

ness,” He finds Time to Boom Clevclnnd for

of

popularity

Jaeger’s, the
pioneer, the original of
all one piece underwear,

I,,

in Tlie West

We fore,

made.

makes.

Iff

Uthongh

most

“Dr.

JoToTHE

J. STERLING MORTON.

proUnder-

sole selling
of
all
the best
agency

nrAii

In Brigton, 19th inst, Win. M. Dunn and Miss
Alice E. Simpson.
In Bridgton, 20tli inst. Carlton Sawyer. M.D.,
of Foxboro, Mass., and Miss M. Abbie Mead.
In Lisbon F'alis. 21st inst. Oscar Bowie and
Miss Lydia Beadle, both of Durham.
In North-east Harbor, Oth, Herbert A. Stanley and Miss Ulrica C. Berlem.
In Orland, I7tn inst, Homer H. Dunbar and
Miss Stella Jordan.
In Winter Harbor, 17th inst, Preston Joy and
Mrs. Annie Smillidge.

now

the

the

cured

S 4.TIN GROSS GRAIN, in all colors and shades, warranted pure silk.
.....
for 3 i.Qc yard.
No. 5,
....
for Cc
No. 7,
yard.
mt.ifioil Ml’B B
P nViontn clwi
1/1 liui-n t-A
No. I).--’-for; 7e
yard.
live up the place. There was no alternafor lie
Nos. 12, 16 and 22
vivA a iAasn until thov hnv it. t no TKott
yard.
te, but she did not kuow where to go,
,nd she remained in
...
the house until
for 19c
Nos. 40, 60 and 80,
yard.
have been able to hold control of it on \
inally removed by a constable.
These Prices for today only. iSee the handsome display In our
account of a bogus
lease, which they
It was Wednesday night that she took
m ade eight years ago, after
their
lease 1 ler little child in her arms and wandered upper window.
□f 100 years had expired.
oward a common in the neighborhood of
“I feel sure,” concluded Mr. Barbour,
he cottage from which she had beon r,ast ©t. IjUUIs u;iu no cuneutiuu Willi an
“that something will be done for our < Iriven. She
walked to a spot in the effort on the
part of private concerns to
and
I
believe
that
the
time
is
benefit,
lentre of the common. A boy thiiteen
beef and pork
not far distant.”
ears of age followed her.
After reaching brake up the “Big Four
PISO
There are 650 members of the Anneke t hj furniture, the ^three arranged the com bines.
Jans Bogardus Literary Association, and ] uoces as best they could for
PA.
WARREN,
Y\
protection,
is
to
think
that
Morton
Mr.
very prone
t was growing dark, and with the darkthey are scattered all over the country.
the
recent Republican victories
may
The property is valuable, *ncl
if a de\\
Gentlemen:
less the cold increased.
There they SDent
cision favorable to the sooiety be given, l he night. Yesterday morning, when the have a demoralizing effect on the party.
said Mr. Morton, “It
all will realize well.
lise was reportedsto the Humane
Society, “In my opinion,”
he elder boy was sent to the School of would not be a mistake for his party to
ieform. Tho mother was sent to the offer a fourth nomination to Cleveland,
MARRIAGES.
dmshouse. She oould not bear tho idea and if he should accept it, ho would he j
>f separating from her little child, and it one of the strongest standard hearers the j
vns sent with her through consent of the party could have.
In Springvale, Nov. 11. Charles L. Hayes, of
talk in Washington
of 1
Farmington, N. H„ and Mrs. Myra A. Field of ioard of Public Safety, although it is “We hear some as a Western
of
Morrison
man,
i ■gainst tho rules for children to be ad- Col.
Springvale.
man
nnd
In Saco. 21st inst. Frank W. Andrews and
Carlisle as a Southwestern
nitted to that institution.
Miss Anna E. Greenburge.
Olney as an Eastern man in connection
..-

“Union

union

occupied

1

manu-

that

ed for it

j

lispute to the legal ownership of the
Trinity church property in New York

clever

claims

onical

to a
She suceeded in barely making a living, but
* he last few months her strength failed
ier and she could not do as much washag as formerly. Two months ago her
1 oisery and sorrow wero increased
by the
1 eath of oue of her three
little children,

sagerly forward to the next six weeks,
for they believe that the
long-standing

one

public

saw

£

looking

a

was

in

healthful, the most comfortable, the most ecom-

*

?one into effect the first of the commgjyear,
will decide a great deal at stake, in which

‘‘all

garments”

1

There has recently been a law passed
n New York
which, when it will have

the

facturer who discovered
that this could be done.
It is an appreciative

Mrs.
mney required as rent,
Mary
^ loberts, with her little three-year-oldaby in her arms, was compelled to spend
1 ho night on a common, with no protec-

Settlement in the Near
Future.

con-

Under-

making

clothing
piece.”

( From the’’ Louisville Courier-Journal.)
Driven from the little house she had
0 tiled home, because she was
unable by
er daily toil
to pay the paltry sum of

ANN EKE JANS CASEof Its

Dinehow; It Doesn’t Go Well with

who

ceived

J:

Champion’s

wise

a

man

idea of

j

Probability

Portland, Nov. 27th, 1896.

y A' I A WAS

■

he dramatio art.” “A
will be seen in Portland.

today
likely to be

The weather

Congreagtional

Stanley andjcoanlon

encore

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

(Irom the
Chioago Chronicle.)

celebrated California Trio, con- 297 Cumberland street. Services at the Ci lhe lrai of the immaculate
Conception at 2.au
Baud and •’clock.
I sistins of Messrs. Coogan,
The

new advertisements.

a

smoothly.
presented was i greeted
HowiS This!
with rapturous applause; and when the
We offer On* Hundred Dollars Reward
fur any case of
that cannot be
programme was finished, there were feelCatarrh
-ured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
it had
not been l>
ings o> regret that
*. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
in^Kuinford. 16th inst. Leo, sonof Mr. and "e the undersigned, have known E. J.
longer. Miss Couthoui was, of (ourso,
Mrs. T. H. Burgess, aged 13 years.
for the last fifteen years, and
bethe star of the evening; and her rendering
j-neuejr
In Temple, 16th inst, Mrs. lone L. Kenney,
hove hiru perfectly honorable in all
busiyears.
ness transactions
of “A Close Call,”
“Darkey Christmas aged about, 40 12th
and. financially able to
inst, Mrs. Nathaniel Cook, ;arry out
In Strong,
their
any obligations made by
Jubilee,” “United States Ahead,” and aged 74 years.
firm.
Mrs. Eben Taylor, aged
16th
mat,
of
In
“The Prophecy
Phillips.
WEST & TRAUX, Wholesale Druggists,
Columbus,” were all
A
69 years.
”
oledo, O.
that could be desired.
BALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN, WboleThe funeral of the late John H. Dovle will
number

The Park.

fcti.^m

^

Tom

An

says:
“T’he
filled Saturday
evening by a discriminating audience to
hear Jessie Couthoui and her
oompany.
The members did not arrive until late,
opera

Kvery

gjB

the stage favorites

lis in so advantageous

UNDER THE

Tafie, easly demonstrate that they constitute the only and original California
trio that has been classed as the leading
grotesque aorobatio trio in the country.
They carried the audience completely hy
storm last night and are sure to remain

asking.

MOO^g

&

CO,

MISCELLANEOUS.

,£

Heart

Item* of Interest

Often first manifested

by

general debility,

ex-

with

sudden reactions for the

better;
general dying out of the fires
of life, that brighten up at intervals, giving hope of returning
health, but eventually subside,
a

go out

on

“

dropped
reported.

the spot, and another
dead on the street is
A

general collapse

of

the great vital centres, due to a
lack of sufficient nourishment is
In such cases take
the cause.

Bovinine
join the great army
today sing its praise. Dr.
Carpenter, of 430 Friend-

and live to
who
P. B.

“
I
says,
case of gen-

ship St., Providence,
have

never seen a

eral debility which Bovinine
failed to cure, when taken as I
directed.” It cures in every instance where mal-nutrition is
experienced. It is not a medicine, but a powerful condensed
food that makes blood, flesh and
bone, and by invigorating the

life-generating

dispels

organs

disease.
I

Have you seen the

Washington Design
In Sterling Silver ?
We will be pleased

“/

want

Jcweler

to

be

the

Comes

Wko

Into Your Mind,

First"

to show you.

WILLIS Al

DIAMONDS,
Watches, Jewelry,

jeweler,

and
Cut

Cholce

CATES’

1573 Congress St.,

SILVERWARE

Watch, Clock
Jewelry Repairing.
Fine
and

Glass,

FIRST CLASS
3P

X

.A.

FOR SALE

3NT

O

S

OR RENT; ALSO

ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 1141-2 EXCHANGE ST.

W, P.

HASTINGS/

LEVI

CREENLEAF,
Counselor at Law,
31 1-2 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND,

...

HOY21

MAINE.
dlw

WESTBROOK.
Miss

Jesssie Couthoui and her oonoert
troupe will give a concert”*at"Cumberland hall on Saturday evening, December 7th.

gChief Laughton, of the Fire Departwhile at Waterville on business last
week, purchased a beautiful and fast six
ment

year old chestnut maie from the stables
of C. H. Nelson, for Dr. T. P. Smith,
of this city. The mare is by
Nelson’s
Wilkes, dam a standard bred mare.
J
Westbrook disposed of one of her undesirable citizens last week, in an inexpensive, if not the legal and best way.
The departed was a resident of Pennell
street and has been brutal to his family
and abusive to his neighbors for a long
time. Thursday a warrant was sworn
out against him and he was brought before Judge Tolman on the charges of
drunkenness and disturbance. While the
court was awaiting the coming of witnesses, the accused asked permission to
moment
on
go to the corridor a
the
plea that he wished to make some arrangements for his defence. The court
granted the permission and while the
officer’s attention was diverted, he mnde
his escape. As long as he remains beyond
the limits of the city, he
will lie permitted his freedom.
Rev. C. C. Phelan, of the Methodist
church, gave the second of his series of
talks to young people, Sunday evening,
subjeot “Honesty." His definition of
honesty was very inclusive and impressed
his hearers with the fact., that eternal
vigilance is the price of this virtue.
Hev. J. W. Shaw, of
Malden, Mass,,
addressod a mooting at the Methodist

church,

Sundny

afternoon,

subjeot,

“Good Citizenship.” The meeting was
under the auspices of the Young People’s
Societies of tlio city.
At 7.30
Wednesday evening. Union
Thanksgiving services will be held at the
Warren church.
At the Sunday opening service of the
First Congregational church, the pastor,
Rev. S. N. Adnms, delivered a spirited
addrress on “Prohibition—What
aboui
it.”
It is hoped that the management ol
the Westbrook
high school foot ball
eleven will be successful in arranging s
game for Thanksgiving Day in this city.
Sunday evening at tho 1st Congregational church, tho pastor, by invitation
of tho W. U. T. U. gave an address on
“Prohibition; What About It?”
Rev. J. W. Shaw of Malden, Mass.,
delivered an address at the
Methodist
church, Sunday afternoon, subject "Good
The
Citizenship.”
meeting was undot
the auspices of
the Young
People’s
societies of the city.
The management
of tho
Westbrook
High school football eleven lias arranged
a
game at Warren Park, Thanksgiving
afternoon, with the Sanford High school

football eleven.

TOWNS.
Gathered

ney
Mr.
by Corres-

pondents of the Press.

Failure.
treme

MAINE

Pownal.

Pownal, Nov.

26—We would correct a
small error which occurred id tho items
of last week regarding the date of the
fair to be given by the Ladies’ Aid Society of this town. The date on which it
will occur should the weather be favorable, will be Wednesday, December 11th.
In case of a storm on that day, the next
day set will be Friday, December 13th,

continuing to tho 14th if necessary. Every
hing now promi ses for a most enjoyable
evont.
The greatest harmony prevails

60

feet high

Libby had
menco digging

a

to
crew

connect with it.
of
the

men

co

foundation
for
last week. He intends putting it in this
fall. He has purchased the engine and
boiler, and expects it here next week.
A steam mill is something that has
long been needed at this place, and wo
are glad to know that there is capital and
enterprise enough in the place to supply
the want.
H. Chester Marsden, who has
been
stopping at H. L. Morse’s for several
months, will spend this wee£ at his
home in Auburn.
Joseph McDonald, who got hurt last
September, has got so as to sit up a part
of the time
The^all term of school taught by Mrs.
Nora Sweetsir closed last Friday with an
exhibition in the evening, which gave
great credit to both scholars and teacher.
The friends of Mrs. Mary Hackes will
be pained to learu of her death Tuesday
morning, Although she has been sick
for sevoral months, she died quite sud-

and the various
the workers
among
schemes and devices for gain on this ool
casion will stand the severest test of just denly.
Mrs. Maria Morrill, mother of Matthew
oritioism of any who desire to have their C. Morrill, is
very sick with pneumonia.
Mrs. Thomas Quint has returned from
minds satisfied on this point so none
need feel it necessary to withohld help or Raymond, where she has been nursing
for the past three weeks.
patronage on this account. Much interNorth Gray, Nov. 25. Mr. E. *F. Libest in our effort seems to be felt by our by is building a new box mill, and is gofriends in adjoining towns. Fully appre- ing to run it by steam.
He has a
car
ciated by this noble band of workers Is load of shoe boxes for Freeport
this kindly courtesy and we can not help
Come one and come all to the grand
feeling that tho most flattering results ball at St. Clara hall, North Gray, Thurswill be the recompense. Next week a day evening, Nov. 28. Music
by Foster
programme in full will be given of the orchestra.
different features and also of the evenO. C. Stinolifield is going to move his
ing’s entertainment which is in charge of saw mill to Poland.
Miss Josephine H. Hodsdon, a
name
C. E. Libby has had a lot of grinding
whioh will insure much pleasant antici- in the grist mill for the past week.
pations to all.
Miss Fannie Symonds went to PortDespite the unfavorable state of the and Saturday to attend the teachers contravelling there was a large audience vention.
£
persent at the Congregational ohurch here
Gorham.
on Sunday to listen to the Thanksgiving
Gorham, Nov. 26—Rev. T. F. Millett
sermon by the Rev. Ira Jones.
The text
chosen was from
Malaelia 3-12.
“And preached at the Methodist church Sunday.
all nations shall call you blessed for ye The pastor. Rev. E. C. Stout being conshnll be a delightsome land saith the Lord fined to his home with a severe cold.
The Westbrook high school foot ball
of hosts.” All who have from
time to
time attended the meetings during the team came to Gorham Saturday and defeated
the high school eleven of this place
fow
months
know
the
past
great
ability of the pastor and this wus one of 12 to 0. The home team was weakened
his best efforts. His remarks served to by the loss of several of their regular
bring before his hearers
thoughts of team.
The Thanksgiving Day union services
how much they had to be thankful for,
putting it in suoh a kindly way that will be held in the Congregational church
none could help feeling that some
pleas- in the forenoon at 11 o’clook. Rev. S.
ant events come into all lives. It is a W. Reynolds will speak.
Mrs. M. Antoinette Millett,
and
feature
in
all
of
Mr.
pleasant
peculiar
Dept.
Jones’ sermons; that he appeals to the President of the W. R. C. of Maine, vishumane part of human nature not the ited Cutter Corps of Lewiston last Friday
agressive or antagonistic. The musio by evening, for the purpose of inspection.
the ohoir was also very expressive and
and was entertained while in that city
tendered in a most pleasing manner.
by Mrs. G. E. Howe and Mrs. I. A.
airs. .James luursum wun ner uaugmer,
Miss Annie, have been absent on a visit Small. This Corps is one of the most
to Haverhill for the past two^weeks. They prosperous in the state, numbering about
are to return on Tuesday of the present one hundred members, well versed in the
ritualistic work and everything that perweek.
Mr. C. S. Davis and family are moving tains to the W. R. "C. All needy Vetto Freeport for the winter.
We trust it erans in their midst are looked after and
will be for no longer for they certainly aided by the ladies of tbo corps. After
can not
be spared from the social life of the inspection the members of the Post
were invited to participate in the refreshour town.
ments which were served. A very pleasScarboro.
ant social hour was passed at the
hall
West Scarboro, Nov. 25.
The
schools which was beautifully decorated for the
occasion
with
the
national
colors of red
throughout the town olosed Friday, Nov.
white and blue.
22, for a few weeks.
Work has been abandoned laying the
A. F. Moulton has a liDe stock of driving and werk horses for sale at his stable mains for the water works for this winter.
A few more house sewers will be
at Dunstan Corner.
in, the pumping station will be covThey have begun to take down the old put
ered in and the pump set. This will finish
corn shop of Burnham & Morrill at Dunthe work until spring.
stan Corner.
Sanford.
They aro preparing to do a much
Sprinvgale, November 36.—Our schools
larger business at Milliken’s Mills than
ever.
They will use over 3,000,000 feet of closed last Friday after a term of 13
weeks
boards the coming season for shoe boxes.
Union Thansgiving services will be
Windham.
held in the Baptist church at 8..30 o’clock
Windham Center, Nov. 25.
The town Thursday morning.
Mr. R. A. Kempton
started for his
soools, all excepting five, olosed Friday,
Nov. 22. The others closed Thursday fo r winter residence in Florida last Monday.
a week's vacation.
JRev. Mr Shumway returned from his
Several teaohers attended the County vacation trip last Friday and preached
an
excellent temperance sermon on SunConvention at Woodfords
Friday and
Saturday, and found the exeroiees helpful day from Romans, 13.10.
The Mousam river
has
commenced
as well as interesting.
Miss Nanoy Proctor is spending a few freezing over and it looks now as ^though
winter
was
near
at
hand.
days at the Center.
Hon. Amos L. Allen of Alfred has gone
Miss Sadie Larrabee is visiting her fato Washington where he is
to resume
ther, Mr. David Larrabee.
Mrs.
Charles
little
Cora his duties this winter as private secretary
Hasty,
the
Hon
T.
to
B.
Reed
and
Mildred; Morrell are
spending
Mr. E. M. Willis, superintendent of the
the week in Brunswick.
his
Miss Annie Varney is visiting relatives Burley & Usher shoe factory, with
in Falmouth.
wife, have been visiting friends and relatives in Brookton,Mass.
Standish.
SFred Roberts and Jihis sister Lillian,
Sebago Lake, Nov. 26. Mildred Long- have gone on a pleasure trip to Washingcalls
fellow and son are outting pine wood for ton. They Intend making several
on their way home, including PhiladelL. H. Moulton.
N.
New
Worschool
commenced
Newark,
last
J.,
Thurs- phia,
York,
Boxing
■>
day at Sebago Lake, taught by Mr. Lib- cester and Boston.
A union Sabbath school concert was
by. There are twelve scholarsThere will be a mother’s oircle at the held at the Baptist church last Sunday
O.
hall next Wednesday evening if fair; if evening under the auspices of the W.
T. U. The house was filled and extra
not, it will be the next fair night
Philip Deoomier is bulling a new boat. seats were necessary to accommodate
The services were very
Mrs. Ada Clough is on the sick list at all who game..
this writing.
interesting, choice selections bearing on
Miss Bertha Maren, of Sebago Lake is the question of temperance being read by
members of the organization.
Remarks
visiting at Leroy Foss’s, in Portland.
Mr. Harry Hartford, of Standish Cor- were made by pastors Osgood and ShumMills
was
in
and
and
the
by
way
superintendents
ner,
city Monday.
A large flock of wild geese passea over nansou.
ihh cnoirs 01 uno two
cnuornes
funished excellent music; a oholoe selecthis Monday morning aobut 6 o’clock
tion was sung by the Stiles sisters and
sebago.
brother, and another by Master Channing and Willis and sister and we can
Sebago, Nov. 25. Rev. Insley A. Bean, but hope it will have the effect of imof Cornish, has been holding a seiies of
pressing all who were in attendance the
At the meeting
meetings at Convene.
importance of more faithful work in the
it
was
voted
the
members
to cause of
Sunday
by
temperance.
continue Mr. Bean’s services this winter
Rev. George P. MerSouth Berwick.
every two weeks.
ritt, who holds meetings every Sunday at
South Be wrick, November 26.—South
Union
will
hold
a
meetchurch,
Sebago
Berwick is to be represented in the foot
ing at the Union ohucrh Wednesday even- ball field
Thankgsiving afternoon by
ing, Nov. 27
three teams. The South Berwick team
David Brown is quite sick.
goes to Dover, N.
H., where they will
Mrs. D. P. Stackpole and Mrs. C. Da- play Philips Exeter
Academy at Burgett
vis have been sick for some time.
park; the Berwick Academy eleven will
The Christian Endeavor Society held go to Rochester, N. H., and
play the
their weekly meeting Sunday, it being Rochester High School at
Cold Spring
their Consecration Sunday service.
the
Berwick
park;
Academy second
Next Saturday will be held the monthly eleven will stay at home and
play the
conference of the Free Baptist church at Somersworth, N. H., High School on
Convene.
Cumming’s field.
The fall conference of the Sebago and
Sebago Lake and Standish Sunday Sohocl
WIT AND WISDOM.
Association; also the formation of the
Union Congregational church ocourred
at the Union church. Mud City, Sebago,
A Striking Resemblance.
Nov. 29th.
on Friday,
This was the I
programme:
9.30— Devotional service.
10.00— Business.
hindrances to
10.15—Some
attendance
upon Sunday School, by Rev. Win.
B. Hague.
10.30— The origin of Sunday Schools, by
Rev. Wm. H. Congdon.
10.45—The lack of interest among church
members in the Sunday School, by
C. A. Troadwoll.
11.00— Characteristics of a good Sunday
sohool teacher, by Rev. I.
A.
Bean.
11.30— Addr ss by Rov. L. W. Muttart.

12—Adjournment.

1.30— Devotional service.
3.00— Meeting
of
the
Ecclesiastical
Church Council and Recognition
services, sermon by Rov. A. G.
Fit/,.
Address by Rev.
C.
S.
Alternate Rev.
G.
Young.
M.
Woodwell
Address by Rev.
A.
E. Cox and Rev. T. F. Millett.
Evening services —Addresses by Rev. T.
F. Millett and Rev. George P. Merritt.
Gray.

hourl”—Life.

Dry Mills, Nov. 20. Charles E. Libby,
one of our enterprising
lumber men, is
putting in a steam engine and boiler, to
with
his water power to run
connect
his board saw at Dry Mills. The boiler
is a 0 horse power, and the engine a 40
liorsB power, there will be a brick chimWe endorse all the proprietors say about
the merits of Salvation Oil. It is the
greatest cure on earth for pain. 26 ots.

I

I

J

When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,
t

Forty words inserted under this
one

head
week for £5 cents, cash in advance.

feet

long
yacht
FORandSALE—Sloop
8 feet beam, fine able boat, will sell at
&
130
about 26

OUR GREAT $10,000 NOVEMBER
FOR
MARK-DOWN : SALE OF : RELIABLE : CLOTHING
a

Inquire at RYAN

bargain,

KELSEY,

Commercial street.

27-1

SALE—Mrs. Parloa’s new cook book
with ail the old and modern receipts for
Just the book to get up a good
cooking.
Thanksgiving dinner. Price 25 cts. This contains all the receipts of the §2.00
edition.
COLESWORTHY’S Book Store, 92 Exchange
27-1
street.

of

our own

manufacture, will help thousands of People to

Outfit at the most reasonable prices. All

new.

secure

This season’s make.

their Fall and Winter
Everything desirable.

SALE—Genuine quick snap, in Buxton store, a banquet room tenement,
collars, stable, acre choice land, fruit; near
post oTiee church and school all in good repair nearly new for $fl00. Easy terms with
exchange.
Apply, GARDINER, Oxford

FOR

WE OFFER TO-DAY- WE OFFER TO-DAY. WE OFFER TO-DAY. i WE OFFER TO-OAY.
100 BLACK CLAY

DIAGONAL SACK

250

SUITS, warranted

pure worsted, sizes
made to retail at *15. Only $10

LONG PANT SUITS

to 19 years,

34 to 44.
per Suit.
The balance of |10, *12 and *15 suits
that have been selling at *5, are now
mostly in coats and vests. *4.00 each.

at

Boys,

for

14

These suits were made to retail at

to retail at $2, $2.50 and

*6.50,

|8, *10, *12 and *15.
NO MISTAKE ABOUT IT these

Sizes 34, 35, 39, 40 and .43.

PANT "SUITS

KNEE

BOYS’

*3.35, *6, *6.50 and *8.

are

Senuine Bargains for Large Boys.

1

S3,

sizes for

BOYS’

Boys

to 14 years.

Most_desirable

SALE—A few
Black
Langsb&u
Cockerels. First class stock, have had
unlimited range the
are
entire season;
strong, healthy and vigorous.
Call or address, G. H. PARTRIDGE, Westbrook, Me.,

ages 7 to 15, made to sell at $4.00.

made to sell at $8, $10, and $13, offered at

each.

Small lots.

Saco street.

Nearly

26-1

SALE—Beautiful
FORDiamond
Island; fixst

on
cottage
class location,
wharf; has twelve
rooms
and two
water closets with pipe sewer to low water
mark, large corner lot, beautiful grove,
rents for §100 per season, must he
grid at
some price before D«.-*»mber 15th.
W. H.
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street. 25-1

in every par-

ticular.

26-1

"I? OR

KNEE PANT SUITS, ages 5

made

5 to 14, only 81.00 per Suit.
BOYS'
INDIGO BLUE REEFERS

Only $2.90

Building.

i
i

__
--

near

100

Suits,

$5.00 per suit.

(bQf'lf'k

oner cnoice

aiau

we

values

in

to come and
"■

Buys 2 1-2 story double house;
only five minutes’ walk from
City hall. Balance purchase price on easr
payments if desired. Rents fer §201 a. year;
will pay 12 per cent on money invested. A.
C. LIBBY & Co., 42 l-2Exchange St. 26-1

We want

REEFERS.

ULSTERS and

UVEKUOATS,

you

investigate.

■-

■.

SALE OR TO
LET—During the
winter
for
his
a
nice
keeping,
horse, weighs 1030 pounds, six years old,
sound and kind, afiaid of nothing. Can be
seen at 167 Newbury street. Price $100.
J.
C. WARD.
22-1

FOR

..

Standard Clothing Co.,
MIDDLE
255

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
=

--—

SEMI ANNUAL SALE

I

Damaged

Linen

-

Handkerchiefs

price; Hemmed, Hemstitched and Colored Borders
Children; all prices. The slight imperfections are an occasional coarse thread or pin hole. They are just as good for use as the perfect
ones,
and sold for half the price.
Also 500 doz. Gents’, Ladies’ and Children’s, all Linen Hdkfs., Hemmed, Hemstitched, Embroidered and Initial. Imported expressly for our Holiday Sales
and will be sold at J off the usual prices.
And a great variety of
Ireland,

Direct from
for

Table

at half

Ladies and

Gents,

Linen, Sets, Napkins, Doylies,

Carvers and

Tray Cloths

without

The styles are new and choice and confined to us.
slewliere. The prices are lower than ever.

Monday, Tuesday and
Nov. 25, 26, 27.

J.

They

will not be seen

Wednesday,

M. DYER & CO.

nov23

one

good

a

street.

d4t

cents

head
cash in advance.

23-1

to loan
first and second mortRENT—Lower
tenement No
FORClark
MONEY
street, (opposite "the head
gages real estate, life insurance policies
and
collateral
Bradford
5
on

secur:
personal property
good
W
ties; notes discounted on favorable terms.
Middle
room
185
St
P. CARR,
6, second floor.

Jstreet)

novl5 4

MONEY

Tables,

$11J

useful

rooms

178
of

fivs
thousand
dollars to loan on firm
Real estate bought
second motgages.
and
rent
for,
sold, property cared
A. R. & E. A.
collected, taxes paid, etc.
DOT EN, 23-9S Exchange St.11-2

FOR

on

POR SALE—Mnnjoy Hill, large two story
house of fourteen rooms in first class
repair lor two families; rents for $300 per
annum: close to electric cats;
pi ice $3000.
W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle street. 23-1

avenue at

central;
excellent neighborhood.
etc.,
Those desiring a handy, quiet home should
improve this opportunity, $21. 413 Congress
street. WATSON.
§>-l

POR SALE—A very stylish Kentucky bred
*
bay Driving Mare six years old, perfectly
soundand gentle; excellent roader. single or
double; weight 1000 pounds, fearless of steam
or electric cars. Is acclimated. Ownei has good
reason for selling.
Address “KfiNTUCKEY
BELLE,” Press Office.21-1

LET—House
No.
507 Cumberland
For particulars apply to J. S.
WINSLOW & CO., 135 Commercial street.
22-1

110 street.

than all the other dealers combined.
Clocks foi
Alarm Clocks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
95c un. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices
McKEXNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

LET—One large sunny front
and
TOred
room, all furnished, only two dollars
100m

sept5dtf

buy from 31000 to 515,00C
WANTED-To
worth of cast off clothing.
I pay the

highest cash prices for ladies’ dresses,
gents’ and children's clothing and gent's
winter overcoats.
Call or address letter
or postal to S.DE GROOT, 76 Middle street.

per

week. Apply 199 1-2 Middle street, Portland, Me. HARRIS, Opposite Falmouth
Hotel.
22-1

SALE—Lard Tierces. We have several
FORgood
lard tierces and pork barrels
in

LET—At 812 Congress street, upstairs
rent of seven
conrooxus, modern
veniences price 20 per
month, possession
given end of November.
Inquire of A. C.
LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.
22-1

24

shape, will sell them cheap for cash.
Give us a cnll at JOHNSON & LAMBERT,
Wilmot street. Tele pone 3*38-8.
23-1
gone

110

For tbe holiyour pie meats of us.
days best cuts from 4c to 6c.
Round
steak 10c to 12c; Pork Steak and Sausage,
10c; Pork to Roast, 8c; Fresh Killed Fowl,
12c to 14c; Fresh Tripp. 8c; 10 lb tub Pure
Lard, best, 75c; Best Whole iiara, 10c to 11c;
Salt Pork by the strip, 7c; English Breakfast Bacon. 13o; Nice Corned Beef, 2c.
4c,

BUY

FOR RENT—On Spring street,

a

POR SALE cheap or let for her keeping a
beautiful! bay mare eight years old
driver, very fast walker;
driven by
ladies lor liast two seasons.
Price very
low. NELLIE B. M’GREGOR, 285 Spring
fine

residence

of 16 rooms in perfect oruer; steam and
modern improvements: a large lawn adjoins
the premises. BENJAMIN F.
HARRIS,

Cfiambeis.
streets.

corner

Exchange

and

treet.

Middle
25-1

or

CLOTHING

street.

walk of post office. Will rent to a
small family for $10 per month. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 J-2 Exchange street.
21-1

light

dark gray Elysiau Ulster made to sell for more
money. Now that the sizes are medium you get the benefit.

Will

buy

a

or

dark, plain

gray, cut

long

TiOLET—Brick house No. 11 Henry street*
-k
near Deering street; has 9 rooms, furnace
heat, hot and cold water, and all modern conveniences, just 10 minutes walk from postoffice,
possession given Dec. 1. Apply at house or to
GEO. F. WEST, 191 Middle street.
20-tf

TO

and

Gray Frieze

You

can

have

good

for

rough work.

a

or

26-2

in the classics or high
er
Instruction given atEnglish.
bonie in studies preparatory to college or
technical school
as
work.
Expreience
principal of
fitting school for 3Iaine colleges for three years.
Call on or address
C. P. BARNES, A. M. No. 3 Deering Street.

WANTED—Pupils

20-1

<3 bC^C^b
Blue Chinchilla, very heavy

38, lO and

Will buy Ulsters that are good for business or dress wear,
grays and black goods of Elysian Beaver and Frieze.

$15, $18, and

fTUiE Butterfield house has been newly fitted
J. up and under new management is now
opened; elegantly furnished rooms, steam
heat, gas and use of bath, central location. For
terms inquire at the house No. 221 Curaberland street.
nov20-4

persons in want of trunks
colors, WANTED—All
and b<igs to call
E. D. REYNOLDS,
on

593 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can
therefore give bottom prices;
trunks repaired. Open evenings.
12-4

$20.

These

long,

are made from blue and gray Chinchilla and
and eitier shawl or plain collar.

Frieze,

The Republicans of Windham are reqnsted
the Town House in said Town on
November 30th, at 2 P. M.,
for

to meet at

Saturday,

the purpose

of

Club.

best we have, made of black and Oxford mixed
Beavers, also the Genuine Irish Frieze.

As to the other departments of our stock, we only say that
are replete with good reliable
Clothing and a glance at the
same will be for your interest.

organizing

a

Republican

BOOKS!

BOOKS!

We want

and are

IRA F. CLARK & CO,
The One Price, Spot Cash Clothiers,
Monument Square.
■

---

I

stenographer by
WANTED—Position
young lady wl.o has had experience.
as

Good references.
STENOGAddress,
RAPHER, Old Orchard, Me. Box 213. 25-1
STENOGRAPHER and Type-

writer, gentleman, competent to assume
charge of correspondence in French and
English, desires situation. Please state salary

you will pay and the number of hours daily,
such ail assistant would be actually employed
MR. T. BLONDIN, City. Postoffice Box 396
23-1

WANTED—FEMALE HELP.

vour

BOOKS!

trade

SPECIAL
That

you

making

LOW

can't

at
103
27-1

LADY

LOST AND FOUND.

PRICES
buying.

prices before

STEVENS &
JONES CO.
Under Falmouth Hotel.
novlG

cook

suck

help

our

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

or man to hand fiienda or
neighbors my samples, send ALBERT WOOD.
Perfumer, 716 Woodward, Detroit,
Mich.,
fen cents for five trial bottles Satin-Scent
nov4-lm
Perfume*, receive outfit offer.

We have all the latest Boohs.
Call early and get
purchasing,

Forty words inserted
one

experienced
WANTED—An
Spring street.

on

BOOKS,

nov21

I

Elysian

they

26 and 28

SITUATION

Per Order,
nov26dlw
TOWN COMMITTEE.

3QQ and $25.
rJJie

WANTED—By

ACCURATE

NOTICE.

cut

TO

TF you want information of
any kind.
Ahousehold or mechanical receipts, oil for
all purposes, how to muke electrical motors
and batteries, etc., strictly confidential,
send 30c in silver to F. MERRILL, Worces7-4
ter, Mass.

IQ

to the death of the President and
OWING
Manager, the Sandy River Lumber Co.
offer

their planing mill, situated in Farmington
village, Me., at a great bargain for the right
LET—A few pleasant furnished and un- parties. New mill and new machinery. Hot
Ail
furnished rooms, steam heat and gas. at air kiln, the only one in the county.
modern improvements in mill, lumber sheds,
No. 2 Gray
nov'19-4
street._
etc. Railroad facilities excellent.
A
good
TOO LET—A pleasant
furnished room, chance for a live man. For further particulars
A
heated, lighted, set bowl with hot and address.
cold water, use of bath rocm. Call at 17 A. S. RIGGS, President, or
Dow etreet. So. right hand hell.
Henry Briggs, Treasurer, at the Mill,
23-1
W&Stf
sepll
RENT—A
at
11
very sunny house
pOR
XiOR
SALE—The
Homestead
of
the late
Pleasant street, Woodfords; 10 rooms and A
Thomas Qulnby, near Stroudwater in Deerbath; furnace heat; a fine stable on the premises ; house will be rented with or without fng. Four acres of land with good house. Ou
furniture.
BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, Cham-! line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
bers. corner Exchange and Middle streets.
fine a location as there is in Deering. Apply to
_13-2
ANDREW HAWES. Stroudwater.
1ly27-tf
POR RENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street,
opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner
WASTED—SITUATIONS.
will put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
possession. BENJAMAN SHAW 51¥j Exliauge street.
1-tf
Forty words inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
LET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
furnace heat and use of hath room at
a capable reliable Ameri457 Cumberland street.
26-4
can womaD. a situation to do general
housework in a small family where there
making rooms; ihree connect- are no children. Address by mail only, M.
rpo LET—Dress
mg rooms over the X. John Little store on E., 150 Free street,Portland, Me.22-1
Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl:
WANTED
Competent
city water, large closet and
Danish girl for geneal housework in
Enquire of M. G. LARRABEE,
24b Middle street.
small family. Present employer 292
Con7*tf
gress street. Right hand bell; call from 2 to
25-1
6, afternoons.

Address
Congress

and very servicable.

FOR SALE.

street, seven rooms. Possession given
December first.
Inquire on the premises
between 2.30 and 4.30 p. m.
21-1

we

a

Exchange street.Nov5-4

POR RENT—Cottage bouse No. 104 Spruce

on

Buys

POR SALE—2V2 story hous9 containing 12
rooms with all modern improvaments fitted
for two famlies, Lot 70x100 with fruit trees on
same. Situation 20 Main street. East Deering,
on line of electric cars. A. C. LIBBY, 42^

minutes

Banjo, Piano and
WANTED—Pupils
Guitar. Remember
lend banjos to
those who wish to take lessons.
the LIBBY
BROTHERS, 414
street, care of C. K. Hawes.

30-4

RENT—An
upper tenement of five
FORrooms,
centrally located within five

Is what you want for wear, something that is gnranteed as to fit
WANTED.
and durability, and not the shoddy goods of long ago,
the
words
inserted under this head
Forty
of
the
tenement
house.
This
is
the place for you to in- one week for 25 cents, cash In advance.
product
vest you dollars as we give full value every time. We have spoken
of our Overcoats before, and a glance at our window will convince
people to take advantage of
WANTED—The
our
you as to what we have said. As to our Ulsters, though warm coats and special sale of children’s suits, overreefers for one week, only $4.50, $5,
weather continues, yet to tell you a few of our prices, they will $5.60 and $6 goods for $3.12. LAMBORD &
27-1
MORTON, 261 Middle street.
become as guides when the time comes to buy.

_23-1

POR SALE—Received a lot of Andreasburg
*
canaries, also gray African and double
yellow head Mexican parrots, German canaries
and bird cages of all kinds, also clear Canary,
Rape, Hemp and Sunflower seeds. Sundries
steady on hand. Sold for moderate prices.
FRED BROMBY, 450 Congress street. 14-2

LET—Very desirable rooms, single
TOconnected,
with board, at No. 74 Spring

Standard Pears,
25c; Choice Maine Can
Corn,.6c; Pea and Y. E. Beans, 50o pk; Fine
25c
Cooking Molasses,
and 35c gal; Best
liofce Potatoes, 15c pk,
50o bush; Pickled
PigsFeet, 10c; Frankfort Sausage and B
Sausage, 10c; New Malaga Grapes, 3 lbs for
25c; 6 lbs good Cooking Raisins, 25c. Choice
Formosa Tea, 25c and 35c; fore quarter
10c.
JOHNSON &
Lamb,
Legs
6c,
LAMBERT, 24 Wilmot street. Cash Grocers.
Good Delivered. Telephone 22S-5.
22-1

lot of
Sale for

SALE—Farm of forty acres, well
located In Westbrook,
near
market
and city, cuts forty tons of hay, good set of
buildings, good milk farm; keeps sixteen
will be sold at a bargain if applied
cows;
for at once. N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle
street.
23-1

modern house
Deering
TO LET—A nice
Woodfords; furnace, bath,

MORE CLOCKS

housekeeping.

at

TO

LEVY is now prepared to
TtfR. SAMUEL
-L'Jbuy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
Address letters or postal
highest cash prices.
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.
sep4-tf

STREET, ChamHair Mattresses,

miscellaneous

POR SALE—Who would like to know that
-*■
a number of
houses are for sale cheap
Shaker Village, Alfred, Ale.
.7. b.
Trustee.
31-3
VANCE,

LET—A

KENT—Furnished
house, 8 rooms,
hath, steam heat, sunny exposure: 187
Cumberland street.
26-1

JQK /Y/Y/Y—Tweniy

for

a

gentleman’s roadster can secure a baraain
by addressing L. M. N., Advertiser OfTce.
21-1

per

first class
corner
grocery
siore, all fitted for business. This store
lias always ueen occupied
by grocery businees and has a large cash trade.
Apply to
M. H. FOSTER at Dye House, 13 Preble
street.
26_1

TO

articles

and

Thursday
Friday only. Ring right hand
bell.
21-1
---*T^OR SAL —A voune. standard bred drivX
a first class
ing horse. One desiring

26-1

on

Chairs
and

month,
to a smair family. ‘Immediate possession.
BENJ AMINES 11AW,; 51; 1-2 Exchange St.

furniture, organs, pianos
machinery, horses, diamonds, watches
life insurance policies, first and second mort
gages, real estate; also notes discounted. Hus
iness confidential. PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., room 6, 185 Middle street, 2nd
novl5-4
floor.
to loan

54 STATE
FORberSALE—At
Sets, Wire Spring,

TO

S-4_

RELIABLE

week for 21»

LET—At No. 147 Brackett street, clownstairs rent of six rooms and bath room, all
on one floor, price $18 per month.
Inquire of
A. C. LIBBY, 42V2 Exchange street.
27-1

blanket. You will find a good assortblankets at
ment
of
horse
,J.
G.
M’GLAUFLIN, tbe harness maker, 61 Preble

and

FOR THANKSGIVING.
Sale

Forty words inserted under this

wish to

or
warm

-

TO LET.

caution you not to
allow your horse to stand in the street
CaU'IION—We
stable this cold weather

—-OF

FOR

1

= l

■:

SALE—Wood fords, new
two family
house, tliorouhly built, 11 rooms and
bath, finised in Cyprus, bard wood floors,
ten electric lights, new furnace, cemented
cellar, fine stable, 12,000 feet of land; close
to electrics, spare lot of 6600 feet. Price 3200.
W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.

nov23d«

_MISCELLANEOUS.

"My goot voomans, vy do you veep?"
“Och, thin, the face iv it is so loike
fay diseased husband’s, an thin the limmin in his mout’ remoinds me all the
more iv him, for Pat wud sit an dhrink
pnwhisky an suck limmii s by the

FOB SALE.

We advertise only what we have,
And do exactly as we advertise.

m-

dtf

with
23rd, Gold
ring
LOST—November
diamond; think in vicinity of Boston
Hnd Maine

freight house.
Please leave at
41$ Commercial or 1 Sherman stieet and be
rewarded.
26-1

LOST—(!)n 'Cumberland

street,

ner of Wilmot
street, a
a sum of money.
The person

will be suitably rewarded by
CUMBERLAND STREET.

neaa the corpurse containing
who picked it up
leaving it at 217

_28-1

WEDDINC RINGS.
A Thousand! Solid
Gold
Rings, Diamonds.
Emeralds, Pear s. Opals, Rubies, Moon Stones and
Garnets in any kind of a setting. Engagement and
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest .stoek. Best
Goods. Lowest Prices.
McKENNY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square,
^uglOdtf

^_1

Retail Grocers' Sugar Rates.

market—cut loaf at 7c joonfectloners
fc; pulverized.—c; powdered, 6c; granulateu,
Va c;coltee crushed. fiYac; vellow, —^5c.
Portland

Grain Quotations.

Monday

s

quotations.

Dec.
pentng.bGvt
.’losing... 66%

Money Market.

last loan at

Money ea»y at 1 Vi@2 per cent:
f i/j. per cent, cloaiag 2 Vi ner cent. Prime mercantile paper was quoieri at4V*d5 per centSterling Exchange was steady.wlth actual busiin
ness
bankers bills at 4 87V4 <14 8794 ror
60.day bills and aSBa-iSi)1/* lor aemand;
posted rales at : SSVi «4 90.‘Commercial Dills
no-days at 4 86Vs.a4 87 V4. Government Bonds
unchanged. Railroads irregular.
Silver at the Board was steady,
Bar silver 673/s.

8094 d P

oz

THE WEEK

ENDING

jfav
29

29%
Jan.

uperfine

blai

!'<>»“>«.5«V*

to%

COHN

Dec.

jLiav

.penlng.28%
■osln2.26%

29%
29%

PORK.

f§

(
LARD.

E Business in the wholesale market improved
JulygeP‘quite a little the past week, nut we do not ipening.
losing.
anticipate much animation after tlie^Thanksgiving trade is over, although values as a ri le
^ ork Mining Stocks.
are well supported, and are on a very steady
(By Teleeraph.)
basis. Wheat has gained some in strength as r
Nov- 2G- 1896—Th. following
compared with the previous week, but not a re to-day » closing quotations oi mining stocks:
ol. Coai....
old
at
to
affect
Flour,
selling
enough
jobbers
locking Coal....... I !!!"’****" o
figures. Corn and Oats are m-re active: prices j tomestake.
"******30
unchanged. Sugar are selling well for this sea- C ntario.
0*4
*.
son of
the year, and the market continues 1 uicksllver.
2
a° p«......!
7.7.
.7.7.7.7ie%
and
and
Provisions
quiet
steady
unchanged.
;
featureless. Sweet Potatoes are much higher
about
60c
from
4
00.
Lemons
75@6
ranging
Boston Produce Market.
The Coal
better. Apples steady. Eggs firm.
BOSTON. Nov. 26. 1895.—The following are
trade is good with a fair supply; prices same as t )-oav s quotation* ui Provision*. Produce.etc.
before. The market was fairly well stocked
FLOUR.
with Poultry to-day, choice Western Turkeys
Sspring patents. Mian.. 3 5u®$3 75.
Spring
3
pat,
Wis.,
50@3 55.
and
Northern
Chick
18c,
18®20c:
brought 17®
Spring, clear ana straight, 3 00®3 35.
ens were rather scarce and firm.
The Leather
Winter patents, 3 60®3 65.
market is weak and lower on all grades. In
Winter, clear and straight, s 00@3 50.
Add *25c to the above for the jobbing rates.
boots and shoes the feeling is quiet, the warm
weather cheeking business. Fresh fish,receipts
01'k, long and short out,
barrel, 13 00.
light,pi ices higher, jobbing at 3c ^ tb for Cod
and hvy backs $12 oo@13 00.
ork,
and 3c for Haddock, lVi&2c for Hake, 2VaC f ork, light
lean lenas 14 00.
for Cusk, 13c| for Halibut ; market about hare 1 ongues pork, *16 60; do beef $19 & bbL
of Mackerel. Lobsters at 13c jp pound for boil- ’ ■eet, cornea, $8 60fin 60.
boulders, corned and fresh 6%c.
Fresh Beef fairly active with little or no f boulders,
ea.
smoked, 7%.
change—we quote sides 5®7Vic t>tb, hinds 7® J lams, large and small, 9Va®10c.
lie, fores 4@6c. rounds and flanks at 6@7c, I ■aeon, 9®10c.
’ork. salt 6Vac.
rump and loins 8@12c. backs at 6@6c, ratBriskets, salt 7.
tles 3®4c, round hogs 8Vic;lamt>s 8@10c, mut- f ausages, 8c.
4nn nt- 4?
FT
S ausage meat, 7c.
■ard.tc8.6%c; palls, at 7@7%c; If, In palls,
9% 09 V4 |
Freights.
The following are recent charters:
! leef steers,7Vi,'<£8Va.
leef, fresh, hind's, fl@12e; fores, 3®53Ac,
Sohr Almeda Willey, Portland to Barbadoes, ] ,ambs,
spring, 6®7%c IP lb.
Ebooks, p. t.
J logs, dressed,olty, 6 Vac p lb; country, 4yac.
'urkeys, Northern, choice, 16® 17c.
Schr Annie M. Allen, Somes Sound to New
,'urkeys, Western 13214.
Tork, paving 111, loaded and dis barged.
( 'Iilckens,
Northern.Icnolce, 16@17cSchrs Gr ce Webster. Cumberland,
Northern, 12@J3c.
Myronus, fowls,
fowls, Western, 11212c.
W. C. Tanner, and Geo. F. Walcott, New York
j Ihlckens, Western 12016.
to Portland, coal, p. t.
PRODUCE.
Schrs C. J. Willard,and Maggie Ellen, Kenne.
*
j
choice, 22V4*23VsC,
bee to New York, lumber $2, loaded, and dis- : lutter, eream,
lutter, fair to good, 20022c.
charged.
lutter. worth, choice, 19020,
lmlt, crm. 14016c.
Schr Mattie B. Russell, Portland to Glen
lutter,
.adle packed 12*14.
Cove, syrup bbls 8c and loaded.
i Iheese, Northern, new do 1OV4011: Wst,|ch’ce
Schr Lizzie E. Dennison, Fernandina to Phill(J@10%c.
Sggs, hennery choice, 26@30: East 21023.
adelphia, lumber $4 60.
Sggs. Mich. 22*23o; other Western 2002 ic.
Schr Melissa Trask, Rondoutto
Portland, j leans, pea.l 4521 60-,medlums, 1 3601 40.
cement 20c.
leans, yen eyes, 1 60@1 66:red kld.l 6001 66.
leans foreign, 1 2501 36.
Schr Ebenezer Haggett, Port Johnson to Port’otatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 35@00c bush,
land, coal 66c.
’otatoes. N H Hebrons 30033.
Schr Anna E. J. Morse, Philadelphia to Portdo
Rose 30033.
coal
86c.
land,
Ippies, cnqjec
bbl, $3 0023 60.
2 at $1 75 32 60.
No
Schr Edwar d Waite,
ipples.
Philadelpha to Portland, j fay. New York
and Can, fancy, $18 00*19 00.
coal 9oc.
Fair to good $$1C 00®$17c;lower grades $11
®$15.
Railroad Receipts.
c
traw, rve, $14g*n%; oat, $8®$8%.
PORTLAND. Nov. 26.
Chicago Livtt block Market.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Port(By Telegraph!
1 ud, 187 «ars miscellaneous mercnadlse; for
CHICAGO Nov. 26,1896.—The Cattle markconnecting roads 142 cars.
t- t—receipts 10,000; steady; choice to prime
teers at 4 3004 60; common to med. at 3 15*
Roitou crock Market.
; 76: Stockers 2 50*3 20: bulls, choice to extra
The following woro to-day's quotations of
76®3 76.
-tucki in Boston:
Hogs—Receipts 30,000; heavy packing and
Mexican Central *s. 67% ! hipping lots at 8 60®3 70; common to choice
t lixed 8 60@3 70; choice assorted 8 6623
Atchison. T'ODOKa & Stanta Fe R. 17
66;
Boston * Maine R.176V4 1 eht 3 4623 66; pigs at 2 2503 60.
^
Sheep—receipts, 1>,000; inferior to choice at
topfa...
1 76*3 25. lambs at 3 0004 35.
Maine Central.
-V-W Fork and New England it.
Domestic Alarkie*.
Union Paclhc.
g%
American Bell.200
(By TelegraDh.i
Anterioan Sugar, common. 97%
NOVEMBER 26. 1885.
*
Sugar, Dfd. §7
NEW YORK—The Flour market
receipts
11 Mass., pfd. 64
2,9611
packages; exports 20,190 bble and 4,do
common. 12
68 staks: sales 6700 packages; neglected and
Mexican
n
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 2602 66.
itv mills extra at 3 80.63 90: citv mills patents
New Turk Quotation, on Stocks and Bonds, f
90®4 16: winter wheat low grades af 2 25 n
f 66 : fair to fancy at 2 66 33 30: patents at 3 60
tBy TelegrapU.)
J
13
70; Minnesota clear 2 60*3 16; straights
The following aro to-day’s closing quotations
o at 3 1003 40: do patents 3 3604 10: dorr
o Bonds:
nxtures 2 8023 20; superfine at 2 1002 66:
Nov. 26. Nov. 26 [ ne at 2
00*2 36. Southern flour weak and
Now 4’s reg.@111%
@lliy3 ! ull; common
to fair extra at 2 10@2 80; good
Now 4’s
coup.@111%
felll% I o choice at2
30. Rye flour steady with
United States 2s reg. 87
S7
J air demand at 2”0*3
56*2 96. Buckwheat flour at
Central Paoific lsts.104
1C4
;
30*140. Buckwheat at 41*a Cornmeal dull
Denver & R. G. 1st.112y2
112v. f nd steady.
Rye is nominal. Wheat—receipts
Erie 2ds..... 72%
13V4
33,758 bush; exports 20.360 hush: sales 60,Kansas Pacific Consols. 76
77% * 00
dull
and easier; No 2 Red in store
bush:
Oregon Nav. lsts.111%
lil%
nd elev 68c; afloat 69Vic; f o b at
Kansas Paoific lsts.108%
68%@69c:
108% 1 fo 1 Northern
66®66Vic. Corn—receiDts 109
Northern Pacific cons 6s.... 37
36% j ° ousn: exports 142.H87
sales
bush;
39.000
Closing quotations oi stocks:
i ush ;dull ana firm; No 2 at 36c elev; 3 c afioat
AtcUison.16%
17% c »at»—receipts 136,200 bush: exports 20]R buAdams Express..
s ales 106,000 bus;
148
fairly active; White easier1 lo A at 2244 @23c; do White 24%c; No 2 ChlAmerican Express.116
116
Boston * Maine.178
176y. f ago at 234» @24c; No 3 at 22; do White 23cCentral Pacific. 16%
Vhlte State at 24S27c. Beef firm, quiet; beef
16%
Ones, a unio. 18%
1 ams dull; ticrced oeel quiet, strong; cut meats
is %
1 ull and
Uhicaao X Alton.160
easy; pickled bellies 12 lbs at 6%; do
160'
houlders 644 6c; do hams 8%@9c; middles are
Chicago ft Alton preterrea_170
170
Chicago. Burlington ft Quincy 85%
S6V4 r ominal. Lard steady. Western steam closed at
Delaware* Hudson Canal Co.128%
128% £ 80;citv 6 40:refined dull; Continent 6 26; S A
£ 60s compound 4%®5%c.
Delaware,Lackawana * WestlHn
166
Provlsons—Pork
Denver * Rio Grands. lav.
nm
f rm;n ess 9 50@S10. Buttery-fancy firm with
Erie. 12%
12»/- !• ilr demand; State dairy 12®21c; do cream at
1 7022Vac; Western dilry ll@l6c:do erm at
preferred
<10
21 %
22
Illinois Central... 97
97% 1 6@23%c; do June 1502]; do factory 9®l6c;
1
Lake Erie & West. 2LVa
:iglDS 23%c. Cheese quiet; fancy steady-state
21%
Lake Shore.Ion
149V* 1 irge at 7%®lOc; do fancy 944 10c;do small at
<
44®llc. Petroleum is steadv;anltea 1 67Va
Louis ft Nash... 63%
62%
Coffee, Rio dull. Sugar market—raw is dull
Maine Central It.
136
£
nd steady; refined market steady, and auietMexican Central. lo%
11
to 6
at 4c; 7 at 3 15-16C; No 8 at 3%c;
MlohteanOentral pf.100
101
lo 9 at 3 13-16c; No 10 at 344c: No 11
Minn ft St. L. 22%
3 1122%
6; No 12 at 34-40: No 13 at 3 9-16c; off A at
Minn, ft St. Louis, pf. 83%
83%
Missouri pacihc. 29%
30V4 1f 1-16®*% ;Mould A 444 ^standard A 4Va ;Consetioners A 44/sc; cut loaf and crushed 6%c:
New Jersev Central.106%
107
Nerthen Pacific common. 4%
6% (r owdered. 444 ;granulat*d 4%e4% ;Cubes 444.
(notations are those made by refiners on tile
do
do
preferred_ 16%
16%
Northwestern.108%
I065,j, c ne-pncebasis under the plan of October 10th.
1 896 which makes large dealers and wholesale
Nortnwestern. Dfd.149
160
New York Central.100
99% 1 rocers agents of the Trust handling sugars on
c on Ignment, and who are at stated
New York.Chicago & St. Louis 13
j 3%
times of
® cttlement allowed a e m mission of
do 1st pfd. 70
3-l6c
lb.
70,
here is also a trade discount of l
New York & N E. 60
60
per cent on
60 bbl lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid withOmo & Miss....
8% 1 seven
days, and no trade discount on smaller
Old Colony.179
179
c nan titles.
No sales less than 25 barrels. For
16
cnt. ft Western.
15%
“ ugar packed in bags there is no additional
Pacific Mail. 30%
30%
on
barges
granulated or softs from 1 to 14 inI ulrnan Palace.183
163
c Ivsive, and other grades %c ® tb additional.
Readme. 10
lo%
Freight* to Liverpool quiet and steadyRoek Island
75%
75% » ram by steam —d.
st-Paul ft Omaha. 42Vs
4i%
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
ao prfd.121
122
at $J@3 5 for hard wheat
Bt Paul. Minn, s Mann.112
patents, 3 oo
112% \
10 for soft do, 2 00@2 26 for hard wheat
13
98% ;
Buirar.common. 97%
2 00*2 os for soft
akers,
3 00®3 25 for
T<xas Pacific. 8%
do,
9%
-inter wheat. Wheat closed
steady to-day at
UniuuPacific. new. 8%
9% c ■ob c for
cash, and Nov,56% Dee, 60% c May.
42
Express.
42
closed to-day rather easy at 27xAc for
Corn
u. S. s St.h, Louis & Pacific..
7
7
L ash and Nov, 29% for
Wabaie prfd. 19
May
19%
Oats closed steauy at 17 (i c for cash and for
Western Union. 87%
37%
10V.
Klcnmonaft West Point.
(1 ull, steady, unchanged.
do r.rfrt.
Wheat-No 2 Spring
5 b%®o6%; No 2 Red 69c. Coru-No2 at
27%
,27/v. Oats—No 2 at 184filsVac: No 2 Rve at
W, A. McGuire, a well known citizen
3 6 nominal. No 2 Barley at
No
1
Flax38©40c.
of McKay, Ohio, is of the
at 92%® 93; mess pork at X
opinion that 3 :ed
06® 12Vi.
ard b 46@4 47% ; short rib 4 60@4
66.' Dry
there is nothing as good
for children
ilted meats—shoulders 4 505,4 75; short clear
troubled with colds or croup as Chamber- 3 des at 4 70®4 87 V*.
Receipts—Flour, 13,400 bbl»: wheat.137.000
Iain’s Cough Remedy. He has used it
b ush: corn. 206 000 bush: oats.395.ooo bush:
In his family for several years with the r re. 7,000 bush barley. 104,000 bush
Shipments—Flour 12.700 bbls.wheat 177 000
best results and always keeps a bottlo of
0 ash; corn. 294,000 bush; oats 299,000 bush;
it in his house.
A fter having la
-e. 620 bosh: barley -.'.000 bush.
<*!
grippe
he was himself troubled with a
DETROIT—Wheat—No2 Red at 65c: No 1
severe
'bite 67c. Corn—No2 at 29V4C. Oats—NoHe
used
other
cough.
remedies without v bite
21-1-4 c.
benefit and then concluded to
try the
Corion Mtaricot*
children’s medicine, end to his
iBy Telecrami.*
it soon effected a permanent cure. delight
25 and
NOVEMBER 26. 1896.
60 cent bottles
for sale by Landers &
NEW VORK—The Cotton market to-day was
Babbidge, druggists, Poitlaud, and C
207 bales, middling upsales
net,
unchanged;
B. Woodman, Westbrook,
uas at 8% c; middling gull 8 % c.,

Coffee.

75®5
60i£3
26i®3
60@2
Hake.1 60@2
....

...

25
26
26
Oo
00

RIo,roasted22 @24%
Java do.28®31
Molasses.

Porto Rico.27@33

BarDadoes.27@28
Raney...
30@35

Herring, box
Tea.
ficaleo9@12c
Mackerel, bi
Amoys.17@2o
...140.50
Extra Is 00 00@$00 Congous
Shore is *22 00@*25 Japan.18®35
Shore 2s *19 00@$21 Formoso.20@b0
Sugar.
(Vied.3 s.$0 000@800.
largess 00 00@$0 000/ Standara Gran
4%
I Ex-uual’tv fine
Bananas.
No is.
125@160. granulatea.. 4 11-16
76c@l 001 Extra c....
No 28.
4%
Seeds.
Mediums. 1 00@1 201
Crodnce.
Bed Top—recleaned.... 16%@17
Dane Cran*D8S7 60@$8
Maine
6 00@7 00
@12%
good.
Sew York
Thnotny.. $5%@6 60
PeaBeans 1 55(91 60 Clover.1 o @13%

"Foreign aoi 60(91

6ft

Provisions.

@16o Beef—light,

Jsative.bbl

14(916

5p Chickens.

9 00
IB 00

heavy.

Lurkevs.Wes* i6@18C| Bnlests%b$
14®16|
Deese,

75®

5

....

Maori.$

OH.

Messina

4 20@4 60
Malaga.... 3 76@400
Oranges.
4 26®4 60
Jamaica

JIerosenel20

ts

11

Ltgonia.11%
Centennial.11%
Pratt’s Ast.tai ..13%

Devoe’s brilliant 13%
3Eggs.
S'earpy.25® 28 ilnhalfbbls lc extra
E as ter u ext..
23@00
Raisins.
Fresh Western.
@22 iMuscatel.50 lb bxs3@6
20 i London lay’ll $2@2 25
Held.
Bnttei.
Coal.
Dreamerv ,fncy.. 24@26
Retail—delivered.
GriitEdge Vr'mt.l8@20 Cumberiand.4 U0g4 60
@H 00
Dhoice.16@17 Chestnut....
Franklin...

Cheese.

S. Y.lfct’ry.12
Fermont.. 12
i ags.13

7 26

@12% Lehla.....
@12% Pea.
@13%!

@6oO

4 00

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS
FROM

FOR

Maracaibo.New York. .Maracaibo .Nov 27
ItPaul .New York. .So’ainpton. Nov 27
ioutliwark.New York. .Antwerp. ..Nov 27
.New York..Liverpool ..Nov 27
Jermaine
N'umidian_Portland ...Liverpool.. NOv 28
laandam.New York. .Amsterdam Nov 28
Sellardeu.New York. .Rosario... .Nov 28
Jmbria.New York. .Liverpool. .Nov 30
Sthiopia.New York. .Glasgow ..Nov 30
Phoenicia.New York..Hamburg. ..Nov 30
daasdam-New York. .Rotterdam. .Nov 30
lolbeim.New York.. Rio Janeiro Nov 39
latauia.New York. .RioJaueiro Nov 30
!ity of Para.. .New York.. Colon, &o;. .Nov 30
iourgoyue. ...New York. .Havre.Nov 30
Sms.New York.. Bremen.Noa 30
...

:
(

idvauce.New York. .Colon;.Nov 30
—Portland
Liverpool.. Dec 12

] .aurentian

...

aale.New York.. Genoa.Dec
j* Caracas.New
York. .Laguayra .Dec

;

2
4
‘aris.New York. S’thampton Dec 4
Vesternland .New York. .Antwerp.. ..Dee 4
'eutonic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Dee 4
.abrador.Portland
.Liverpool. .Dec 6
tellarden. New York..PernambucoDec 6
fiagara.New York. .Cienfuegos ..Dec 7
’enezula.New York.. Laguayra
Dec 14
cotsman.Portland.. .Liverpool.. .Dee 21
..

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC.NOV. 27.
rises

.6

B0lllt<rh water f- 7 12
sets.414|ingnwaterj_ 7 ;!9
8 ft 2 lu
.engtb of days.. 9 24ir ._httl(1.)
loon sets. 2 00|Helgbttide j
7It8m
un
un

—

..

Central.^..

Ar at Alanzanilla 9th inst, seh Alice J Crabtrue, Ooodwhi, Barbados.
Sid fm Barbados 11th inst, sells Grace Davis,
Dodge. Alanzanilla; 13tli, Clara Leavitt, Lombord, Jamaica.,
Memoranda.
J Cottrell, Alurpby, at Boston from
Sch
Savannah, reports a fierce N E lunicane off
Hatteras, ami started a bad leak and had about
20,000 ft hard pine washed irom the deck.
Boston, Nov 26—Sell Seth M Todd, Johnson,
from Port Liberty, with coal, went ashore on
the Spit, mar Bug Light, where she remained
until next moraine, and was then towed off.
Probably not much damage. She will go to
Calais ior repairs.
II

MAARESTE

Earache
Enteritis
Epidemics
A:rCh^Wre. la

NEW YOKK-Ar 25th. sch Alary E Olys, fm
Hallowell; Oharbe & Willie, Rockland; Helena
Bangor; Agricola, Providence; Edtih & Alay,
Fall River; Annie Lord, Newport.
Also ar 26th, schs Edw U Blake, Smith, from
Darien 8 days; Wm 0 Xauuer, Johnson, Providence; It X Ruudlett. F’ouutatn, Brunswick;
Alary E Olys, Moore, Bath; Helena, Chandler,

Cove and Norfolk.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 26th, barque Stephen G
Loud, Hart. Providence.
Sid 26th, barque Hem'y A Litchfield, New
York.
BATH—Ar 26th, sells Walter W Kasin, Boston; J H Leeds, Philadelphia for Gardiner;
Alaggie Todd, Boston.
CHARLESTON
Ar 26th. Nellie Coleman,
Rose, Jamaica; Warner Moore, Crockett, from

NEWS

I’ORT OF PORTLAND.

Norfolk. I

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR.— Ar 24th, schs
Richmond, South Amboy for Boothbay; J J
Little, Calais for Atlantic City.
Sla 24tli, seh R I Kundlett, for Brunswiok;

Lucy Hammond,

—.

A1UBTLE—Ar 26th. sch AfilKS I Grace. FarHavana; Nellie i Morse. Clark, Philadelphia.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 26th, sch E C Allen,
Meady. New Haven.
NEW LONDON-Sid 24ih, sch Veto, Robinson, Thomastou (or New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 24tli, sch Samuel Dilloway. Smith, Norfolk.
Sld;24th, sch Hattie G McBuck,',Low,iBangor.
Ar 26th, schs Annie Pendleton, Thomas, for
Norfolk; May McFarland, Small, do; Clara
Jane, Maloney. Calais.
NEWPORT—Ar 24th, sch E C Allen, Meadv,

ima,
ic, croup,

bronchitis,

infll immations of the

TUESDAY, Nov 26.
Sch Goo

Pierce, Piukliam, Edgewater

for

Sch Acacia, Nash, Bangor for New York.
Sch E H Foster, Wilcox, Salmon River for

1 'lneyard-Haven,
Soli Romeo, Campbell, St John,
\ idence.
Scb Pkenix, Newcomb. Windsor,
1

NB, for Pro-

NS, for New
fork.
Sell Wentworth, Parker, YVindsor, NS, for
lork.

Polly,

]

Haven

or

irldgeport.

Sch Clara E Rogers, Salem for Jonesport.
Sell Carrie C Ware, Salem for Jonesport.
Sell Paul Seavev, Bangor lor Newport.
Sell Edward Rich, Deer isle for Boston.
Sch Franconia, Sullivan for Providence,
sell Victory, Sullivan 'or Boston.
DaI, Unml T
Gnlliv.nn (ah Van. YfA.L

Sell A K Woodward. Sullivan for Boston.
Sch Sarah C Smith, Sullivan for New York.
Sch Emma Me Adam, Greens Landin for New

rork.

Sch Annie M Alien, Pattersliall Salem for
f omes Sound.
Sch Wm Rice, Rockland fsr New York.
Sch Gertie Lewis, Thomaston for New Bed1 ard.

Sch Chas R Washington, Rockland for New
1 ledford.
Sch Annie G Quiner. Belfast for Boston.
Sch Ann. Calais for Boston.
Sch Ripley, Rockport for Boston.
Sch Nat Ayer, New Bedford for Bangor.
Sch Addie, Damariscotta for Boston.
Sch Nigar, Wiscasset for Bosion.
Sell Nil Desperandum, Orland for Boston.
Sch Ida Hudsou, Rockland for Boston.
Sch R P Chase, Bath for Boston.
Sch Sunheam. Bath for Boston.
Sell Areola, Bath for Boston.
Sell Waterloo, Bangor for Gloucester.
Sch Amy Knght, fishing,

Portsmouth.

Sch Sarah C Ropes, Kreger, Philadelphia^S Winslow & Co.
Sch Sarah & Eilen.JHenley, New York—Standrd Oil Co.
Sch Maggie Ellen Littlejohn. Kennebec and
lew York—Chase, Leavitt ii Co.
FROM

OUR

CORRESPONDENTS.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR. Nov 26-Ar schs Lac s' Antrim, McClintock,
Bangor lor Boston; EliXhomastuu for New York M ('
iI a Levenseller.
loseley. Sullivan for Providence;

RabbonL

:

—■■■

5urest

^

f

l

Best

A Palatable
Stimulant for Invalids

/Liebig COMPANY’S]
yEitract of Been
J
\

■

^--—\

colds, coughs, catarrh,

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF, PORTLAND, ME.
Winter Time

Table, In Effect Nov. 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing,
Peaks Island, 5.45, 0.40, 8, a ni„ 2.15 and
8.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond,
Trefetliens and Long Islaud. 8.00,a. m.,

muniment

It

noble
of his
demand for

hearted
fellow men. For over 8o
years the
it has steadily increased. It has

saved

probably

lives and relieved more suffering
than any other
remedy. It has stood on its
own intrinsic merit while
generation after
generation have used it. It is marvellous how
many different ailments and diseases it will
cure. It is used and recommended
by surmore

geons and

physicians everywhere.

It is the

Royal Mail Steamships
|

185)5

28

Jan.
"

Feb.

The Doctor’j signature and directions on every bottle,
Ill’st’d Pamphlet free. Sold everywhere. Price. 35 cts.
Six bottles, $2.00. I. 8. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

-LARGESTLIME
;s

—

or

TRUSSES

Mar.

THE

PRICES.
CEO. C. FRYE

eodtf

GOT ’EQX
Glasses that will lit you.
In gold frames,
“

silver frames,

steel

Rep-

Card

them

FREE OF CHARCE
Myopia,

•7 I-S

frjiif

by mall

or

what

your

Hy-promotro-

pia, Presbyopia, AsthenAstigmatism.

Portland,

telethon* promptly a*
aoTlleodtt

•'

on

1 p. m.

this voyage will sail

on

Wednes

Steamers sail from Portland about 1 p. in. on
Thursdays after arrival of all trains due A.t
Portland at noon.
SEDUCED

KATES.

Cabin—Portland to Liverpool, $50, $60 and
$70. Return, $100, $110 and $130.
Intermediate—To Liverpool, Londonderry,
Glasgow or Belfast. $30. Return, $55.

STARK, 21-2 Union wharf; T. P. McGOWAN
418 Congress street: J. W. PETERSuN, 2 Exchange street, or to DAVID TORRANCE &
CO., General Agents, foot of India Street,
Portland, Me.
nov20dtf

Will leave East Bootlibay Monday at 7 15
m. for Portland, touc dug at So.
Bristol,
Heron Islaud, Bootlibay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at G.45 'a. m for
Penmquid. Touching
at
Squirrel
Island,
Boothbav Harbor, Herou Island, So. Bristol
and East Foothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaauid at 6 a. in. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Bootlibay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
Islahd.

Friday, leave Bootlibay Harbor at 9 a. m
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island
Saturday. leave Portland at 6.45 a. ni for
East Bootlibay. Touching at Squirrel Islaud,
Bootlibay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED FACE, manager.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

Our

Holiday

and Choice

GIFT BOOKS

ALLEN,

Foot ot Preble Street,

From Union Station for Cape Elizabeth,
tt8.45 a. m.; Saco, Conway Junction,
Wolfboro, 9 00 a. m.; Biddeford, Portsmouth, Amesbury, New bury port, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 12.06. 19.00 a. m.; §12.65,
16.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.58a. m.. 12.49,
4.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland.
7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30, 7.00. 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

For

Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newbury
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m., 12.55
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. m., 4.15 p.
ill. Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,
7.00 p. n>.
tDoes not run Mondays.
tConnects with Kail Linos for Now YorU,
South and West
§Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from Nortn Berwick Sun
days only.
Scarboro Crossing
ftConneets at
with
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
ticketo
to all points in Florida,
Througn
the South and West ior sale at Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston.
.Hi

Steamship

Co.

Wednesday
Saturday.
Wednesday
Saturday.

TRUNK

SALACIA.

being received and
well to make an early

Congress

,,„474

Congress

R. H.

JORDAN,

STATE

104

STEAMER

Time

TICKETS FOR EUROPE.
8.

S. NUMI1HAN,
sailing
Thursday, Nov. SStli,

on

STARR,

2 1-2 Union Wharf.

Agents for Allan, Dominion, Curnard, Atlantic
transport and WUite Star Lines, ocgleodSm

“SOKOKIS.”
Table,

On and after May 30, 1806, Steamer Sokokis
will run until further notice, as follows:

AGBJNT.

PORTLAND,

ME.
dtf

CO-APRTFEKSHIP.
the

have
this day
undersigned,
entered into
copartnership to do
a
grocer? and provision
business in
the
town of New Gloucester in the store formerlv occupied by Berry & Mar bird under the
Ann name of Reed & Holmes.
W. A. REED,
c. :j. holm Em
New Glocester, Nov. 1st, 1895. novSduStp

WE,

m.

Returning, leave Mallison Ralls at 11a.m.,
2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
at Westbrook In time to connect with
the 12, 3.30 and 5.30 electric cars for Portland.
Be sure and take the 0.10 a. m., 1.10 or 2.40
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble St.

A^ve

J. H. UEZELTON, Prop.
juneistf

Exchange St.,

■MIL i MUSH,

COAL.
Foil Assortment of

Burning

St.ja[[

„_

Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a. m„

Lehigh

and Free-

Coals for Domestic Use.

Pocahontas

LORING, SHORT! HARMON

_

2.00 and 3.30 p.

\

in window.

Center Sts.,

Cash Register about two yaars
and consider it indispensable.

selection.

ES^See display

Invigorating Sea Trip.

glints.

are now

H. G.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express, 3.45 a. in. For Boston
and way stations, 1.00, 4.15 p. m. Arrive in
Boston, 7.25 a, m., 5.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.

SMITH & BROE, Druggists,

(Semi-Bituminous)

and

FREEPORT

STEAMBOAT CO.

/COMMENCING Sept. 23d will leave Porty land Pier tor Falmouth, Consens’, Littlejohn's, Great Clielieague and Bustin’s Islands
Woh’s Point and Freeport at 2.00
p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. m.
for Portland.
sepOdtf_J. P. BAXERT.

ALL A A
Koyal Mail

L I A E
Steamsliips.
& Portland Service

Liverpool,
Londonderry, Halifax
rum
Lireryool.
7 Nov.
"
21
6 Dec.
19
2 Jan.

fltetmi'hiys
Numidian.
Lnnrentian.

From
Portland

Halifax,.

28 Nov.
12 Dbc.
20
9 Jan.
23

30 Nov
14
28
11 Jan.
26

Mongolian.

From

Dec’.

Numidian.
Lanrentian.
Steamers sail from Portland about-l~p.ni. on
Thursdays after arrival of ail trains due at
Portland at noon.
KEDITCED KATES.
CABIN—Portland to Liverpool, $50 to $60
Return. $100 to $110.
SECOND CABIN—To Liverpool. Londonderry, Glasgow or Belfast, $30. R-eturn, $65.
Steerage to Liverpool. Queenstown, Londonderry, Belfast. London or Glasgow, $1G.

Seorges Creek Cumberland Coals are
LINE
Steamships.
unsurpassed for general steam and STATE
New York and Glasgow via
Londonderry.
Cabin, 840 and upwaids. Return, 880 and
forgo use.
upwards.
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage 835.50; intermediate 830.
Apply to P. McGowan and H. G.
English and American Cannel.

j

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

Can be obtained of

W. A.

m.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Ce’ightful

CHRISTMAS

Low- via.

4.15 p.

iaOl

STEAMER

dtf

booksT

est Prices.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station,
for
Scarboro Crossing, 10.00 a. in.. 6.15,6.20, p.
In.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
а. in.,
3.30, 5.15, 6.20, D. m.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. in..
12 40, 3.30, 6.15,
6.20, p. m.; Eennebunk, 7.00, 8.40. a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 6.15,
б. 20 p.m.; Well* Beach, 7.00.8.40a.m.. 3.30,
5.15 p. m.; North Berwick, +3.45, 7.00, 8.40,
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. in.; Kennebunkport, Somers worth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a.m..
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 P.m.; Rochester. Farmingtop, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 d. m.;
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m.;
Worcester
(via
Homersworth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, LoweiJ, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
m. Exeter. Boston, +3.45. t7.00, f8.40a. m.,
Arrive in Boston, +7.25,
§12.40. 3.30 p. m.
10.15 a. m 12.55, 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1.00,

cone&g

S1ARR, Portland;

Largest and finest stock.

R.

EASTERN DIVISION*.

Enterprise

a.

augSldtf

R.

20, 1805.

Beginning November 5lh, Steamer Merry1
will leave Portland Pier, Portlanddaily, Sundays excepted:
fror Long,
and
Lhebeague Islands,
Hnrpawell, Bailey’s und Orr’s islands, 2.0C
In
Effect
November 3, 1895.
p. in. For Cliff Island, Monday, Wednesday
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
for
stations
named below and interSquare,
Return for 1 ortland. Leave Orr's Island
mediate points as follows
6.45 a. in. calling at Ilarpswell and inter7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
mediate landings. Airive at Portland 9.15
a .m*
Augusta, Waterviile. Skowhegan, Pittsfield,
ISAIAH DANIELS,
oct5dtf
Bangor, Bucksport, 1 isbon Falls, Lewiston via
Gen’l dfanager.
Brunswick.
FOB
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
Lewiston,
Eastsori, Lubeo. Calais. SLJolm, N.3., Halifax,N.3.
1 .ivermore Falls, Farmington, Phillips, Hangsand ail parts of New Brunswick, Nora Scoand Waterviile.
Oakland
ley,
tia, Priace Edward Island, and Cape Bret8.46 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, BurlingThe favorite route to Campobello and
on.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.
ton, Lancaster, St. Johusbury, Sherbrooke,
St. Andrew*. N. B.
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
Winter Arrangement.
and
10.80 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lisbon
On and after Nov. 18th, and until further
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Aunotice, tl>« steamer, of thl. line leave Kailgusta and Waterviile.
every
road
Portland.
Wharf,
1.00 n. m. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
Monday and
Thursday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eaetport, Lubec
and
Falls. Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Bar Harbor
and St. John, with
the above connections.
Oldtown
and Houlton, via B. & A.
nom Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m.
From
Returning—Leave St John, Lubeo and East- Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3
1.15 p. m„ For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
p, m. Inport same days.
station. Mechanics
Rumford Falls,
Falls,
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Through tiekets Issued and baggage checked
Phillips
Freights for the West by the Peun. R. R., and Lewiston, Farmington, Kinefield.
to destination, or* Freight received up to 4.00
Oakland, Bingham, Waterviile, Skowhegan,
South by connecting lines, forwarded froe of
p. m.
Bangor aud Vanceboro.
commission.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
1.80 p, m. For F'reeport. Brunswick, AuBound Trip .18.00.
Passage .10,00.
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument Square
gusta, Bath, Rockland and all stations on
Meals and room included.
or lor other information at Company’s Office.
For freight or passage apply to F, P. WING. Knox & Lincoln division. Waterviile, SkowRailroad Wharf, foot of State street
hegan, Belfast. Dover and Fexcroft, GreenAgent, Central Wharf, Boston.
J. B.COYLE.Gen. Man.
ap29dtf
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General ville, Bangor, Bucksport, Oldtown, Vanceboro.
John, Halifax, Honlton and Woonstock.
Manager, 80 State St., Fiske Building, Boston. St.3.30
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryp. m
Mass.
oct22dtf
burg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
Beecher Falls, Lime Ridges Quebec, St. JohnsMAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
bury, Montreal and Chicago.
6.05 p. m.
For Brunswick.
Lisbon
For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor and Falls, Augusta and Waterviile. Batn,
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
Wiscassett.
Poland Springs station, Mechanic
On and after Tuesday, Oct, 29th, the new Junction,
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
and fast
11.00 p. in, Night Express, sleeping cars, for
On and after
Bath, Rockland. Lewiston, Augusta, Waterviile
MONDAY, Nov. 18tb, 1895
trains will run as follows:
Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tues- Stephens. St John and all Aroostook County,
LEAVE.
Halifax and the Provinces, but docs not run to
and Saturdays at 8 a ra
days,
Thursdays
For Auburn and Lewiston
7.16, 7.65 a. m
Popham Beach at 10 a. ra„ Bath at 12 m., Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft or beyond
1.10, 1.30, 5.20 p. m.
Harbor at 2.30 p. ra. Arriving at Bangor, Saturday nights.
Boothbay
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.55a.m.. 1.30
and
Wiscassett about 3.30 p, ra., connecting with
SUNDAY TRAINS.
5.20 p. m.
p. m. train on the Wiscassett & Quebec
For Island Pond,7.55 a. m„ and 1.30 p. m
7.90 a. m., paper train for Brunswick, Au
For Montreal
and Chicago, 7.65 a. m„ and
Waterviile and Bangor.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays, gusta,
1.30 p in.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswiek
Lisbon Fall!.
Wednesdays and Fridays at 6.45 a. m.,
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
Boothbay Harbor at 8 a. m., Bath at 10 a. ra., Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, WatervUIe, and
Bangor.
Beach
11
a.
at
ra.
Popham
Arriving at PortARRIVALS.
11.00 p. m„ Night Express with sleeping
land about 1.30 p. m.
Fare. *1.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and cars tor all paints.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. m„ and
Wiscassett.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
3.10.
5.15
and 5.30 p. m.
12.15
O. C. OLIVER.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Bridgton,
Island Pond. Berlin and Gorham
From
President.
Treasurer.
8.25
a
8.25. a.m.,12.15 and 5. 30p.m.
in.; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
oct2!)
dtf
8.30 a. m.: Waterviile. Augusta and Bath,
From Chicago ana Montreal. 12.15 and 5.30
m.
8.3£a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland
p.
12.25; Ktugfield, Phillips, Farmington, RumFrom Quebec. 12.15 a. m.
MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
ford Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland and Lewiston
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Nighl
12.30 p. m.; No. Ccnwav and Fryeburg 4.40
trains and parlor cars ou day trains
New York Direct (Line.
RockTICKET
OFFICE NO. 177
Waterviile,
Skowhegan,
p. m.;
MIDDLE
Stephen.
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT land 5 25 p. ni.; St, John. St.
Aroostook county. Bar Harbor and Bangor
STREET,
5.35 p.m.; Rangeley,
L. J. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager
Farurngton. Rumford
and
Portland. Nov. 18th, 1895.
Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston « .45 p. m; Chicago
dtf
all
White
Mountain
Tile Steamships Manhattan and Cottage and Montreal and
8.10 p.m., all points on B. & A. R. R.,
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
angor, Bar Harbor. Rockland 1.40 a. m. :
Pier 38, Fast River, same days at 5 p. m.
express Fialifax, St. John. Bangor Waterviile)
Fare to New York, one way, $4.00; Round and Augusta. 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
trip $7.00.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J, F. LISCOMB, General AgentCor.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.
&
nv2-dtf
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Have been using
a
National
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WOOD MANTELS AND TIL1N G

cto

F'eb.
Mar.

5
19

*I.abrador

day at

Maine.

aug22

EXCHANGE,

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All order*
rt to.

or

it is

Exchange 8b. Portland.

Vancouver
Labrador
Scotsman

Vancouver
Labrador
April
2Scotsman••
23
April

E. S. PEUDEXTER,
561 Congress St.

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

matter

trouble.

-AND-

JOB

frames,

fact the finest line of
glasses you will find in
Portland
and
we
fit

no

Book,

'■

Steamer

In Effect October

the^3.55

opuncu.

WM. M. MARKS,

Jan.

Labrador
Scotsman

4
19
2
16
30
13
27
12
26
9

Boston & Maine

RAILWAY.

Portland.

opia

Vancouver

2(1
9
23
6

GRAND

320 Congress Street.

St John, NB, 23d, sch James Barbour,
Springer. Rockland.
Cld 23d, sells Canary, Robinson. Boston: C J
Colwell, Colwell. Rockport; Comrade, Akerly, a
Rockland.
Sid 24th, sch Hamburg, from Two Rivers for
New York.
WE
Ar at St John, NB, 25th. sch Nellie Eaton,
Morrison, Calais,
Cld 26th, BCh Glide, Belyea, Thomastou.

Whereas Oliver B.B. Dorrance, of Brooklyn.
TT
Kings County. State of New York, by his
mortgage deed, dated tne nineteenth day of
March, A. D. I860, and recorded in the Registry of deeds for the County of Cumberland, and
State of Maine, in Book 340. Page 4J.2, convey
e<*
Samuel Hanson, of Buxton, in the county
oi lork, and said State of Maine, two undivided
tenth parts of all that tract or
parcel of land
situated in Cape Elizabeth, in said County of
Cumberland, commonly called the "Great
Pond," together with the lands contiguouf
thereto, there oelng in the whole about two
hundred and fifty acres; and whereas the said
Samuel Hanson, by his deed, dated the eighteenth day of October, A. D. 1866, assigned
and made over to me. the undersigned, all his
right, title and interest in and to said mortgage and tli© land therein described and the
debt, therein secured; and whereas the condition of said mortguge has been broken;
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated at Portland, in said County of Cumber,
and, this sixteenth day of November, A. D1895.
CHARLES E. JOSE.
nov20
dlaw3wW

••

From Boston every
From Philadelphia

AMD

Foreign Forts.
Sid fm Sourabaya 2d Inst, barque John D
Brewer, Josselyn. Rockland Breakwater.
Ar at Liverpool 19tli, ship Eureka, Darrali,
from Hull for Philadelphia.
Ar at Rosario Oct 25, barque Addie Morrill.
Andrews, Buenos Ayres for Boston; 29th, sch
Nantasket, Guptill, Buenos Ayres.
Sid Oct 18, barque Kremlin. Bray, Boston.
Ar at Arroyo Nov 24, sch Rebecca J Moulton,

Do not lot your dealer palm off on you
any new remedy for colds. Insist on
having Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

Dec.

international

—

75c. NEW YORK ELASTIC TRUSS. 75c.

Nov 24. off Fenwick Island, sell Aaron
pard, from Savannah for Philadelphia.

^Labrador
Scotsman

Sieerage—To Liverpool, Queenstown, Londonderry, Belfast, London or Glasgow, $16.
For further particulars, apply
to U. G.

THE

t

From Portland

20

eradicates all inflammation.

by

fall arrangements.
After Monday, Sept. 2,

Steamer.

Dec. 12

Internal as much as External use. It is the
vital and muscle nervine. Its electric
energy

Auodyne

1896.

Portland and Boofhbay Steamboat Co.

Sailing Dates.
From Liverpool.
Nov. 34

best, the oldest, the original. It is unlike any
It is superior to any other. It is not
merely a Liniment it is the Universal Household remedy from infancy to old age. For

It cures all it is recommended to cure. I
had a case of cholera last week, of a little
girl
who was not
expected to live when I was
called, but
giving her a few doses of your
Liniment she was entirely cured.
S. B. Umphrey, M. D., Cordova, Minn.

Winter Rates

2.15, p. m.
C. W. T. GODIN G, General Manager.
_nov25dtf
and

Liverpool Service via Londonderry.

other.

everlastingly

LINE;

DOMINION

devised by an old fashioned,
Family Physician for the good

was

—LOWEST—

An Indispensable aid to
best

\*he cookin^/ and
)riginaisv^-B^/fienuine
'he

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
ever* Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1, 1895.

Johnsonva“

PROVIDENCE—Ar 26th, sch Frank T StinWilson, Norfolk.
Sid 26th, sch St Thomas, Sawyer, Norfolk, to
load for Boston.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 24th, sch H Curtis, Gray,
Port Liberty.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 24th, schs Ella Francis,
New York; Caroline Knight, Rockland: Abenaki, New York for Dover.
Below 24th, schs Lottie, from South Amboy
for Thomastou: Catharine, from New York for
Bluehill; Adeiia T Carlton. New York for Portland ;
Nettie B Dobbin, Two Rivers, NS, for
Boston; Norton, York for do; Nevada, Boston
for Portland; Petrel, do for St George; Annie
L Green, do for Beliast; Chester R Lawrence,
do for Rockport; S Sawyer, do for Damarlscotta; Helen Maria, do for Portland; Lucy Belle,
do for Addison: Annie Gus. Philadelphia for
Calais; Ivy Belle. Salem for Bristol; Clara from
Amboy for Rockland.
SAVANNAH—Cld 26th, Drig Waubun, Henderson, New York.
STAMFORD, CT— Ar 26th, schs Horacs G 1 VMorse, Higbee, Pascagoula; Franklin Nickerson. Haskell, Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 26th, schs 'T W Cooper. Brown,
Rondout for Portsmouth; Florlda.Strout, Rockland for New York; Wide Awake, Maddox,
do for do; Nile. Manning. New York for Rockland; F G French. Look, Jonesport for Rondout; J M Kennedy. Moon, Ellsworth for Ronuovl
dout; Flora Cohdon, Sellers, Bangor for New
York; Kennebec, Page, do for do; Eagle,Wentno
for
do.
worth.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 26th, schs Robert
McFarland. Savannah for Boston; Ella May,
Amboy for Rockport.
son,

Cleared.

;

beyond.

chest or kidneys. All who*use it are amazed at
its power and are loud in its
praise ever after.

Sell J & H Crowley, Calais for New York.
Calais for Boston.
Soli
Scb Pavilion, Calais for Boston.
Scb Ainiie Taylor, Calais for New

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
KAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points

cramps, chills^ cholera morbus,
complaints, gout, hacking, hoarseness,
headache, whooping: cough, influenza,
neuralgia, pneumonia, sciatica, tonsiliti9, toothache, vertigo, sore lips, thtroat, lungs, pains in

Washington,

Ar 25tli, sch Walker Armington, Drinkwater,
Providence.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 26tli, brig Ellen M
Mitchell, South Amboy; sch Lizzie Lane, from
New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Cid 25th, sch Monhegan,
Baker, Boston.
Cld 26th, sch jolin'F Randall, Crocker, for

Atwood,

Arrived.

Vinterport.

On anil after Nov., 4:h 1895, Trains wil
leave Wiscassett fur Albion ami way stations a
9.18 a. m. ami 3. 65 p ill.. arriving in China a
12.00 a.nr ami (i.6(5 p. m.
Returning trains leave Albion ate.00 a. m.
and 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wiscassett at 9,05
a. m. and 2. 57 p.m.
J. P TUCKER. Supt
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT, Oeu’l Mgr.
mayl8
nemos

and

Ar at

A

Wiscas$«i& (JiipI)ck Railroad Co

summer

—

Antelope, Cooper, Rockport.
Cld 26th, sch Calvin F Baker, Darling, Clarks

RAILROADS.

13

grippe, asiatic cholS00^e^
qpickly relieved by this
u
won
pain alleviator. Bt promptly heals
an
cures
bites, burns, bruises, backache,
c
cu s,
laps, cracks, chilblains, deafness,
rac uies,
irritations, pimples, ringworm,
stings, scalds,
strains, spraitis, soreness, stiffness, swellings, sea
sickness) and every lameness.
t is the
best remedy in the world for
as

Kennebec.
Ar 2(5th, self

Jennie A Stubbs, Dorr, San Bias.
Ar 26th, schs Ralph K Grant,
BOSTON
Simmons, Thoinaston; Eugenie, Pinkham, Bangor; R 1, Kenney, Blake, and Lena Whits,
Iilako. Rockland; Puritan, Harding, Washington ; A1 B OaKes, Garnet, Maclilas; Lizzie J
Clark, Randall. Portland; E Aroularius,White,
Rockland; Nat Meader, Dunton, Philadelphia;
Zampa, Betts, South Gardiner; Flora Pressey,
Atkinson, Rockland; Hannah Coomer, Cushing, Bucksport.
Also ar 26th, sells Alontteello, Nutter, Bangor; IIS Boynton, Cooper, Rook port; Geo W
Glover, Morton, Rockland; Yankee Alaid, Pinkham. do; Stephen G bond. Pierson, Savannah.
Hattie Lewis, Clark, Dover.
Ar 2Gtli, barque II J Lbby, Bray, from Turks
Island; sch Augustus Hunt, Blair, Washington;

STEAMERS.

as

€r

co

Domestic Ports.

rar,

Ducks, native.. L8@20 I Lara, tes and
Fowls....
12@13Cj % bbl,pure,6s,i ®
do com’nd, 6%@
Apples.
Fancy.... 276@3 25
Dalls,compd 6 ®6%
Fair to eood l 75@$2
pails, pure 7% @8%
9 Vi® 9%
Baldwins, $2 60(6/2 76
pure B
Evap 4blt>.
@10
8@9c Bams
Lemons.
Qocov’ra
@10%

■

EXCHANGE-DISPATCHES.

__yiSCKiXAjnEOPS.

_

TfffSCELIAKKOUS.

—

bellow Eyes.3 75(91 80
Dal.Pea_1 70@1 76 PorkIrish Potat's. bu40@46
clear. 13 25®
sweets, Vineland 5 00 backs... 13 25®
@12 25
No 2.
ado Jersev
@176
Unions—
tain, y 60@io oo

{

A

Gram

rod—Larse
4
Shore
small do.. 2
.2
Pollock
Haddock... 1

j

MoNielioIs, do
Vineyard-Haven;
for Boston; Vanguard, Portland, fishing.
SOAIE3 SOUND. Nov 25-SId, sell Fred Jackson, Norwood. New York.
Ar, sch Charlotte T Sibley, Belfast.
for

&

Wheat. 60-lbs.
@75
low graUes.2 90@3 1C l Corn, new spot, car 40
Spring Wneat bakI Corn.old car.... @43
ers.cl and st3 40@360 ;Corn. Dag lots.
@46
Patent Sprue
i Meal, bag lots..
@43
W neat... 4 00@4 26 l Oats, car lots
27@28
Mich, sir'gm
Oats, bap lots
@32
roller.... 3 75®3 86 Cotton Seer.
clear do.. .3 60^3 66
car lots.00 00@20 00
tLouis st’gi
bag lots 0000g22 00
roller... 13 76(93 85 Backed Br’r
car ots.slo 00,®l6u0
clear do. .3 60@3 65
bag lots.. 418®. 20 00
Wpt'r w heat
3 90@4 10 Middlings. .*17® 18 00
patents
Fish.
bag ots. .$19@00 00

Mnn

Jpening.67V*

■

was

Markets.

i' lour.

DeC.

Bangor

was

Poarland Wholesale Prices Current.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING NOV. 25.

WHEAT.

Nov. 26.

Middling

*

Tuursaav’ quotatslow.

quoted

Portland Wholesale -Market
FOR

to-day

8 13-16?.

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, Nov. 26. 1895.—Consols 106% d
or money and 106% d for the account.
I
LIVERPOOL,tN°v. 26,1895.—Cotton market
-steadv; American middling at 4 21-32d; estimated sales 10,000 bales: speculation and
export 1000 bales.

61%

PORK.

Mexican dollars 64.
was

market

steady;

European

60 va

Dec
Aliening. 26%
losing.27V*

NEW YOKE. Nov. 26.

silver

to-day

May.

cVltN

(By Telegraph.)

to-day Dar
and steady.

market

iteady; middlings 8 6-16a.

WHJCAT.

London

CHARLESTON—The Cotton
inn; middling 8j.
SAVANNAH—The Cntron

MOBILE—'The Corum market to-day
iteady; middling 8 1-161.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day

CHIGCAO BOARD OF TRA. )!t.

Leading Markets.

At

to-day

vas

Quotations of Staple Products in the

New York Stock and

NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market
juiet, easy; middling 8 5-l6c.

....

100-3

OFFICE:

7b Commercial & 70
»p3

Sts.
Exchange
M.w&ra

ALLAN. Boston,
or to H. & A. ALLAN. General
Airents, No.
1 Inda St., Portland, Me.
H. & A.

"WONDERS OE

THE TROPICS.’'

Try the WEST INDIES and stop at the

AliLZUIirXi

HOTEL,

BARBADOS.
For Circulars address Geo. S. Pomeroy, Bos:
2384, New York, or G. K. Lorlng, of Lorinif
Short & Harmon, Portland.
novOeodlm*

Portland & Worcester Line
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.
STATION FOOT

QF_PKEBLE

R.

STREET.

cun<:»y. October 6, S895,
will Leave Portland:
Passenger
For
Worcester, Clinton, Aver Junction,
N»»nn», Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.80 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Fj»r Rochester, Spring-vale. Alfred, Water*
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
On

and

4.25 p.

after
trains

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30^
3.00, 4.25, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cnmbenand Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
and
9.45 a.
4,26,
m..
12.30,
5.00,
6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
Tunnel
“Hoosao
at Ayer Junction with
Route" for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via "Providence Line," for Norwich ana
New York, via "Norwich Line" with Boston
Si Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Kail via “Springfield."
Trains arrive at Portland trom Worcester
8t 1.30 D. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. ksl,
and
6.45 p.
m.; from Gorham
1.30
at
m., 1.30,
6.40, 8.30 a*id 10.5U a.
5.45 p.
m.
4.16,Band
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket

Agent, Portland, Me.

je29

j. W. PETERS, Supt
dtf

Portland & Romford Falls R'y.
In Effect

Oot. 7, 1S«
DEPARTURES.

8.80

From Union Station
a. M.& 1.15 P.M.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buck Held. Canton.
Dixtield and Rnmtord Falls.
8.30 a. m., 1.05 and 5.10 p. m, From
Union
Station
for
Polani
and

Mechanic Falls.

Train leaving Union Station
nects at liuniford l-alls with R.
train for Byron and Houghton.

1.16 p. m. conF. & R. 1„ R. ]{.
_

Through'passenger
Station,

coaches between Union
Portland and Rnmtord Fails.

Through tickets oil sale lor all points
on P. & It. F. K’y.
R. C. BRADFORD. G. P. «i T. Agt.

Portland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN Superintendent,
FeblOdU
Ruoiiord Falls, Main*

THE
NEW

MAINE’S INTERNAL REVENUE-

PRESS.

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Liquor

Dealers

Who Have Licenses Num-

2d

terior of Our Post Office.
The report of John S. Miller, commissioner of Internal revenue, for the fiscal
year ending June 30th last, just issued,
contains
of importance to
statistics

Maine. Under his statement, showing
special tax payers, it appears that there

New Wants, To I^et, For Sale, Lost, Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate neads on Page 6.
The new steamer “Comauche”, of the Clyde
Line, makes her first trip Wednesday, Dec. 4th.
She is built as strong as skilled labor and
money can make her, and she is a marvel in her
furnishings and appointments. Many patrons
have been waiting to tase the first trip on her.
The south bound passenger business was
never better on this popular line
It

soothing Syrup"

990 retail

dealers in the Pine
Troe State and nino wholesale liquor
dealers, who have a United States lioense.
There are 136 retail dealers and thirteen
wholesale dealers
in malt and liquors.
The retail dealers in oleomargarine number seventeen, and the wholesale dealers
are

Stockbridge.

“Mrs. Wiusiow'g

The

Radical Changes to Be Made in the In-

ber JuBt 999.

Ovren. Moore & Co.
L&rrabee’s White Store7 2.
Geo. C. Frye.
Moses Liquid Gold and Silver Polish.
J. li. Libby.
Steamer Comanche.
AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre.
Grand Cake Walk.
Concert at Chestnut Street Church.

THANKSGIVING

UNCLE SAM’S IMPROVEMENTS.

liquor

three.

The total amount of internal revcollected
in the state during the
The number of
year was
$45,034.60.
suits commenced in the state during the
year for violation of the internal revonue
laws was
156, which, with those that
were pending, made a total of 188.
Of
these 109 were settled during the yoar.
Maine is included in the collection district with New Hampshire and Vermont,
with Calvin Page as the collector. For
his salary, based on the total amount of
enue

Long Needed Reforms

at Last

to Be Rea-

lized.

completed, the,inside

of the building will
hardly be recognized by those who have
been accustomod to slide in via the back
door
and
inquire for any important
mail.
For years it has been recognized by

government officials that there has been

cramping

of space in the interior of the post office
building. The quarters iiave been narrow and as the business
has eaoh
year increased in volume, the
need of some
changes became all th e
severe

of Fine Birds

HEW ADVEBTISEMEHTS.

Scarce But Pool-

Irs been used over Fifty Years by million
of mothers for their children while Teething, with perfect success. It soothes the
more apparent.
child, softens the gums, allays Pain, cure
On
several occasions
consultations
Wiad Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the
have been held for the purpose of mak
best remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
collections
for the three States, whioh ing improvements, and steps have even
from teething or other causes. For sale by
was $500,90& 93.
Mr. Miller recommends at times gone so far that the plans were
Druggists in every part of the world. Be sure
the work of shifting
and ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup that $3,635 be appropriated. Only one drawn
up and
still
was seized in the district dur ing soepes about
S5ets. a bottle.
to commence. The long
the year and one arrest made.
anticipated has at last come.

Distorted Limbs, Swollen Joints, Painful
Tho
countrymen came in with their
Muscles and a Life that is Unbearable.
Thanksgiving poultry yesterday in very

cents apieoe,
C3lery 12 cents

Cucumbers

spinach 30 cents
a

bunoh.

were
a

the

xuv

uuivu

owx

agent

iwu

*u

18

having become
thoroughly con-

pock,

when he was paying off, thrust
his hand and took the pay that
didn’t belong to him.
Ham was arrested.

and

"Companions of the Foresters.
The
Ladies’ Circle of the Foresters

Baking Powder,
Eacn
it

must

powder

perfect

ingredient

is tested before
compounding, and
be found of the
highest standard. The baking
itseli is tested.
why each spoonful does

work.

That’s

i*

will hold their second assembly at their
hall
tonight. All who attend are sure
of a good time. Ioe cream and cake will
be served at intermission.
Dr. A. H. Flower, the Boston Specialist, will be at the Falmouth Hduse, Fri-

day, November 3iV

with

‘1

able to work

alfthe

time.

Igileit tot.

have “ever hSd
1^“^-and
have
doctor attend her.»
M*d
we

to

a

E^K.

Warren, Greenfield,N. H., Box 3!'

Hood’s
Is the

Hopd’s

Sarsaparilla
One
Trne

Blood

Purifier

S

vow

gin

earlier.

next

OurStockis the

Here’s our

you the

exact

certainly

begin

City,
Pride,
Cumberland,
Portland

S2
r

EE
EE
~

Laundered 10c extra.

Look at the

buying

your

in

90«.
75c.
65c.
50c.
39c.

Bonanza.

and

yourself
early?

EE

truth.

always have them
and lengths.

Senator,

The

||

we

stock in all sizes

year you will be-

§=

Neckwear in Our
Lower Window

=

FOR 19 cts.

|

LARRABEE’S White Store,

|

516 CONGRESS ST.

S

Some

'p
’sri
.jJijJL

telling
list,

We are

=j

Largest,

Forest

For years

body.

that

and

*

v'

r_.

|

■**'

Umbrellas

7

leak

..,

like

learned to skillfully
gather and combine so that at last
he has succeeded in

a

ladder.
Here

are

obtaining remedies
which

are
recognized throughout

Umbrellas

the world as the most wonderful specifics
for this most dreaded disease.
Kickapoo Indian Oil when applied exrelieves

ternany

inflammation

■

as

tight

KickaIndian
poo
Sagwa, that

a

blood,

great
liver,

no more

Thanksgiving

as

rubber

stomach

—

1

—■

important adjunct to

dinner than

a

tasty

wll make

of

gold ring

on

handle.

as

a

case, paragon

English Gloria,
ling trimmed,

Ivory handles, sterling trimmed,
taffeta,
$4

silk

man-

DIFFERENT

SIXTaffeta,

very elaborate patterns,
Dresden bandies, very artistic,

Pennell,

whose death

had a number of
lately reported,
read with
riends in this city who will
nterest this tribute from, the Boston
transcript.
vas

’’The death of Miss Pennell falls With
icculiar sadness on the minds of those
A nd although it
vho kneW her best.
vas far from her nature to desire ,publio

work

or

worth,

her

it is

justice that some reoogvirtues be placed on reoord.
of

lition of her
exert is true that these virtues were
lised, and her character and influence
leveloped, ohiefly within the % sphere of
1 lome life ;but the ministries of home are
1

f

nost important of all for the interests of
ooiety, and lienee deserve recogni-

I ion'and remembrance.
The place of the eldest
■

, louse in

a

daughter

large family is

one

of the

of great
to make

for one disposed
of
ise of them for good, and often one
—--ii ireat demands on all the faoulties of ser1

pportunlties

§5
$6

MANY

iness

S

Silk

little secret goodnesses
to these
umbrellas that
we’ve not meetioned. Find
them just inside the door.

The deceased was a member of the
30ns of Vetetans, Shepley Camp, No.
i
He was for some time
and
until five
months ago, when taken sick in, the employ of the Palmer Shoe Company, where
lie had established for himsef a good bus-

Fennell,

styles

English fir sticks,
loop handles,sterling trimmed,

wife.

sense

curled stick, ster$1.75

ROLLED Silk Taffeta
Congo Q curled
stick, beautifully trimmed in
sterling silver, in case,
$3
Same style for gents,
$3.50

Charles N. Wiliams
son
was a
of
Charles H. Williams, who served
as a
private in the Third New Hampshire
Volunteers during our Civil War, and
who died about eight years ago, only to
be foliowed^some^slx years after by his

a

Impersonator, assisted by the
Nellie Salome Thomas
Hubbard Wilder, Flutist, and Miss
Lida J. Low, Pianist.

Mr. Geo.

soprano,

Reserved seats, 35, 50. and 75c, Admission
25c, now on sale at Stoekbridge's. Half fare
on M. O. R. R. to all holding
"Couthoui” tickets. Late trains on G. T. R. R.

SILK.

hood, and who has endeared himself to
many friends. The four long months of
patient suffering are now ended a nd he
has now entered into the valley of tho
shadow of death.

during his

lO lbs.

y1?®* -f^is

P*ace

JJI.

LIBBY.

faithfully and nobly
who
has now
fulfilled her earthly career. In
many sore
bitter
trials,
reversals
of fortune and
isolating bereavements, she held fa3t to
lior cheering, helpful
ministries, and was
indeed the mainstay of the home.
Alherself
during a large portion of
though
>he time an invalid and
great sufferer,
ier presence and influence held
up the
learts of others.
In all
this experience
ihe wrought out in herself
those high
jualities which mark a supeior type of
mistian womanhoord, and in the last
jreat trialsthe spirit of perfect self-denial
ind self-possession, proved the
strength
>r a character
which has its source in
fith and loving trust on high.
In the intervals of her
tasking duties
he contributed to several papers
,‘occasoual short sketches and verses
which
vore highly appreciated,
and
will
be
.reasured
with her memory by many
i riends.
A few lines from one of the last
1 if these may well close this brief
memorial :
‘Oh, the endless longing, the endless
♦

will

pain,
^hat is laid,

20

nor

lifted

hope

Forty

earth again,
calm and still
saith, “I will fulon

h°<l carriers employed by contractW. F. O’Neil of the new
Pope tube
Parkville, Conn., struck yesterday
i oorning.
The hod carriers, bricklayers,
> nd stone
masons are members of the
Central Labor Union. The hod carriers
truck because two bricklayers
formerly
, worked
with non-union
hod carriers.
( Contractor O’Neil refuses
to discharge
he two bricklayers,

|
jj

GEO.

cts.

C.

FRYE

APOTHECARY,
320

SEA

Congress

Street.

BATHS ALL WINTER.

I-

| Ladies’ Watches I
I

Now on sale.
nov27d3t»

An AEOLIAN
Will enable you to have music in your home at
any and all times, without tho aid of a musician.

J
■

J

he

j,

(J

used by every member of
the
|
family, as the operation of playing it is so
that
it
can be learned by anyone with a
simple
few days’ practice.
It is not a mechanical instrument, but is
capable of the moot delicate shaaiugs of temooand expression.
Any piece of music can be obtained for the
Aiolian, but it is designed for and particularly
adapted to the highest grades of classical and
operatic music.
All the Wagner Overtures
and Beethoven Symphonies,
together with
works from all the masters, are
arranged for
the Aeolian, and are played
it with wonderby
ful orchestral effect.
The tone of the ASolian is
peculiarly soft and <
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else,
a small orchestra, with the
different partsT
On exhibition daily from 9 to 5. Call and '.
can

J

Away up in quality—Away down *
*
in prices.
Why not select one
now for Christmas.
We have a
()
I) h Jbdred of them. No old stuff,
(
11 but the latest productions of the |
(• Elgin and Waltham Factoiies. (I
(• Come to the store, we will be | •
pleased to show you, and if you (1
*
like the style and price we will 11
for
lay it aside
you until <j

J,

®

Christmas.

jj

I!

|
J

hear it.

I |

The M. STEINERT & SONS

GO.,

Sole New England Representatives for the
Steinway, Hardman, Gabler, Bacon, and
other First Class Pianos.

T. C. McCOU
517

Gents’ Watches

LDRIC.Mgr.

Congress Street,

ootio_

dtf

NOTICE OF QUARANTINE.

suited

suit you.

\

millions and will
$5.50 to $100.

<[
!|
J.

.)

(|

!j

—

c

I

ji
I*

A hundred of them.

Any good kind you wish. Don’t
keep the poor ones.
Elgin and
Waltham are all right. They
have

_

was

the unseen presence,
^ill
through doors of

or

$4'°°‘

^y the daughter

lying

J dill,

11
Entertainmentsonly $2.50, $3.25 and

TICKETS.

It

Bath,

%

famous

charming

GOOD Taffeta Silk, in
case, paragon frame, steel rod,
COURSE
curved Congo stick,
$1.69

Charles N. Williams.

Lue to

Tne

Congo stick, curved,

TIGHT
Umbrellas,

to

For the

with the lady who read “The
of Columbus” at the World's
in Chicago, MISS JESSIE

COUTHOUI,

$1.39

$1.50

Once again has
the angel
of death
appeared! end removed from our midst
and from his patient sufferings, to that
world of happiness, and where
sorrow
and Suffering are
not known, one who

lotice of her

Fair

curved

Only ladles.

OBITUARY.

Miss Harriette G.

handsomely

Carolla natural

treasurer. Captain Tenney
agent and
has had the management of the company
for several years.

faithfully

Weather,

WEST INDIA SEA SALT

evening
Prophecy

rod, paragon

Also Men’s Umbrellas in this grade.

president, and J. P. Tenney,

Harriette G.

steel

handles,

The annual meeting of the Central
Whart Tow Boat company, was held yesterday afternoon, and the old board of
officers were re-elected as follows: Directors, E. B. Winslow, W. Leavitt,
N.
K. Sawyer, W. H. Scott, J. P. Tenney,
E. H. Sargent, and H. M. Sargent. The
directors organized
by choosing E. B.

vho have ministered very
lim at all times, especially
last sickness.

bottle.

City Hall, Tuesday Evening/Dec. 3rd.

gloria Umbrella,

English

Elected,

Harry Williams, with whom the deceased
nade his home for several year* past and

cent

2d STOCKBRIDGE.
An

frames

education. By this death are left
his loss, a brother and two sis;ors residing in other states, and among
ithers, an uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.

twenty-five

during

frame,steel

CAROLLA
in case,

10 mourn

\mt

■

SEA BATH

a

A
lO lbs. BAG
OF

ammonia

__nov27d3t

Meeting Held Yesterday and tlie

In the very blossom of young

a

no

Portland by Owen. Moore & Co.,
Eastman Bros.& Bancroft, Frank P.McKenney,

COVERED UMBRELLA. Sheds rain like
a slant roof, in a
casp, para$1.25
gon frame, mottled handle,

THE TOW BOAT COMPANY.

was

be made to

jeweler; Hooper, Son & Leighton, silverware
dppot; Frank B. Clark, stationery and notions:
rod which makes it snug and
Morgan & Co., fancy goods; H. H. Hay, H. P.
S. Goold, D. W. Heseltine & Co., Simmons &
strong.
Curled Congo stick,
$1.25 Hammond, under eye and ear infirmary, Goold
& Bragden, druggists; Landers & Babbidge.
Gents in tills grade also, same price.
in

health.
It should be remembered that
none of the Kickapoo Indian preparations
contain any poisonous ingredients, and
they may be bought of any druggist.
Kickapoo Indian Oil 25 cts. a bottle.
Kickapoo Indian Sagwa $1 a bottle, six
bottles for $5.

Winslow,

Try

gloria Umbrella,

English

Kickapoo Indian Sagwa are easily
persuaded to resume their natural functions, and soon dispel from the system
these poisons, leaving the patient free
from pain, and in every way enjoying

Old Officers

■

For sale in

as

Annual

can

No ackl to eat,no grit to scratch,
to blackeD.

$1

is a wellknown fact, is
caused by the
accumulation
of unhealthy
acids in the blood, due to the improper
action of some one or more of the great
life-giving organs of the body. These
when properly treated by such a remedy

.-

Gold

silver beautiful.

LADIES’
wood sticks,

■

Polish

ver

any
CAROLLA covered
Your old silverware
Umbrellas, 26 inch, paragon look like
new.
frame, Dresden and natural

Rheumatism,

—

THE LUXURY

and

of this trouble
in a remarkably
short space of
time.

1 ■■■

beautiful silver.

Moses Liquid Gold and Sil-

ball.

kidney invigorator, dispels the cause

■■■

waterThere is

almost

immediately, -whereas their famous

Report

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, Is .n excellent
medicine. I have taken it for
catarrh and
impure blood and it has given Be
appetite and strength.
huJ°°H
ka*also taken it and he isMy
now in ponH
health. When he feels a little
run r£,°~d
*
^ottle of Hood’s
Qn/h1?
and
before it is gone he is all SarsapaHHa1
rightPand ?’

na-

Hire’s own remedies
which she d i s
penses to him in
the form of roots,
barks and herbs,
and which by experience he has

uii

forward
forward

to his

he has studied the
art of healing and

NEWS.

A Mother’s

We Have the Best Filing Shirts’
Our Prices Are the Lowest,

other year has
Now isn’t it wisdom
come.
to keep the promise you made

Indian preserves his
health by paying the
greatest

possible attention

was

ui

which is

The

case.

perfect

During

JOTTINGS.

j

an um-

brella to somebody Christmas,
Another truth
don’t you?
is that as Christmas comes nearer
you get flurried as to your presents

HEN one considers
the exposure and hard
life endured by the
Indians from birth
until old age, and
reflects upon the fact
that rheumatism is
unknown to them it
cannot be doubted but
that their medicines must contain all

powerful properties,

ALWAYS GIVE

YOU

£

the past
summer a special
sent to Portland by the Trea- Extraordinary Fog—Various Results of the
Weather—Other Motes.
sury
Department at Washington and a
There will be a regular meeting of the carefnl examination was pursued. The
Union Veteran Legion
this
evening agent consulted with Postmaster John
Yesterday was very quiet along the
Every member is requested to be present C. Small, who is the custodian of the
as the nomination for officers for the
enbuilding, and this week the plans for water front. During the morning ther e
All persons afflicted with dyspepsia will
worst fog over the harbor that
tlio remodelling |.of the
interior were was the
find immediate relief and sure cure by suing year will come off.
the oldest captain or fisherman was able
The reading to be given by Mrs. Erving drawn up.
using Dr. Siegert’e Angostura Bitters.
Winslow of Boston is postponed to JanYesterdys bids for proposals were ad- to recall, and it romained until the storm
with full vigor, and with it
9th.
vertised
and on December third, the con- started in
uary
PERSONAL.
Rev F. O. Rogers will speak on “The tracts will be awarded.
Then the work the high wind that made the seas outside
be dreaded, but cleared
Menace of Romanism,’’ at the Pine street of
reconstruction will be inaugurated. something to
Miss Elizabeth
Sekenger of Bangor,
It promises to take several weeks’ time.
away the fog.
sent last week in the city with Miss church next Sunday evening.
There
was a strong fear expressed by
uuc iwui
uuau uaa iui yLara
j.uuuaogi
ug
Emily Flaherty.
Westbrook, will be at the Warren ohurch been occupied
by the postmaster as a tug boat men that many disasters will
was In
I Mr. 0. S. Tucker of Now ray,
tuo
this evening at 7.30 o’olock. The pastor, private office will with a small ajdoiniug result Hum
siurju, uecause as one
the city Tuesday.
“1£ any vessel is off this coast she
room
will preaoh.
be converted into a new room for said
Mr. Chares Berry of Amesbury, Mass., Rov. Wm. G. Mann,
l’he
Yesterday was mild with one of the the carriers. As a result the new Demo- must oome in or go on the rooks.”
is spending a few days in the city.
Port- cratic postmaster will have a room in the tremendous force of the storm could fce
thickest fogs ever experienced in
Ex-Representative Stanley C, Plummer
the way that vessels out in the
at the corner of Middle and Ex- seen in
of Dexter, was in the city yesterday. He land. About 4 o’oclok the wind shifted part
harbor straiued
at their moorings.
to southwest and blew quite a squall for change streets.
It
left last evening Jfor
Washington on
The room now ocoupied by the assis- was a wild day, and a still wilder night
a few moments.
official business,
presumably connected
postmaster will be stripped of its outside.
Mr. Otis Daniels, who was reported tant
With tho Dexter post office.
There are two classes of seafaring peowalls. It will make a part of the main
Col. Thomas P. Shaw was
at home in the Lewiston Journal as having shot
office.
ple who are especially in j ured^by;weather
has
60
this
coons
season,
11,
with
a
severe
oaptured
yesterday
cold, caught
A part
of the cashier’s room will also such as we ha\e]boen having of late, the
while going to the Maine the day before making 71 shot this season. Mr. Daniels
be thrown into the main working room, fishermen, who aro unahle to get to the
owns probably the finest ooon
the inclement weather.
dog in
and another section of the room that has fishing grounds, or to catch any fish if
Among the arriavls at the Falmouth Maine, whioh was shipped to g him from
been utilized by the cashier and assis- there; and the coastwise skippers
who
the
South.
are W. W
Gen.
G.
Wliitmarch,
Beale,
tants
will be fitted into a room where are tied up all along the coast with ore
The Logomachian Club held a
Mr and Mrs. F. Howe, Norway; H. L.
postthe assistant
will hold forth. or two mon to feed and pay, and with
Shepherd, Rookport; Col. E. C. Farring- poned meeting last night at the office of The clerks postmaster
to do.
in the general delivery will nothing
The situation with
ton, G. A. Philbrook, Augusta; F.
M. Wilson & Wilson, on Exchange street,
them is fast becoming serious and they
also have a portion of this department.
for
the
debate.
E.
Plummer.
purpose.of
Lisbon
Carmel;
Simpson,
This w ill greatly improve matters, and are wondering
when they
are to get
Sheriff Plummer lyesterday
presented
Fails; John B. Donovan, Alfred; G. D.
be of a decided advantage tojthe publio, home. Sorao of the coasters bound eastBisbee, W. Pettingill, Rumford Falls; C. every deputy £sheriff and officer under
who oan hereafter seek tho’ear of the ass ward have been tied up here for the past
P. Grimes, F. F. O’Reiiley,
Boston; him with a fine turkey and all the fixings istant
postmaster from the main corri- two weeks, and their skippers can see
K. D. Watkins, Buffalo; Mrs. Haling, for a Thanskgiving dinner.
no hope of getting away.
dor.
&
Son
H.
H.
handed
Mr.
Hay
yesterday
C.
H.
Newton and wife, Mrs.
Montreal;
The work of loading and discharging
The cashier’s
for money
department
R.
ohief
of
the
W.
fire
Alfred Bishop, Mrs. Maggie
Jackson,
"departFielding,
registered letters, and postage the steamers is progressing well, and
Mrs. Francis Stevens., Mrs. Stella Zau- ment, a $5 bill for the Relief ssooiation orders,
trains are run over the Grand
stamps, will be in the front part of the extra
of the Portland Fiire Department.
ovie, John G, Walsh, New York..
Trunk to accommodate the freight that
Th e E. L. Stan wood property, No. building near both the Middle street and
The Washington correspondent of the
must be brought down to load even one
14 Mellen street, has beeu
sold to Mr. Exchange street entrances.
Boston Herald says:
There will be all the modern improve- of the great boats. What troubles the
“Mr. Reed’s apartments at the
Shor- Geo. F. West.
steamer railroad men a little, and the
ham aro ou the fifth floor, looking out
The members of the Sheridan Rifles are ments in connection with the repaira
Of all the changes the lock boxes will steamboat
upon Fifteenth street. They consist of
managers a great deal is the
to meet at the
this
requested
armory
two bed-rooms, ra parlor and a bath, with
not be disturbed.
fact that the freights from England here
a private consultation room
just across evening.
As a consequence, there will be five are so
hard to get, even at low
rates.
the hall, convenient to elevator. The
Portland Roayl and Seleot Masters took
hundred and seventy-eight feet more of The balance of trade seems to be in fnvrooms are handsomely furnished and the in a number of candidates last
evening.
walls are filled with rare piotures by well
or of
this side of the water, although
It began to rain as well as it knew working service in the main room than
known artists. Conspicuous in the pariu times past and it will be decidedly Canada is profiting the most largely by
lor is a fine engraving of Abraham Lin- how about 5.30 p. m. yesterday and at
coln, with the autograph of the lamented intervals throughout the evening the rain easier to get the heavy mails in and out it. Some heavy shipments from England
to Canada is said to be certain in the
of the building.
president. It was a personal gift from fell in torrents.
Mr. Linooln to Mr. Reed, which renders
At present no changes are contemplated near future.
As it is cars that come
it all the more valuable to the owner.
Mrs. Etta S. Osgood will give an in- in the upper story where are located the here with a full load from the West or
On the oentre table ill the parlor was a
formal talk on the “Atlanta Exposition offices of .the Federal, District and Cir- Canada, go back
empty, muoh to the
magn ifient bouquet of flowers from an
cuit courta
admiring friend, whioh recalls a humor- and the Federation Congress, at the
delight of the tramps who are still travous remark made by Mr. Reed at the be- residence of Mrs. H. H.
Had Friends in Portland.
Shaw. 92 North
elling, taking advantage of the pleasant
ginning of the last Congress, when some street next
Saturday evening, November
A Swede,giving the name of R. Horne- weather, but not to the profit of the railone asked him why there were no
floral
Members
of the
tributes upon his
Acorn, Cresco, burg, arrived in Augusta Monday look- roads.
desk. Surveying the 30.
House and observing that the desks of Monica and Mutual Improvement club,
There was just a tuooh of excitement
ing for John Alfred Andorson, who,
many fellow-members were covered with
accompanied by their husbands are cordi- Horneburg claims, is In the employ of yosterday afternoon when two men got
fin LPaWO Tata dvo Inlnrl
i_ LI.
-1__
istio style:
a
doctor in that city. ,Mr.
“Because I am nobody’s ally invited to attend.
Horneburg into a fight on Commercial .street, but
daiiing.’* At the hotel it is said that
speaks and understands practically noth- when separated made their way in the
wr. jraiiiuum s Lecuire.
Mr. Reed was offered one of the
largest
ing of the English language, and met direction of their vessels. Nobody seemed
and best appointed rooms in the house
Key.
Dr. Parkhurst will deliver his
with no
little difficulty
tor consultation purposes, but he declined
in trying to to know what the row started over, but
first and only
lecture
in
Maine
on
Deit and took a very small
make the
E. W. a dozen people saw the fight, and gave
necessary inquiries.
apartment, say- cember
at
9th,
City hall, for the benefit Hamlen
ing: “The smaller the room,
the
descrintions of nlmt
a
of
the
af- entirely different
spent
greater
part
”
shorter the conference.
of the Ladies’ Circle of the High street
ternoon with him, and by the aid of in- they saw.
churoh.
He will take for his subject
Little Folks* Concert.
There was just a faint touch of exciteterpreters, learned the object of his hunt,
“Fighting Tammany and What It Has
At Bosworth Post hall, this
that.he had.come from British Columbia, ment during the afternoon when the capevening, Taught Us.
The sale of seats will beand that, if once at Portland, ho could tain.of a schooner, tied up at ono of the
under the auspices of the Little Samarigin at Cressey, Jones & Allon’s music get
tan society, will be given a concert for
along all right, ub l^e had friends wharves thought some one had stolen his
store this morning at 9 o’clock.
There
and relatives in this city.
the destitute and friendless
Yesterday he boat, a new on and too good to lose. He
This will be half fare to ticket holders on the
boys.
came to Portland.
bad just started for Commercial street
is
an admirable object and it is to be
Maine
Central, Rochester and Grand
to find an officer, when his mate rowed
hoped that there will be a large audience Trunk roads.
A Lively ltunaway.
back to tlie schooner in the missing boat,
present.
Archibald’s grooery team ran away on
The Firemen’s Ball.
aad peace was restored again.
street
yesterday morning, and
SUPERIOR COURT,
Tonight at City nail the Veteran Fire- Spruce
overturned Dunn's team at the corner of
men’s Association
ball will be given.
The Bristol Bine.
Clark street.
On the way down Clark
ElaDorate preparations have been made.
The stoamship
BEFORE JUDGE BOJiTKEY
Dominion, Captain
street several
people narrowly escaped
The
Cadet band will play at.eight the
with the Memphis, Captain
Tuesday—Origen A. McFadden vs. T. admirable programme published in yes- injury, including one.of the'teachors in Cross, which,
the Deaf school,
and Miss Trainor of W. Williams, will run between Portland
E. Spaulding et al. An action to recovThe fire department Clark street. Mr.
terday’s PRESS.
T. B. Hawley was and Bristol, England, is now on her
er for
way
stopping and storing 8000 cords of will appear in full uniform. At the knocked down but escaped with
bruises. to this port.
The line ;is operated by
poplar wood at the booms in Gilbert
The
horse
ran
through Spring and May
intermission, excellent refreshments will
to Danforth street, where.he stopped of Elder, Dompster & Co., of Liverpool who
vilie, cn the Androscoggin river in the be found in the
Reoeption hall. There his own accord.
will he represented in Portland
by Mr.
driving season of 1894, at 35 cents per is a
capital dance order.
Thomas Barling of Montreal.
cord.
The
defendants claim that the
Concert
at
Chestnut Street.
There will be a balcony concert from
wood was
the property of the Poland
7.45 to 8 o'clock.
At the fine concert to be given in ChestAt 9 o’clock, previous
to
Paper company,
whom the title had to the
dancing, there will bo a presenta- nut street church, Wednesday evening,
passed the fall before, and to whom the tion to the Veteran
Misses Knight, Bicker
Firemen from the December 4th,
plaintiff should lcok for payment.
On Ladies’ League.
and Bice will sing for the first time in
tidal.
Portland, a trio composed for them by
Metliodi6t Social Union.
Symonds, Snow and Cook for plaintiff.
Signor Vannussini of Florence,
and
Clarence A. Highland R. N. ChamberThe gathering of the Young People’s Miss Philbrook will play “Papillons” a
lain for defendants.
Methodist Social
Union at Pine street brilliant composition
of Schumann’s,
church Monday evening was a very suc- representing scenes at a masked bail.
All state papers submitted to the
affair.
A largo number were
Czar cessful
An Odd Case.
are written on a modern
American type- present despite the rain. Songs hy Dr.
afternoon
Mr. George Wilcox,
writer, set with Russian characters.
Yesterday
Harry Nickerson and piano solos by Miss
Mr. Gladstone is saiu to be
editing a Nellie King, and the serving of light re- the clam dealer, was paying oil the men,
collection of 900,000 letters reooived
by freshments,contributed to the enjoyment from whom he had been buying clams.
him in the courso of his lung caroer.
ho
Later
discovered that ho had paid
of the evening.
one
too
that a man
many. It seems
named Steve Ham, assaulted one of the
“
clammers, and the man assaulted in•
Pure and Sure.”
Mr. Wilcox that Ham poshed
formed

bRIEF

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed: Ca^toria *>

WHEN WE TELL YOU THAT

FAMOUS

KICKAPOO INDIAN
REME,IES ALL POWERFUL FOR THIS MOST
PAINFUL OF AFFLICTIONS.

■
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open

The Christmas Umbrellas
have come.

■

versant
HARBOR

be

not

Thanksgiving Day.

RELIEF
WHY CONTINUE TO SUFFER?
WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL.
THE

oents a pair.
Quail sold at S3.75;per dozsteak brought 35 cents.
Venison
en.
Sweet breads cost 25 cents a set. Boef
pork, lamb and mutton commanded the

priea

Store will

ma

—

_

fair supply, but choice birds
were not
There
was a good
supply of
western birds, and judges said it
was of
very fair quality.
In the retail stores the birds
were of
very attractive appearance, and the windows were appetizingly
arranged. Western turkeys were oHored at from 14 to 18
cents, nioe ..Vermont birds from 18 to 23
cents, and choice State of Maine turkevs
from 23 to 25 cents.
Clnokens arranged
all
the way from 14 to 30 cents. One
very heavy pair sold for 20 cents. Choioe
for 23 cents, but
geese sold
could be
bought all the way from 14 cents to that
ducks
from
14
to 25 cents. Few
prioe,and
eese or duoks sold out of the carts at
more than 20 cents.
Partridges were 80

usual market

mam

J. R. LIBBY.

try ig Cheap.
•

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
m

plenty.

In the course of a
fortnight atout the
busiest
place iu the city will be at the
big post offioe building.
A radical change is to be effected in the
ihtorior of the structure and after the
work of the carpenters will have been

a

Supply

MARKETS.

MeKENNEY, |
The

Jeweler,

MONUMENT

SQUARE.
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Butler School house Plans.
bus become
absolutely necessary to
of quarantine
SsTf our former notice
« shall innm
if*’ 389f 60 lhathu£
1,11 o£her
states
r thBt 110 cattle
for duiry or
hrllSnV.oia
bleed
ng purposes shall ha
into
brought
road
ft?1?** eithei byun£il
water, railroad or
farther
and
notice;
a l sur)? rilHHnCe
that it

cluded

m-ne?1fhM.asSaohus"Us®Plerin8

g

our

state, without

80“°
member of our
ho^rd d*in3KUed
be subject to quaiuntino at 'he
.ailt
expense, and the attention of all
“"““f
persons is directed to
177 and i9f

?f-he

chapters

i’Ublic laws of Maine, tvnicn will
hereafter be riaidly enforced.
JOHN W. DEERING, President.
G. BEAD, Treasurer.
HEO. H. BA1LEV. D. V. S„
State Vetonriary Snrgeon.
Peering, Nov. 13th. ’95.
novl6dlwtecd3w

BUY

Plans and specifications for alterations in
the plumbing of the Butler school
house,
and also for changes in the plumbing of the
Ctesinnt street school house can be seen at
the office of Frederick A. Tompson, Architect, 122 1-2 Exchange street.
Bids for the work in each building must
be made separately, and will be received
until 4 o’clock on Wednesday
afternoon
November -7lb. All bids to be addressed 10
the chairman of the committee on
Public
buildings, city olerk’s office.
JAMES P. BAXTER.
nov2Gd2t
Chairman

YOUR.

GLASSWARE AND LAMPS
CROCKERY,
retail
the
Fine goods
wholesale
it

at
at
prices.
[irioe you pay for the ordinary elsewhere.

E. SWASEY&CO.,
Importers Crockery and Glassware,
S73

)Ct4

Commercial St-r

ifoot of Cross street.
eod.3mj

RY,

BOOK R(1D JOB PS1KTFK,
SO,

37 PLUM
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